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RBCSU Realty, L.L.C. and Regence BlueCross BiueShield of Utah
JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS
1. Jurisdiction is conferred upon the Utah Court of Appeals to hear this
appeal by Utah Code Ann., § 78-2A-3(2)(j) (1953 as amended).
2. This appeal is from an Order of the Third Judicial District Court, The
Honorable Judge Frank G. Noel presiding, granting the defendants' motions to
dismiss for failure to state a cause of action.
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL
1. Did the Third Judicial District Court err as a matter of law when it
concluded that the issuance of a conditional use permit, without public hearing, is
lawful when there are no allegations that the conditional use so approved violates
any zoning ordinances? Because the underlying motion to dismiss was granted
by the District Court as a matter of law, it is subject to review for correctness by
this Court. Barbery. Farmers Ins. Exch., 751 P.2d 248 (Utah App. 1988).
2. In addition to upholding the decision of the Third District Court based
upon the grounds specified by Judge Noel, those being compliance with the
County Land Use Development and Management Act and applicable Salt Lake
County zoning ordinances, can and should the decision of the Third District Court
be upheld on other appropriate grounds, specifically the Busches' failure to bring
a timely and appropriate appeal? The decision of the Third District Court should
be upheld if it can be upheld on any appropriate grounds. In the Matter of the
Estate of Shepley, 645 P.2d 605 (Utah 1985).
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES, RULES, AND ORDINANCE PROVISIONS
The following statutes, rules and ordinance provisions are determinative of
the issues on appeal:
1. County Land Use Development and Management Act, Utah Code
Ann., §17-27-101, et seq. (See Addendum at Exhibit "A".)
2. Rule12(b)(6), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure:
CO 33:'48 IZC •.vpd 2
Every defense, in law or fact, to claim ":or relief in any
pleading whether a claim, counterclaim, cross-claim, or
third party claim, shall be asserted in the responsive
pleading thereto if on is required, except that the
following defenses one may at the option of the pleader
be made by motion . . (6) failure to state a claim upon
which relief can be granted . . .
3. Title 19, Uniform Zoning Ordinances of Salt Lake County. (See
Addendum at Exhibit "B".)
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A NATURE OF THE CASE.
The Appellees herein are owners of property in the Cottonwood Corporate
Center which center is located at approximately 6800 South between 2700 and
3000 East in Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, Stale of Utah (R. 1 and 2, fflj 1-9).
The Cottonwood Corporate Center is zoned O-R-D. This permits construction of
office buildings up to six stories (Appellants' Brief at p.15). On or about April 20,
1996, a site plan was approved in connection with the issuance of a conditional
use permit which authorized construction in conformity with the zoning
regulations (R. 3 at H 15; and R. 4-5 at fflf 25-32). Appellants a-e plaintiffs James
and Carol Busche (hereinafter "Busches"). The Busches were not adjoining land
owners in April of 1996 (R. 6 at TJ 41).
Sometime in the latter part of 1996, the Busches became interested in
purchasing nearby residential property. The Busches eventually acquired that
property at an unspecified later date (R.1 at H 1; and R. 2 at fl 10). Prior to
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purchasing their residence on adjoining property, the Busches attempted to
review the site plans for the Cottonwood Corporate Center. They did not review
the current site plan. They reviewed a prior and superseded site plan (R. 2 at fflf
10-11; and R. 3 at U 15).
Based upon their review of the original site plan and in the apparent hope
that owners of the Cottonwood Corporate Center would never vary those plans or
further develop the corporate center, the Busches purchased adjoining property.
It is the position of the Busches that they would not have acquired the adjoining
property if they had reviewed the correct site plan (R. 6 at ^j 41).
Buildings in full compliance with approved zoning and conforming to the
conditional use permit and site plan of April 20, 1996 have now been built and
further construction continues (R. 4 at jf 25 through R. 5 U 31). The Busches'
complaint on file asks the Third District Court to grant injunctive relief removing
the structures in place and enjoining further development (R. 9 at If 65-67).
B. COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
Sometime in July, 1999, the Busches attempted to appeal the April 20,
1996 approval of the conditional use permit to the Salt Lake County Board of
Adjustment (R. 7-8 at fflf 53-58). That appeal was rejected as untimely (R. 8 at U
58). The Busches then filed a complaint in Third District Court on July 30, 1999
requesting the injunctive relief identified early (R. 1). Motions to Dismiss for
)0 33243 LZCv,;
failure to state a cause of action were filed by the Appellees on August 27, 1999,
August 30, 1999, and September 20, 1999 (R. 41, 38,68).
The motions were fully briefed by all parties and submitted to Judge Noel
who entered a Minute Entry Decision granting the motions to dismiss. The
Minute Entry Decision was entered November 16, 1999.
C. DISPOSITION AT TRIAL COURT
The Minute Entry of Judge Frank G. Noel of the Third District Court
expressly bases the court's dismissal of the Complaint on the conclusion that the
conditional use permit was issued in full compliance with Utah State statutes and
Salt Lake County zoning ordinances (R. 90). The Minute Entry was reduced to
an Order on December 20, 1999 pursuant to which the Complaint was dismissed
(R. 94). The present appeal ensued
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
The Busches, in their Complaint are attempting to review the issuance of a
conditional use permit. The permit, by their own a legation, was approved on
April 20, 1996. This is a significant period of time prior to the Busches even
becoming adjoining property owners. It is over three years prior to the time the
Busches sought judicial or administrative review. The essence of the Busches'
position in their Complaint was that the conditional use permit was issued without
public hearing and therefore was unlawful. This is simply an inaccurate
statement of Utah law. Public hearings are not required for the issuance of
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conditional use permits. The District Court so ruled and ruled appropriately. That
ruling should be upheld.
In the alternative, the Appellees, as the moving parties, argued that judicial
review of the issuance of the conditional use permit was not available at this time.
The Busches' attempt to seek review at this late date is untimely and legally
inappropriate. While this argument was not specifically identified by Judge Noel
as the basis for his decision dismissing the Complaint, it is a separate and
appropriate basis on which Judge Noel's decision can and should be upheld.
The Busches, as the Plaintiff's, did not file their appeal in a timely manner; they
did not have standing to appeal; they did not exhaust administrative remedies;
and, issuance of conditional use permits is not a reviewable decision.
STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS
1. Busches, are owners of residential property located in Salt Lake
County, which residential property adjoins the Cottonwood Corporate Center
(hereinafter ,:Center"), along its western boundary (R. 1 at fl 1; and R. 2 at fl 10).
2. RBCSU Realty, L.L.C, and Regence BlueCross BiueShield of Utah,
(hereinafter "BlueCross"), are owners of commercial property in the Center (R. 2,
at ffl[5 and 6).
3. The Center is zoned O-R-D (Busches' Brief at p. 12).
4. O-R-D zoning allows for the construction of office buildings up to six
stories by conditional use permits (Busches' Brief at p. 15).
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5. An original Master Pian for the Center (hereinafter "Original Plan"),
was in existence and approved sometime prior to April 20, 1996 (R. 2 at %11; R.
3 at IP 5).
6. An amended Master Plan (hereinafter "Amended Plan"), for the
Center was in existence and approved April 20, 1996 (R. 3 at|[ 15).
7. The amended plan carries the initial of Warren Reynolds, (R. at Tf
15), senior planner of the Salt Lake County Division of Development Services (R.
45).
8. The Amended Plan reflects changes to traffic flow patterns within the
center; reflects movement of a parking structure closer to the western boundary
of the center; and reflects movement of one or more six story office buildings
closer to the western boundary of the Center (R. 4 and 5 at fflj 25-32).
9. In late 1996, when the Busches were considering their purchase of
the residential property adjoining the center to the west, the Busches reviewed
the Original Plan rather than the Amended Plan (R. 2 at fflj 10 and 11; and R. 3 at
If 15).
10. The Busches were not adjoining landowners at the time they
attempted to review the site plan and, now claim that if they had reviewed the
correct plans, they would not have purchased the adjoining property (R. 6 at U
41).
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11. The Busches believe that portions of the construction which has
occurred pursuant to the Amended Plan has negatively impacted their property
value (R. 5 at H 35).
12. The Busches believe that the approval of the conditional use set
forth in the Amended Plan (specifically including the six story buildings) without
public hearing is illegal (R. 6 at ^ 41 and 42).
13. Sometime during or around July, 1999 the Busches attempted to
appeal the approval of the conditional use reflected in the Amended Plan to the
Board of Adjustment (R. 7 and 8 at fflj 53 through 58).
14. The attempted appeal to the Board of Adjustment was rejected as
untimely (R. 8 at TJ 58).
15. The present lawsuit ensued pursuant to which Busches seek a court
order that the office buildings be removed and further construction enjoined (R. 9
at TJ1I 65-66).
16. A Motion to Dismiss was filed in response to the Busches' Complaint
which Motion was granted by Judge Frank G. Noel by Minute Entry dated
November 16, 1999, which ruling was reduced to an Order of the court on
December 20, 1999 (R. 90 through 95).
INTRODUCTION
On an unspecified date, presumably in the latter part of 1996 or early 1997,
the Busches purchased a residential home. The home they purchased adjoins
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the Center, a commercial office complex under construction. The Busches' home
adjoins the Center to the West. The adjoining commercial land was zoned
O-R-D. O-R-D zoning permits, by conditional use permit, the construction of
office buildings of up to a height oi six stories. The Busches were fully cognizant
of the fact that the commercial property was so zoned. In fact, they affirmatively
allege that they attempted to review plans for the project at the county offices.
The fact that the Center adjoining the Busches' residential lot was so zoned was
no doubt reflected in the price they paid for their property.. The Busches knew
that the current owner of Ihe Center, or any subsecuent owner could, at any time,
erect buildings up to six stories on the adjoining property. The risk that they
might lose their views of the Wasatch Mountains was a known risk. The Busches
received exactly what they paid for. Now that this possibility has become a reality
on certain portions of the Center, the Busches are asking the Third District Court
to issue an order that the office biilding(s) be removed and that further
construction be enjoined. This request is made despite the fact that construction
is in complete compliance with zoning regulations.
The argument advanced by the Busches when distilled to its most essential
elements, is that the issuance of a conditional use permit allowing the present
construction, without a public hearing, was illegal. This argument fails as a
matter of law. The Busches are merely attempting to enhance their own property
00 33248.LZCwpd
value, after purchasing their lot, by restricting adjoining land owners in the Center
from putting their land to perfectly legal and approved uses.
Public hearings are required and were held when the land in question was
zoned O-R-D for commercial use. The Busches do not allege that the current
configuration of the Center is in violation of the zoning regulations. They object
only to a conditional use which has been approved and which use complies with
zoning requirements. Appellees as defendants in the lower court filed a Joint
Motion to Dismiss for failure to state a cause of action. That Motion was fully
briefed by the parties and was ruled on by Judge Noel on November 16, 1999,
which ruling was reduced to an Order of the court on December 20, 1999. Judge
Noel of the Third District Court dismissed the Busches' claims for failure to state a
cause of action. That ruling should be affirmed.
ARGUMENT
POINT I
DISMISSAL OF A COMPLAINT IS
APPROPRIATE WHEN THE ALLEGATIONS,
EVEN IF TRUE, FAIL TO STATE A CAUSE OF
ACTION ON WHICH RELIEF CAN BE GRANTED
The Busches' Complaint was dismissed pursuant to the filing of a Joint
Motion filed under Rule 12(b)(6), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. This rule
provides that a defendant party, rather than answering a complaint, may move for
its dismissal based upon ". . . failure to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted, . . .". Accordingly, the moving parties admitted, for purposes of the
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motion, the accuracy of the allegations of the Busches' Complaint, but
nevertheless sought dismissal of the Complaint due to the fact that these
allegations did not give rise to any violation of the County Land Use Development
and Management Act or the Uniform Zoning Ordinances of Salt Lake County and
based upon the fact that the Busches' attempt to review the issuance of the
conditional use permit was legally barred. The same standard applies to the
present appeal. The conditional use permit allowing construction of the
Cottonwood Corporate Center was issued in compliance with all appropriate law.
Further, the Busches' efforts to seek review of that use permit are legally
unsustainable.
POINT II
THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY CONCLUDED THAT
THE ACT OF ISSUING A CONDITIONAL USE
PERMIT WITHOUT PUBLIC HEARING IS IN
FULL COMPLIANCE WITH UTAH LAW
On or about April 20, 1996, the Salt Lake County Planning Commission
approved the site plan and issued a conditional use permit allowing construction
of the Cottonwood Complex including the construction of six story office buildings.
On an unspecified later date, sometime after reviewing county files in late 1996,
the Busches acquired adjoining residential real estate. They now believe that the
conditional use permit, which was issued without public hearing, was issued
improperly, and that they have the right to appeal that issuance. They believe
they have the right to have it reversed and to have the multi-million dollar office
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buildings already built, removed. An examination of Utah law makes it clear that
the District Court properly concluded that the conditional use permit was lawfully
approved.
The Utah Legislature, by passing the County Land Use Development and
Management Act (hereinafter the "Act"), authorized counties to create planning
commissions. Utah Code Ann., § 17-27-201 (1953, as amended). The purpose
of the Act is to charge counties with the duty of controlling land development and
to empower counties to enact all ordinances necessary for that purpose. Utah
Code Ann., § 17-27-102 (1953, as amended).
The enabling act authorizes a county planning commission to set its own ".
. . policies and procedures for the conduct of its meetings, the processing of
applications, and for any other purpose considered necessary for the functioning
of the planning commission". Utah Code Ann., § 17-27-202(2)(a) (1953, as
amended).
Finally, and very specifically on point is the fact that the enabling act
authorizes a county planning commission to "hear or decide any matters that the
county legislative body designates, including the approval or denial of, or
recommendations to approve or deny, conditional use permits; . . . exercise any
other powers that are necessary to enable it to perform its functions." Utah Code
Ann., § 17-27-204(1)(g) and (i) (1953, as amended).
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Salt Lake County did, by passage of Title 19 of the Uniform Zoning
Ordinances of Salt Lake County, create a planning commission. Again, this
commission so created was expressly authorized by the county legislative body
to handle conditional use permits. "The planning commission shall: . . . (E)
Approve or deny conditional use permits;" See Title 19, Uniform Zoning
Ordinance, Salt Lake County Code, ch. 19.05.040 (hereinafter "UZOT'). Salt Lake
County further and expressly authorized the planning commission to approve
conditional use permits without public hearings.
No public hearing need be held; however, a hearing may be held
when the planning commission shall deem sjch a hearing to be
necessary in the public interest.
Id. at 19.84.040, The Salt Lake County Commission further empowered the
Planning Commission to delegate the approval or denial to the Development
Services Division.
The planning commission may delegate to the development services
division director the authority to approve, mcdify, or deny all or part
of the conditional uses set forth in this title.
!d at 19.84.060
This statutory review provices us with the appropriate foundation to
analyze the allegations of the Busches' Complaint in light of existing law.1
1 A conditional use permit is a permit which contemplates that zoning
ordinances already exist. It is an express approval of a particular plan for
development which authorizes a landowner to develop his property in a mariner
already permitted under the relevant zoning. See 12 Powell on Real Property §
79C.16[2][a]. Under Utah law the conditional use permit itself is a letter of
approval from the Development Services Division :ogether with a copy of the site
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In paragraphs 42 and 43 of their Complaint, the Busches allege that the
approval of the site plan "without notice to affected property owners . . . without
any opportunity for the neighbors to be heard . . . violates both the letter and spirit
of State law and the County's own ordinances . . ." The foregoing review of
statutory authority demonstrates that this position is simply legally untenable.
Approval of conditional use permits is, by statute, without hearing. The power to
approve or deny is delegated to the Planning Commission which in turn delegates
its power to the Development Services Division. The only remaining allegation of
the Busches' Complaint is that the amended site plan itself bears the initials of
Warren Reynolds, the senior planner for the Division. This is irrelevant. There is
no allegation in the Busches' Complaint that the conditional use permit was not
approved by the director in the ordinary course of business. Therefore, Judge
Noel of the Third District Court appropriately dismissed the Complaint for failure
to state a cause of action and that decision must be upheld.
POINT III
THE DISTRICT COURT COULD HAVE PROPERLY
CONCLUDED THAT THE BUSCHES ARE LEGALLY
BARRED FROM SEEKING JUDICIAL REVIEW
OF THE CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
In his Minute Entry the Honorable Judge Noel states that his dismissal of
the Busches' Complaint was based upon his interpretation of the County Land
Use Development and Management Act and Salt Lake County Ordinances.
plan. See UZO 19.84.095.
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Specifically, Judge Noel concluded that the subject conditional use permit could
certainly be appropriately issued without public hearing and that the delegation of
the power to issue the permit was lawful. However, Appellees, as movants, also
argued that the Busches attempt to seek review of the issuance of the permit
was inappropriate. This is a separate basis on which the Complaint should have
been dismissed and on v/hich this Court should also uphold Judge Noel's Order.
It is well established law in the State of Utah that this Court should affirm
the decision of the District Court if it car do so on any proper ground. Matter of
Estate of Shepley. 645 P.2d 605 (Utah 1985). The Utah Supreme Court has
gone so far as to say this rule should be followed even in cases where the lower
court assigned a specific but incorrect reason for its ruling.
In any event, we are inclined to aTirrn a trial court's decision
whenever we can do so on proper grounds even though the trial
court may have assigned an incorrect reason for its ruling.
Jesperson v. Jesperson, 610 P.2d 326,328 (Utah 1980),
In the present case, the District Court assigned one proper reason for its
ruling. The District Court could have just as easily dismissed the Complaint
based upon the impropriety of the Busches' attempt to seek judicial review.
The Busches allege in their Complaint (paragraph 53) that they attempted
to file an appeal of the approval of the conditional use permit with the Board of
Adjustment. The Busches' attempt to appeal the cecision was rejected by the
Board of Adjustment as untimely, leading to the Busches1 attempt to seek review
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of this matter in the Third District Court. The Busches' attempt to seek review
before the Board of Adjustments was in fact inappropriate.
The Utah Legislature through the County Land Use Development and
Management Act provided a vehicle for seeking review of County decisions. The
relevant statute is Utah Code Ann., § 17-27-704(1 )(a)(i) and (ii) which reads in
relevant part as follows:
The applicant or any other personal entity adversely affected by a
decision administering or interpreting a zoning ordinance may appeal
that decision . . . (ii) The legislative body shall enact an ordinance
establishing a reasonable time for appeal to the board of adjustment
of decisions administering or interpreting a zoning ordinance.
[Emphasis added.]
The county legislative body did, in fact, enact such an ordinance. It can be
found at UZO. ch. 19.92.050. This section reads, in relevant part, as follows:
A.1. The applicant or any other person or entity adversely affected
by a zoning decision administering or interpreting a zoning ordinance
may appeal that decision applying the zoning ordinance . . .
C.1. Only zoning decisions applying the ordinance may be appealed
to the board of adjustment.
2. A person may not appeal, and the board of adjustment may not
consider, any zoning ordinance amendments, or conditional use
decisions.
E. An appeal to the board of adjustments must be filed at the
development services division of Salt Lake County within sixty days
after the order, requirement, decision or determination administering
or interpreting the zoning ordinance is made . . . [Emphasis added.]
At this juncture it is clear that the Busches' Complaint was appropriately
dismissed for failure to state a cause of action on several different grounds.
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The Busches' appeal to the Board of Adjustment was untimely. The
Busches do not allege the exact date on which they attempted to appeal the
approval of the conditional use permit. However, the Busches allege in
paragraph 58 of their Complaint that their appeal was rejected on July 29, 1999.
Presumably it was filed at or about that time. The conditional use permit was
approved on or about April 20, 1996 therefore any attempt to appeal to the Board
of Adjustment after June 20, 1996, was untimely. On this separate basis the
decision of the Third District Court should be upheld.
It must also be remembered that the Utah Legislature, when providing for
judicial review of decisions of the Board of Adjustment, placed a prerequisite on
that right. The prerequisite is exhaustion of administrative remedies.
No person may challenge in district court a county's land use
decisions made under this chapter or under the regulations made
under the authority of this cnapter until that person has exhausted all
administrative remedies.
Utah Code Ann., § 17-27-1001 (1953 as amended).
The Busches did not exhaust their administrative remedies because they
failed to file their administrative appeal within sixty days. Their appeal was
untimely. One cannot ignore one's administrative remedies and then proceed to
District Court for review. On this second separate basis, the decision of the Third
District Court should be upheld.
Further, the Busches lack standing to appeal the decision.
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It should again be remembered that the Busches themselves allege that
the amended plan was approved on or about April 20, 1996. The Busches do not
affimatively allege the exact date on which they purchased the adjoining property.
However, the Busches do allege that they first became interested in purchasing
the adjoining property in late 1996. Presumably it was sometime after that date
that the Busches examined the county records to review the site plans for the
Center and only thereafter purchased their home on the adjoining property.
Consequently, they were not adjoining property owners on the date the decision
was made.
All of the above-cited sections relevant to appeal of the county land use
decisions include the key language '"person or entity adversely effected". See
Utah Code Ann., § 17-27-704 (1953 as amended); see ajso UZO, ch. 19.92.050.
Because the Busches were not land owners in the area of the Center at the time
the conditional use permit was approved, they have no standing to object to it.
They were not adversely affected by it.
If the Busches were adversely affected, it was by their own decision to
purchase residential property adjoining a commercial development. However,
that was a decision freely made. They lack standing to appeal decisions
rendered many months before they acquired that property. The logic of this
position can be seen most clearly when one attempts to follow the Busches'
argument to its logical conclusion. If persons or entities moving into and
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acquiring land in an area after land use decisions have been made, have some
right to appeal those decisions based upon their newly acquired status as
adjoining property owners, then no lane use decision would ever become final.
No builder or developer could ever rely on those decisions. Housing
developments and/or commercial developments in existence for many years
could face repetitive lawsuits such as the present one brought by the Busches
seeking removal of buildings already censtructed or under construction. This is a
absurd result which was rejected by the Third District Court and is a third
separate basis on which the decision ot the Third District Court should be upheld.
Finally, it should be noted that when the Busches attempted to appeal to
the Board of Adjustment they described their appeal as one of a "decision
administering or interpreting a zoning ordinance" (R. 7 at U 54). The Busches
described their appeal in this language in order to try to come under the general
language of paragraph A of UZO 19.92 050. The text of this ordinance has
already been cited to this Court. The clear language of paragraph C of this
ordinance states that one may not appeal and the Board of Adjustment may not
hear an appeal of a conditional use decision.
Again, the law of the State of Utah is clear that:
[W]here two statutes treat the same subject matter, and on statute is
general while the other is specific, the specific provision controls.
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State v. Bagshaw, 836 P.2d 1384, 1386 (Utah App. 1997); see also Perry v.
Pioneer Wholesale Supply Co.. 681 P.2d 214 (Utah 1984); and Floyd v. Western
Surgical Assoc. Inc., 773 P.2d 401 (Utah App. 1989).
Consequently, the specific language of UZO 19.92.050 C.2., prohibiting
appeals of conditional use permit decisions takes precedence over the general
language of UZO 19.92.050A allowing appeals of interpretations of zoning
ordinances. This is yet another (fourth) separate basis on which the decision of
the Third District Curt should be upheld.
CONCLUSION
The gravamen of the Busches' Complaint is that a conditional use permit
was approved without a public hearing at which the concerns of the adjacent
landowners could be heard. While public hearings are required for zoning
decisions, public hearings are not required for the issuance of conditional use
permits As long as an approved conditional use is within previously approved
zoning requirements, the conditional use permit can be issued without public
hearing. Utah statutes are clear on this point. Judge Noel of the Third District
Court appropriately dismissed the Busches' Complaint on this basis.
Further, the Busches may not appeal the issuance of the conditional use
permit at this time.
There is no right of appeal of the issuance of conditional use permits. The
Busches were not adjacent landowners at the time the conditional use permit was
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approved. Therefore, they have no standing. If there existed a right of appeal,
such an appeal had to be brought within sixty days of the decision appealed. The
Busches attempt to appeal it at this time is untimely. The Busches' Complaint
could and should have been dismissed on these separate proper grounds in
addition to the grounds on which \l was dismissed by the Third District Court.
Consequently, the decision of the Third District Court should be affirmed.
DATED this day of J jly, 2000.
RICHER, SWAN & OVERHOLT, P.C.
By-
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ADDENDUM
EXHIBIT "A" 
COUNTY LAND USE DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT 17-26-1 
CHAPTER 26 
COUNTY HOSPITALS 
Section 
17-26-1. Jurisdiction transferred to com-
missioners. 
17-26-1. Jurisdiction transferred to commissioners. 
All county hospitals established under Chapter 106, Laws of 1917, shall 
hereafter be under the jurisdiction of the county legislative body, and the office 
of trustees therefor is abolished. 
History: Code Report; R.S. 1933 & C. 
1943, 19-23-1; L. 1993, ch. 227, § 149. 
Compiler's Notes. — Laws 1917, ch. 106 
was repealed by the Revised Statutes of Utah, 
1933. See § 68-2-3. 
Cross-References. — Construction of 
county hospitals, §§ 17-5-239, 17-15-3. 
Health Care Facility Licensure and Inspec-
tion Act, § 26-21-1 et seq. 
Service area providing hospital services, 
§ 17A-2-403. 
CHAPTER 27 
COUNTY LAND USE DEVELOPMENT 
AND MANAGEMENT ACT 
Revision of Chapter. — Laws 1991, ch. 235 revised this chapter by repealing §§ 17-27-1 to 
17-27-16, 17-27-18, 17-27-19, 17-27-21 to 17-27-23, and 17-27-25 to 17-27-27, Utah Code Anno-
tated 1953, and as last amended or enacted by L. 1953, ch. 27, §§ 1, 2; 1981, ch. 44, §§ 6 to 11; 
1983, ch. 37, §§ 3, 4; 1983, ch. 67, § 1; 1983, ch. 70, § 1; 1983, ch. 244, § 1; 1988, ch. 186, §§ 1 to 
4; 1990, ch. 183, §§ 5, 6; 1990, ch. 309, § 2, and enacting §§ 17-27-101 through 17-27-1003, 
effective July 1, 1992. 
Section 17-27-17, as last amended by L. 1953, ch. 27, § 1, relating to district planning 
commissions, was repealed by L. 1983, ch. 253, § 1. 
Section 17-27-20, Utah Code Annotated 1953, relating to submission of plans to state planning 
commission, was repealed by Laws 1983, ch. 253, § 1. 
Section 17-27-24 (L. 1941, ch. 23, § 24; C. 1943, 19-24-24), relating to the recording of zoning 
regulations and maps, was repealed by Laws 1977, ch. 73, § 1. 
P a r t i 
General Provisions 
Section 
17-27-101. 
17-27-102. 
17-27-103. 
17-27-103.5. 
17-27-104. 
17-27-104.5. 
17-27-105. 
17-27-105.5. 
17-27-106. 
Short title. 
Purpose. 
Definitions — Notice. 
Notice to nearby entities. 
Stricter requirements. 
State and federal property 
Property owned by other gov-
ernment units — Effect of 
land use and development or-
dinances. 
Manufactured homes. 
Limit on plan check fees. 
/ 
Section 
17-27-200. 
17-27-201. 
17-27-202. 
17-27-203. 
17-27-204. 
17-27-205. 
17-27-206. 
Part 2 - r 
Planning Commission 
5. Townships. 
Establishment of commission — 
Appointment or election, 
term, vacancy, and compensa-
tion. 
Organization and procedures. 
Use of state data. 
Powers and duties. 
Entrance upon land. 
Planning and zoning board dis-
solved. 
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Section 
17-27-301. 
17-27-302. 
17-27-303. 
17-27-304. 
17-27-305. 
17-27-306. 
17-27-307. 
Part 3 
General Plan 
General plan. 
Plan preparation. 
Plan adoption. 
Amendment of plan. 
Effect of the plan on public uses. 
Effect of official maps. 
Plans for moderate income 
housing. 
Part 7 
Board of Adjustment 
Part 4 
Zoning Ordinance 
17-27-401. 
17-27-402. 
17-27-403. 
17-27-404. 
17-27-405. 
17-27-406. 
17-27-407. 
17-27-408. 
General powers. 
Preparation and adoption. 
Amendments and rezonings. 
Temporary regulations. 
Zoning districts. 
Conditional uses. 
Nonconforming uses and struc-
tures. 
Existing outdoor advertising 
Part 5 
Residential Facilities for Elderly 
17-27-501. Residential facilities for elderly 
persons. 
17-27-502. County ordinances governing 
elderly residential facilities. 
17-27-503. County approval of elderly resi-
dential facilities. 
17-27-504. Elderly residential facilities in 
areas zoned exclusively for 
single-family dwellings. 
Part 6 
Residential Facilities for Persons with a 
Disability 
17-27-601 to 17-27-604. Repealed. 
17-27-605. Residences for persons with a 
disability. 
Section 
17-27-701. 
17-27-702. 
17-27-703. 
17-27-704. 
17-27-705. 
17-27-706. 
17-27-707. 
17-27-708. 
17-27-801. 
17-27-802. 
17-27-803. 
17-27-804. 
17-27-805. 
17-27-806. 
17-27-807. 
17-27-808. 
17-27-809. 
17-27-810. 
17-27-811. 
Board of adjustment — Appoint-
ment — Term — Vacancy. 
Organization — Procedures. 
Powers and duties. 
Appeals. 
Routine and uncontested mat-
ters. 
Special exceptions. 
Variances. 
District court review of board of 
adjustment decision. 
Part 8 
Subdivisions 
Enactment of subdivision ordi-
nance. 
Preparation — Adoption. 
Amendments to subdivision or-
dinance. 
Plats required. 
Subdivision approval proce-
dure. 
Exemptions from plat require-
ment. 
Dedication of streets. 
Vacating or changing a subdivi-
sion plat. 
Notice of hearing for plat 
change. 
Grounds for vacating or chang-
ing a plat. 
Plat void if filed without approv-
als — Penalties. 
Part 9 
Access to Solar Energy 
17-27-901. Restrictions for solar and other 
energy devices. 
Part 10 
Appeals and Enforcement 
17-27-1001. 
17-27-1002. 
17-27-1003. 
Appeals. 
Enforcement. 
Penalties. 
PARTI 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
17-27-101. Short title. 
This chapter shall be known as the "County Land Use Development and 
Management Act." 
History: C. 1953,17-27-101, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 56. 
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
jvelopment and 
"accessory" use of property zoned, and prima-
rily used, for residential purposes, 54 A.L.R.4th 
1034. 
Zoning regulation of intoxicating liquor as 
preempted by state law, 65 A.L.R.4th 555. 
Construction and effect of statute requiring 
that zoning application be treated as approved 
if not acted on within specified period of time, 
66 A.L.R.4th 1012. 
Residential off-street parking requirements, 
71A.L.R.4th529. 
Validity and construction of zoning laws set-
ting minimum requirements for floorspace or 
cubic footage inside residence, 87 A.L.R.4th 
294. 
Construction and application of terms "agri-
cultural," "farm," "farming," or the like, in zon-
ing regulations, 38 A.L.R.5th 357. 
Applicability of zoning regulations to govern-
mental projects or activities, 53 A.L.R.5th 1. 
Utah Law Review. — Note, Urban Plan-
ning and Development — Race and Poverty — 
Past, Present and Future, 1971 Utah L. Rev. 
46. 
Utah Environmental Problems and Legisla-
tive Response, 1972 Utah L. Rev. 479, 1973 
Utah L. Rev. 1. 
Preserving Utah's Open Spaces, 1973 Utah 
L. Rev. 164. 
The Availability of 42 U.S.C. § 1983 in Chal-
lenges of Land Use Planning Regulations: A 
Developer's Dream Come True?, 1982 Utah L. 
Rev. 571. 
The Failure of Subdivision Control in the 
Western United States: A Blueprint for Local 
Government Action, 1988 Utah L. Rev. 569. 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 83 Am. Jur. 2d Zoning and 
Planning § 17 et seq. 
C.J.S. — 101A C.J.S. Zoning and Land Plan-
ning § 1 et seq. 
A.L.R. — What constitutes "incidental" or 
17-27-102. Purpose. 
To accomplish the purpose of this chapter, and in order to provide for the 
health, safety, and welfare, and promote the prosperity, improve the morals, 
peace and good order, comfort, convenience, and aesthetics of the county and 
its present and future inhabitants and businesses, to protect the tax base, 
secure economy in governmental expenditures, foster the state's agricultural 
and other industries, protect both urban and nonurban development, and to 
protect property values, counties may enact all ordinances, resolutions, and 
rules that they consider necessary for the use and development of land within 
the county, including ordinances, resolutions, and rules governing uses, 
density, open spaces, structures, buildings, energy-eflBciency, light and air, air 
quality, transportation and public or alternative transportation, infrastruc-
ture, public facilities, vegetation, and trees and landscaping, unless those 
ordinances, resolutions, or rules are expressly prohibited by law. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-102, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 57; 1992, ch. 93, § 4. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Zoning power in general. 
Cited. 
Zoning power in general. 
In pursuing its authority to zone a county, a 
county commission is performing a legislative 
function and has wide discretion. The action of 
the zoning authority is endowed with a pre-
sumption of validity and the courts will not 
interfere with a commission action unless it 
clearly appears to be beyond its power or is 
unconstitutional. Gayland v. Salt Lake County, 
11 Utah 2d 307, 358 P.2d 633 (1961). 
Exercise of zoning power is a legislative func-
tion to be exercised by the legislative bodies of 
municipalities; the wisdom of a zoning plan, its 
necessity, and the nature and boundaries of the 
zoned district are all matters within the legis-
lative discretion, and Supreme Court will avoid 
substituting its judgment for that of the zoning 
authority. Crestview-Holladay Homeowners 
Ass'n v. Engh Floral Co., 545 P.2d 1150 (Utah 
1976). 
Cited in Patterson v. Utah County Bd. of 
Adjustment, 893 P.2d 602 (Utah Ct. App. 1995). 
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17-27-103. Definitions — Notice. 
(1) As used in this chapter: 
(a) "Billboard" means a freestanding ground sign located on industrial, 
commercial, or residential property if the sign is designed or intended to 
direct attention to a business, product, or service that is not sold, offered, 
or existing on the property where the sign is located. 
(b) "Chief executive officer" means the county executive, or if the county 
has adopted an alternative form of government, the official who exercises 
the executive powers. 
(c) "Conditional use" means a land use that, because of its unique 
characteristics or potential impact on the county, surrounding neighbors, 
or adjacent land uses, may not be compatible in some areas or may be 
compatible only if certain conditions are required that mitigate or elimi-
nate the detrimental impacts. 
(d) "Constitutional taking" has the meaning as defined in Section 
63-34-13. 
(e) "County" means the unincorporated area of the county. 
(f) "Elderly person" means a person who is 60 years old or older, who 
desires or needs to live with other elderly persons in a group setting, but 
who is capable of living independently. 
(g) "Gas corporation" has the same meaning as defined in Section 
54-2-1. 
(h) (i) "General plan" means a document that a county adopts that sets 
forth general guidelines for proposed future development of the land 
within the county, as set forth in Sections 17-27-301 and 17-27-302. 
(ii) "General plan" includes what is also commonly referred to as a 
"master plan." 
(i) "Interstate pipeline company" means a person or entity engaged in 
natural gas transportation subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission under the Natural Gas Act, 15 U.S.C. Sec. 
717 et seq. 
(j) "Intrastate pipeline company" means a person or entity engaged in 
natural gas transportation that is not subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission under the Natural Gas Act, 15 
U.S.C. Sec. 717 et seq. 
(k) "Legislative body" means the county legislative body, or for a county 
that has adopted an alternative form of government, the body exercising 
legislative powers. 
(1) "Lot line adjustment" means the relocation of the property boundary 
line between two adjoining lots with the consent of the owners of record, 
(m) "Municipality" means a city or town. 
(n) "Nonconforming structure" means a structure that: 
(i) legally existed before its current zoning designation; and 
(ii) because of subsequent zoning changes, does not conform with 
the zoning regulation's setback, height restrictions, or other regula-
tions that govern the structure, 
(o) "Nonconforming use" means a use of land that: 
(i) legally existed before its current zoning designation; 
(ii) has been maintained continuously since the time the zoning 
regulation governing the land changed; and 
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(iii) because of subsequent zoning changes, does not conform with 
the zoning regulations that now govern the land. 
(p) "Official map" means a map of proposed streets that has the legal 
effect of prohibiting development of the property until the county develops 
the proposed street, 
(q) (i) "Residential facility for elderly persons" means a single-family or 
multiple-family dwelling unit that meets the requirements of Part 5 
and any ordinance adopted under authority of that part. 
(ii) "Residential facility for elderly persons" does not include a 
health care facility as defined by Section 26-21-2. 
(r) "Special district" means all entities established under the authority 
of Title 17A, Special Districts, and any other governmental or quasi-
governmental entity that is not a county, municipality, school district, or 
unit of the state. 
(s) "Street" means public rights-of-way, including highways, avenues, 
boulevards, parkways, roads, lanes, walks, alleys, viaducts, subways, 
tunnels, bridges, public easements, and other ways. 
(t) (i) "Subdivision" means any land that is divided, resubdivided or 
proposed to be divided into two or more lots, parcels, sites, units, plots, 
or other division of land for the purpose, whether immediate or future, 
for offer, sale, lease, or development either on the installment plan or 
upon any and all other plans, terms, and conditions. 
(ii) "Subdivision" includes the division or development of land 
whether by deed, metes and bounds description, devise and testacy, 
lease, map, plat, or other recorded instrument. 
(iii) "Subdivision" does not include: 
(A) a bona fide division or partition of agricultural land for 
agricultural purposes; 
(B) a recorded agreement between owners of adjoining proper-
ties adjusting their mutual boundary if: 
(I) no new lot is created; and 
(II) the adjustment does not result in a violation of appli-
cable zoning ordinances; 
(C) a recorded document, executed by the owner of record, 
revising the legal description of more than one contiguous parcel 
of property into one legal description encompassing all such 
parcels of property; or 
(D) a bona fide division or partition of land in a county other 
than a first class county for the purpose of siting, on one or more 
of the resulting separate parcels, an unmanned facility appurte-
nant to a pipeline owned or operated by a gas corporation, 
interstate pipeline company, or intrastate pipeline company. 
(iv) The joining of a subdivided parcel of property to another parcel 
of property that has not been subdivided does not constitute a 
"subdivision" under this Subsection (l)(t) as to the unsubdivided 
parcel of property or subject the unsubdivided parcel to the county's 
subdivision ordinance, 
(u) "Unincorporated" means the area outside of the incorporated bound-
aries of cities and towns. 
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(2) (a) A county meets the requirements of reasonable notice required by 
this chapter if it: 
(i) posts notice of the hearing or meeting in at least three public 
places within the jurisdiction and publishes notice of the hearing or 
meeting in a newspaper of general circulation in the jurisdiction, if 
one is available; or 
(ii) gives actual notice of the hearing or meeting. 
(b) A county legislative body may enact an ordinance establishing 
stricter notice requirements than those required by this Subsection (2). 
(c) (i) Proof that one of the two forms of notice authorized by this 
subsection was given is prima facie evidence that notice was properly 
given. 
(ii) If notice given under authority of this section is not challenged 
as provided in Section 17-27-1001 within 30 days from the date of the 
meeting for which the notice was given, the notice is considered 
adequate and proper. 
V 
History: C. 1953,17-27-103, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 58; 1992, ch. 23, § 25; 1993, 
ch. 227, § 150; 1995, ch. 179, § 8; 1997, ch. 
90, § 1; 1997, ch. 108, § 5; 1997, ch. 151, § 3; 
1998, ch. 89, § 2; 1999, ch. 139, § 1; 1999, ch. 
291, § 4. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend-
ment, effective May 1, 1995, added Subsection 
(l)(i), redesignated the following subsections 
accordingly, and made stylistic changes in Sub-
section (l)(g)(i). 
The 1997 amendment by ch. 90, effective May 
5, 1997, deleted "or of commercial, manufactur-
ing, or industrial land for commercial, manu-
facturing or industrial purposes" from the end 
of Subsection (lXrXiiiXA) (Subsection 
(lXpXiiiXA) of the reconciled version). 
The 1997 amendment by ch. 108, effective 
May 5, 1997, deleted definitions of "handi-
capped person" and "residential facility for 
handicapped persons," redesignating subsec-
tions accordingly, and made a stylistic change. 
For present provisions covering residences for 
persons with disabilities, see § 17-27-605. 
The 1997 amendment by ch. 151, effective 
May 5, 1997, added Subsections (l)(r)(iii)(B) 
and (C) (which are Subsections (lXpXiiiXB) and 
(C) in the reconciled version). 
The 1998 amendment, effective May 4, 1998, 
added Subsection (l)(p)(iv). 
The 1999 amendment by ch. 139, effective 
May 3, 1999, added Subsections (l)(f), (l)(h), 
(lXi), and (lXsXhiXD) (Subsections (lXg), (l)(i), 
(lXj), and (lXtXiiiXD) in the reconciled ver-
sion), redesignating the other subsections ac-
cordingly and making related changes. 
The 1999 amendment by ch. 291, effective 
May 3, 1999, added Subsection (l)(d), making 
related designation changes and updating the 
internal references. 
This section is set out as reconciled by the 
Office of Legislative Research and General 
Counsel. 
ir f 
i 
17-27-103.5. Notice to nearby entities. 
(1) As used in this section, "predevelopment activity" means a public 
hearing concerning or consideration by the planning commission or the county 
legislative body of: 
(a) a proposed change in zoning designation; 
(b) a preliminary or final plat describing a multiple-unit residential 
development or a commercial or industrial development; or 
(c) a proposed modification of the county's general plan whereby the 
vehicular capacity of a county road is proposed to be increased. 
(2) The planning commission or legislative body, as the case may be, of each 
county shall provide notice of predevelopment activity occurring in the 
unincorporated county to the legislative body of: 
(a) each municipality whose boundaries are within one mile of the 
property that is the subject of the predevelopment activity; and 
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(b) each county that has unincorporated territory within one mile of the 
property that is the subject of the predevelopment activity. 
(3) The notice required by Subsection (2) shall be provided at least seven 
days before the predevelopment activity occurs. 
(4) A planning commission or county legislative body meets the notice 
requirements of Subsection (2) by mailing to each appropriate legislative body, 
at least seven days before the predevelopment activity occurs, a copy of a 
planning commission or county legislative body meeting agenda that contains 
information sufficient to enable a reasonable reader to understand that 
predevelopment activity is expected to occur in the county and the location of 
the property that is the subject of the predevelopment activity. 
(5) If notice given under this section is not challenged under Section 
17-27-1001 within 30 days after the action for which notice is given, the notice 
is considered adequate and proper. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-103.5, enacted by became effective on May 3, 1999, pursuant to 
L. 1999, ch. 339, § 2. Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25. 
Effective Dates. — Laws 1999, ch. 339 
17-27-104. Stricter requirements. 
(1) Except as provided in Subsection (2), counties may enact ordinances 
imposing stricter requirements or higher standards than are required by this 
chapter. 
(2) A county may not impose stricter requirements or higher standards than 
are required by: 
(a) Section 17-27-105; 
(b) Section 17-27-105.5; 
(c) Part 5, Residential Facilities for Elderly Persons; and 
(d) Part 6, Residential Facilities for Handicapped Persons. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-104, enacted by L. ment, effective April 29, 1996, added Subsec-
1991, ch. 235, § 59; 1992, ch. 23, § 26; 1996, tion (2)(b) and redesignated former Subsections 
ch. 55, § 3. (2Kb) and (2)(c) as (2)(c) and (2)(d). 
Amendment Notes. — The 1996 amend-
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Alcoholic beverage control. county authority under former chapter. See 
Authority of liquor control commission to Salt Lake County v. Liquor Control Comm'n, 11 
decide on the number and location of liquor Utah 2d 235, 357 R2d 488 (1960). 
stores held superior to zoning by the local 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
C.J.S. — 101 C.J.S. Zoning § 10. liquor as preempted by state law, 65 A.L.R.4th 
A.L.R. — Zoning regulation of intoxicating 555. 
17-27-104.5. State and federal property. 
Unless otherwise provided by law, nothing contained in Parts 4 and 8 of this 
chapter may be construed as giving the planning commission or the legislative 
body jurisdiction over properties owned by the state or the United States 
government. 
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History: C. 1953, 17-27-104.5, enacted by became effective on May 1, 1995, pursuant to 
L. 1995, ch. 179, § 9. Utah Const., Art. VI. Sec. 25. 
Effective Dates. — Laws 1995, ch. 179 
17-27-105. Property owned by other government units — 
Effect of land use and development ordinances. 
(1) (a) Each county, municipality, school district, special district, and politi-
cal subdivision of Utah shall conform to the land use and development 
ordinances of any county when installing, constructing, operating, or 
otherwise using any area, land, or building situated within that county 
only in a manner or for a purpose tha t conforms to that county's 
ordinances. 
(b) In addition to any other remedies provided by law, when a county's 
land use and development ordinances are being violated or about to be 
violated by another political subdivision, tha t county may institute injunc-
tion, mandamus, abatement, or other appropriate action or proceeding to 
prevent, enjoin, abate, or remove the improper installation, improvement, 
or use. 
(2) A school district is subject to a county's land use regulations under this 
chapter, except tha t a county may not: 
(a) impose requirements for landscaping, fencing, aesthetic consider-
ations, construction methods or materials, building codes, building use for 
educational purposes, or the placement or use of temporary classroom 
facilities on school property; 
(b) require a school district to participate in the cost of any roadway or 
sidewalk not reasonably necessary for the safety of school children and not 
located on or contiguous to school property, unless the roadway or 
sidewalk is required to connect an otherwise isolated school site to an 
existing roadway; 
(c) require a district to pay fees not authorized by this section; 
(d) provide for inspection of school construction or assess a fee or other 
charges for inspection, unless the school district is unable to provide for 
inspection by an inspector, other than the project architect or contractor, 
who is qualified under criteria established by the state superintendent; 
(e) require a school district to pay any impact fee for an improvement 
project that is not reasonably related to the impact of the project upon the 
need that the improvement is to address; or 
(f) impose regulations upon the location of a project except as necessary 
to avoid unreasonable risks to health or safety. 
(3) Subject to Section 53A-20-108, a school district shall coordinate the 
siting of a new school with the county in which the school is to be located, to 
avoid or mitigate existing and potential traffic hazards to maximize school 
safety. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-105, enacted by L. to provide" for "neither the school district nor 
1991, ch. 235, § 60; 1992, ch. 23, § 27; 1999, the state superintendent has provided," deleted 
ch. 149, § 2. "with the approval of the state building board 
Amendment Notes. — The 1999 amend- and state fire marshal" after "state superinten-
ment, effective May 3, 1999, in Subsection dent" at the end, and made stylistic changes, 
(2)(d) substituted "the school district is unable and added Subsection (3). 
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
C.J.S. — 101 C.J.S. Zoning § 135. ernmental lessee of government-owned prop-
A.L.R. — Mandamus to compel zoning offi- erty, 84 A.L.R.3d 1187. 
cials to cancel permit granted in violation of Laches as defense in suit by governmental 
zoning regulation, 68 A.L.R.3d 166. entity to enjoin zoning violation, 73 A.L.R.4th 
Applicability of zoning regulation to nongov- 870. 
17-27-105.5. Manufactured homes. 
(1) For purposes of this section, a manufactured home is the same as defined 
in Section 58-56-3, except that the manufactured home must be attached to a 
permanent foundation in accordance with plans providing for vertical loads, 
uplift, and lateral forces and frost protection in compliance with the applicable 
building code. All appendages, including carports, garages, storage buildings, 
additions, or alterations must be built in compliance with the applicable 
building code. 
(2) A manufactured home may not be excluded from any zone or area in 
which a single-family residence would be permitted, provided the manufac-
tured home complies with all local zoning, building code, and subdivision 
requirements, including any restrictive covenants, applicable to single-family 
residence within that zone or area. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-105.5, enacted by came effective on April 29, 1996, pursuant to 
L. 1996, ch. 55, § 4. Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25. 
Effective Dates. — Laws 1996, ch. 55 be-
17-27-106. Limit on plan check fees. 
(1)A county may not impose or collect a fee for reviewing or approving the 
plans for a commercial or residential building that exceeds the lessor of: 
(a) the actual cost of performing the plan review; and 
(b) 65% of the amount the county charges for a building permit fee for 
that building. 
(2) (a) For purposes of this Subsection (2): 
(i) "Identical plans" means building plans submitted to a county 
that: 
(A) are substantially identical to building plans that were 
previously submitted to and reviewed and approved by the 
. county; and 
(B) describe a building that is: 
(I) located on land zoned the same as the land on which 
the building described in the previously approved plans is 
located; and 
- (II) subject to the same geological and meteorological 
conditions and the same law as the building described in the 
previously approved plans, 
(ii) "Nominal fee" means a fee that reasonably reimburses a county 
only for time spent and expenses incurred in: 
(A) verifying that building plans are identical plans; and 
(B) reviewing and approving those minor aspects of identical 
plans that differ from the previously reviewed and approved 
building plans referred to in Subsection (2)(a)(i). 
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(b) Subject to Subsection (1), a county may impose and collect only a 
nominal fee for reviewing and approving identical plans. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-106, enacted by L. became effective on May 3, 1999, pursuant to 
1999, ch. 169, § 2. Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25. 
Effective Dates. — Laws 1999, ch. 169 
PART 2 
PLANNING COMMISSION 
17-27-200-5. Townships. 
(1) As used in this part: 
(a) "Township" means a contiguous, geographically defined portion of 
the unincorporated area of a county, established under this part or 
reconstituted or reinstated under Subsection 17-27-200.5(2)(e) of this part, 
with planning and zoning functions as exercised through the township 
planning commission, as provided in this part, but with no legal or 
political identity separate from the county and no taxing authority, except 
that "township" means a former township under Chapter 308, Laws of 
Utah 1996, where the context so indicates. 
(b) "Unincorporated" means not within a municipality. 
(2) (a) (i) Subject to Subsection (2)(a)(ii), a county legislative body may 
enact an ordinance establishing a township within the unincorporated 
county or dividing the unincorporated county into townships. 
(ii) Before enacting an ordinance under Subsection (2)(a)(i), the 
county legislative body shall, after providing reasonable advance 
notice, hold a public hearing on the proposal to establish a township 
or to divide the unincorporated county into townships. 
(b) If 25% of the private real property owners in a contiguous area of the 
unincorporated county petition the county legislative body to establish a 
township for that area, the county legislative body shall: 
(i) hold a public hearing to discuss the petition; 
(ii) at least one week before the public hearing, publish notice of the 
petition and the time, date, and place of the public hearing at least 
once in a newspaper of general circulation in the county; and 
(iii) at the public hearing, consider oral and written testimony from 
the public and vote on the question of whether or not to establish a 
township. 
(c) If the county legislative body establishes a township pursuant to a 
petition, the members of the township planning commission shall be 
appointed as provided in Subsection 17-27-201(3)(b) to perform the duties 
established in this part for the township. 
(d) Except as provided in Subsection (2)(e), each township shall contain: 
(i) in a county of the first, second, or third class: 
(A) at least 20% but not more than 80% of: 
(I) the total private land area in the unincorporated 
county; or 
(II) the total value of locally assessed taxable property in 
the unincorporated county; or 
(B) at least 5% of the total population of the unincorporated 
county; or 
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(ii) in a county of the fourth, fifth, or sixth class: 
(A) at least 20% but not more than 80% of: 
(I) the total private land area in the unincorporated 
county; or 
(II) the total value of locally assessed taxable property in 
the unincorporated county; and 
(B) at least 25% of the total population of the unincorporated 
county. 
(e) (i) (A) A township that was dissolved under Chapter 389, Laws of 
Utah 1997, is reinstated as a township under this part with the 
same boundaries and name as before the dissolution, if the former 
township consisted of a single, contiguous land area. 
(B) Notwithstanding Subsection (2)(e)(i)(A), a county legisla-
4
 tive body may enact an ordinance establishing as a township 
under this part a former township that was dissolved under 
Chapter 389, Laws of Utah 1997, even though the former town-
ship does not qualify to be reinstated under Subsection 
(2)(e)(i)(A). 
(C) A township reinstated under Subsection (2)(e)(i)(A) or 
established under Subsection (2)(e)(i)(B) shall be subject to the 
provisions of this part. 
(ii) Each planning district established under Chapter 225, Laws of 
Utah 1995, and each township planning district established under 
Chapter 389, Laws of Utah 1997, shall continue in existence as a 
township, subject to the provisions of this part. 
(f) (i) After May 1, 2002, the legislative body of each county in which a 
township that has been reconstituted under Chapter 389, Laws of 
Utah 1997, or reinstated under Subsection (2)(e)(i) is located shall 
review the township and determine whether its continued existence is 
advisable. 
(ii) In conducting the review required under Subsection (2)(f)(i), 
the county legislative body shall hold a public hearing with reason-
able, advance, published notice of the hearing and the purpose of the 
hearing. 
(hi) Each township that has been reconstituted under Chapter 389, 
Laws of Utah 1997, or reinstated or established under Subsection 
(2)(e)(i) and its planning commission shall continue in effect, unless, 
within 90 days after conducting the review and public hearing 
required under Subsections (2)(f)(i) and (ii), the county legislative 
body by ordinance dissolves the township and its planning commis-
sion. 
(g) A township established under this section on or after May 5, 1997, 
may use the word "township" in its name. 
(3) (a) If the county legislative body establishes a township without having 
received a petition, the county legislative body may: 
(i) assign to the countywide planning commission the duties estab-
lished in this part that would have been assumed by a township 
planning commission designated under Subsection (3)(a)(ii); or 
(ii) designate a planning commission for the township, 
(b) (i) If the county legislative body fails to designate a planning 
commission for a township, 40% of the private real property owners in 
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the area proposed to be included in the township, as shown by the last 
county assessment roll, may petition the county legislative body to 
designate and appoint a planning commission for the township. 
(ii) If the county legislative body determines that the petition is 
validly signed by 40% of the private real property owners in the 
township, as shown by the last county assessment roll, it shall 
designate and appoint a planning commission for the township. 
(4) (a) Except as provided in Subsection (2)(f)(iii), a county legislative body 
may dissolve township planning commissions created under the authority 
of this section only by following the procedures and requirements of this 
Subsection (4). 
(b) If 20% of the private real property owners in the county petition the 
county legislative body to dissolve township planning commissions and to 
appoint a countywide planning commission, the county legislative body 
shall: 
(i) hold a public hearing to discuss the petition; 
(ii) at least one week before the public hearing, publish notice of the 
petition and the time, date, and place of the public hearing at least 
once in a newspaper of general circulation in the county; and 
(iii) at the public hearing, consider oral and written testimony from 
the public and vote on the question of whether or not to dissolve 
township planning commissions and to appoint a countywide plan-
ning commission. 
(c) (i) If the county legislative body fails to dissolve township planning 
commissions and to appoint a countywide planning commission when 
petitioned to do so by private real property owners under this 
subsection, 40% of private real property owners in the county, as 
shown by the last county assessment roll, may petition the county 
legislative body to dissolve the township planning commissions and to 
appoint a countywide planning commission. 
(ii) If the county legislative body determines that the petition is 
validly signed by 40% of private real property owners in the township, 
as shown by the last county assessment roll, it shall dissolve the 
township planning commissions and appoint a countywide planning 
commission. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-200.5, enacted by 
L. 1995, ch. 225, § 1; 1996, ch. 157, $ 1; 1997, 
ch. 389, § 53; 1997 (2nd S.S.), ch. 3, § 12. 
Amendment Notes . — The 1996 amend-
ment, effective April 29, 1996, inserted "estab-
lishing a planning district within the county or" 
in Subsection (l)(a); inserted "a contiguous 
area o f and substituted "25Tr" for "20%" and "a 
planning district for that area" for ' 'planning 
districts" in Subsection (1Kb); substituted ua 
planning district" for ' 'planning districts" and 
made a stylistic change in Subsections (l)(b)(iii) 
and (l)(c); inserted "In a county of the first or 
second class" and made a related stylistic 
change in Subsection (l)(d); and substituted 
"Subsection (3)" for "this section" in Subsection 
(3)(a). 
The 1997 amendment, effective May 5, 1997, 
substituted "township planning district" for 
"planning district," "members of the township 
planning district planning commission" for 
"district planning commissioners," and "plan-
ning commission" for "district planning com-
mission" throughout the section; rewrote Sub-
section (l)(d) and added Subsections d)(e) 
through (lXg); added the exception at the be-
ginning of Subsection (3)(a); and made stylistic 
changes throughout the section. 
The 1997 (2nd S.S.) amendment, effective 
July 17, 1997, rewrote the section. 
Compiler's Notes . — Laws 1996, ch. 308. 
cited in Subsection (l)(a), enacted Chapter 27a 
of this title, establishing a procedure for the 
creation of townships, which was repealed in 
1997. Laws 1995, ch. 225, cited in Subsection 
(2)(e)(ii), enacted this section and amended 
sections throughout this part. Laws 1997, ch. 
389, cited in Subsections (2)(e) and if). 
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amended this section, repealed Chapter 27a of Effective Dates. — Laws 1995, ch. 225, § 7 
this title, and revised Title 10, Chapter 2, makes the act effective on March 18, 1995. 
providing for the creation of municipalities. 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Utah Law Review. — Recent Legislative 
Developments: Municipal Law Amendments, 
1997 Utah L. Rev. 1198. 
17-27-201. Establishment of commission — Appointment 
or election, term, vacancy, and compensation. 
(1) (a) Except as provided in Subsection (l)(b), each county shall enact an 
ordinance establishing a countywide planning commission for the unin-
corporated areas of the county not within a township. 
(b) Subsection (l)(a) does not apply if all of the county is included within 
any combination of: 
(i) municipalities; and 
(ii) townships with their own planning commissions. 
(2) The ordinance establishing a countywide planning commission shall 
define: 
(a) the number and terms of the members; 
(b) the mode of appointment; 
(c) the procedures for filling vacancies and removal from office; and 
(d) other details relating to the organization and procedures of the 
planning commission. 
(3) (a) If the county establishes township planning commissions, the county 
legislative body shall enact an ordinance defining appointment proce-
dures, procedures for filling vacancies and removing members from office, 
and other details relating to the organization and procedures of each 
township planning commission. 
(b) The planning commission for each township shall consist of seven 
members who, except as provided in Subsection (3)(e), shall be appointed 
by: 
(i) in a county operating under a form of government in which the 
executive and legislative functions of the governing body are sepa-
rated, the county executive with the advice and consent of the county 
legislative body; or 
(ii) in a county operating under a form of government in which the 
executive and legislative functions of the governing body are not 
separated, the county legislative body. 
(c) (i) Members shall serve four-year terms and until their successors 
are appointed or, as provided in Subsection (3)(e), elected and quali-
fied. 
(ii) Notwithstanding the provisions of Subsection (3)(c)(i) and ex-
cept as provided in Subsection (3)(e), members of the first planning 
commissions shall be appointed so that, for each commission, the 
terms of at least one member and no more than two members expire 
each year. 
(d) (i) Except as provided in Subsection (3)(d)(ii), each member of a 
township planning commission shall be a registered voter residing 
within the township. 
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(ii) (A) Notwithstanding Subsection (3)(d)(i), one member of a 
planning commission of a township reconstituted under Chapter 
389, Laws of Utah 1997, or reinstated or established under 
Subsection 17-27-200.5(2)(e)(i) may be an appointed member who 
is a registered voter residing outside the township if that mem-
ber: 
(I) is an owner of real property located within the town-
ship; and 
(II) resides within the county in which the township is 
located. 
(B) (I) Each appointee under Subsection (3)(d)(ii)(A) shall be 
chosen by the township planning commission from a list of 
three persons submitted by the county legislative body. 
(II) If the township planning commission has not notified 
the county legislative body of its choice under Subsection 
(3)(d)(ii)(B)(I) within 60 days of the township planning com-
mission's receipt of the list, the county legislative body may 
appoint one of the three persons on the list or a registered 
voter residing within the township as a member of the 
township planning commission. 
(e) (i) The legislative body of each county in which a township recon-
stituted under Chapter 389, Laws of Utah 1997, or reinstated or 
established under Subsection 17-27-200.5(2)(e)(i) is located shall 
enact an ordinance that provides for the election of at least three 
members of the planning commission of that township. 
(ii) The election of planning commission members under Subsec-
tion (3)(e)(i) shall coincide with the election of other county officers 
during even-numbered years. Approximately half the elected plan-
ning commission members shall be elected every four years during 
elections held on even-numbered years, and the remaining elected 
members shall be elected every four years on alternating even-
numbered years. 
(f) (i) (A) The legislative body of each county in which a township 
reconstituted under Chapter 389, Laws of Utah 1997, or rein-
stated or established under Subsection 17-27-200.5(2)(e)(i) is 
located shall enact an ordinance appointing each elected member 
of the planning and zoning board of the former township, estab-
lished under Chapter 308, Laws of Utah 1996, as a member of the 
planning commission of the reconstituted or reinstated township. 
Each member appointed under this subsection shall be consid-
ered an elected member. 
(B) (I) Except as provided in Subsection (3)(f)(i)(B)(II), the 
term of each member appointed under Subsection (3)(f )(i)(A) 
shall continue until the time that the member's term as an 
elected member of the former township planning and zoning 
board would have expired. 
(II) Notwithstanding Subsection (3)(f)(i)(B)(I), the county 
legislative body may adjust the terms of the members ap-
pointed under Subsection (3)(f)(i)(A) so that the terms of 
those members coincide with the schedule under Subsection 
(3)(e)(ii) for elected members. 
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(ii) Subject to Subsection (3)(f)(iii), the legislative body of a county 
in which a township reconstituted under Chapter 389, Laws of Utah 
1997, or reinstated or established under Subsection 17-27-
200.5(2)(e)(i) is located may enact an ordinance allowing each ap-
pointed member of the planning and zoning board of the former 
township, established under Chapter 308, Laws of Utah 1996, to 
continue to hold office as a member of the planning commission of the 
reconstituted or reinstated township until the time that the member's 
term as a member of the former township's planning and zoning board 
would have expired. 
(iii) If a planning commission of a township reconstituted under 
Chapter 389, Laws of Utah 1997, or reinstated or established under 
Subsection 17-27-200.5(2)(e)(i) has more than one appointed member 
who resides outside the township, the legislative body of the county in 
which that township is located shall, within 15 days of the effective 
date of this Subsection (3)(f)(iii), dismiss all but one of the appointed 
members who reside outside the township, and a new member shall be 
appointed under Subsection (3)(b) no later than August 16,1997, to fill 
the position of each dismissed member. 
(g) (i) Except as provided in Subsection (3)(g)(ii), upon the appointment 
or election of all members of a township planning commission, each 
township planning commission under this section shall begin to 
exercise the powers and perform the duties provided in Section 
17-27-204 with respect to all matters then pending that previously 
had been under the jurisdiction of the countywide planning commis-
sion or township planning and zoning board. 
(ii) Notwithstanding Subsection (3)(g)(i), if the members of a 
former township planning and zoning board continue to hold office as 
members of the planning commission of the township planning 
district under an ordinance enacted under Subsection (3)(f), the 
township planning commission shall immediately begin to exercise 
the powers and perform the duties provided in Section 17-27-204 with 
respect to all matters then pending that had previously been under 
the jurisdiction of the township planning and zoning board. 
(4) The legislative body may fix per diem compensation for the members of 
the planning commission, based on necessary and reasonable expenses and on 
meetings actually attended. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-201, enacted by L. (l)(a)(i) to (l)(a)(iv), specifying the number and 
1991, ch. 235, § 61; 1995, ch. 179, § 10; 1995, terms of the members, and added Subsection 
ch. 225, § 2; 1997, ch. 389, § 54; 1997 (2nd (l)(b)(i)(which is Subsection (2)(a) in the recon-
S.S.), ch. 3, § 13; 1998, ch. 13, § 11. ciled version), redesignating the other subsec-
Amendment Notes . — The 1995 amend- tions accordingly, 
ment by ch. 225, effective March 18, 1995, The 1997 amendment, effective May 5, 1997, 
redesignated former Subsection (1) as Subsec- substituted "planning commission" for "district 
tions (1) and (2), making related internal des- planning commission" and "township planning 
ignation changes; inserted "one countywide" in district" for "planning district" throughout the 
Subsection (l)(a); added Subsection (l)(b), mak- section; rewrote Subsections (3)(b) through 
ing related changes; added "If the county estab- (3)(c)(ii); and added Subsections (3)(d) through 
lishes a countywide planning commission" to (3)(g)(ii). 
the beginning of Subsection {2); added Subsec- The 1997 (2nd S.S.) amendment, effective 
tion (3); redesignated former Subsection (2) as July 17, 1997, rewrote the section. 
Subsection (4); and made stylistic changes. The 1998 amendment, effective May 4, 1998, 
The 1995 amendment by ch. 179, effective substituted "no later than August 16, 1997" for 
May 1, 1995, deleted former Subsections "within 30 days of the effective date of this 
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Subsection (3)(f)(iii)" in Subsection (3)(f)(iii). creation of municipalities. Laws 1996, ch. 308, 
Compiler's Notes. — Laws 1997, ch. 389, cited in Subsection (3X0, enacted Chapter 27a 
cited in Subsections (3)(e) and (f), amended this of this title, establishing a procedure for the 
section, repealed Chapter 27a of this title, and creation of townships, which was repealed in 
revised Title 10, Chapter 2, providing for the 1997. 
< COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Utah Law Review. — Recent Legislative C.J.S. — 101AC.J.S. Zoning and Land Plan-
Developments: Municipal Law Amendments, ning § 177 et seq. 
1997 Utah L. Rev. 1198. 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 83 Am. Jur. 2d Zoning and 
Planning § 23 et seq. 
17-27-202. Organization and procedures. 
(1) A planning commission shall elect a chair from its members as provided 
by the ordinance establishing the planning commission. 
(2) (a) A planning commission may adopt policies and procedures for the 
conduct of its meetings, the processing of applications, and for any other 
purposes considered necessary for the functioning of the planning com-
mission. 
(b) The legislative body may provide that those policies and procedures 
be approved by the legislative body before taking effect. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-202, enacted by L. May 1, 1995, deleted former Subsections (1Kb) 
1991, ch. 235, § 62; 1995, ch. 179, § 11; 1995, and (l)(c), relating to the term of the chairper-
ch. 225, § 3. son and creation of other necessary offices, and 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend- made a related redesignation. 
ment by ch. 225, effective March 18, 1995, This section is set out as reconciled by the 
substituted "chair" for "chairperson" and made Office of Legislative Research and General 
other stylistic changes throughout the section. Counsel. 
The 1995 amendment by ch. 179, effective 
17-27-203. Use of state data. 
(1)A planning commission may obtain access to and use any data and 
information held by the state or any of its agencies: 
(a) that is classified "public"; and 
(b) that is classified "protected" if the planning commission's use of the 
data is lawfully authorized or if the data will be used for a purpose similar 
to the purpose for which it was gathered. 
(2) Each state official, department, and agency shall: 
(a) make any data and information requested by the planning commis-
sion available if authorized under the requirements of this section; and 
(b) furnish any other technical assistance and advice that they have 
available to planning commissions without additional cost to the county. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-203, enacted by L. ment, effective March 18, 1995, substituted "A" 
1991, ch. 235, § 63; 1995, ch. 225, § 4. for "The" at the beginning of the section. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend-
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17-27-204. Powers and duties. 
(1) Each countywide or township planning commission shall, with respect to 
the county or township, as the case may be: 
(a) prepare and recommend a general plan and amendments to the 
general plan to the county legislative body as provided in this chapter; 
(b) recommend zoning ordinances and maps, and amendments to zon-
ing ordinances and maps, to the county legislative body as provided in this 
chapter; 
(c) administer provisions of the zoning ordinance, if specifically pro-
vided for in the zoning ordinance adopted by the county legislative body; 
(d) recommend subdivision regulations and amendments to those regu-
lations to the county legislative body as provided in this chapter; 
(e) recommend approval or denial of subdivision applications as pro-
vided in this chapter; 
(f) advise the county legislative body on matters as the county legisla-
tive body directs; 
(g) hear or decide any matters that the county legislative body desig-
nates, including the approval or denial of, or recommendations to approve 
or deny, conditional use permits; 
(h) exercise any other powers delegated to it by the county legislative 
body; and 
(i) exercise any other powers that are necessary to enable it to perform 
its functions. 
(2) The planning commission of a township under this part may recommend 
to the legislative body of the county in which the township is located: 
(a) that the county legislative body support or oppose a proposed 
incorporation of an area located within the township, as provided in 
Subsection 10-2-105(4); or 
(b) that the county legislative body file a protest to a proposed annex-
ation of an area located within the township, as provided in Subsection 
10-2-407(l)(b). 
History: C. 1953,17-27-204, enacted by L. Subsection (1); and added Subsection (2). 
1991, ch. 235, § 64; 1995, ch. 225, § 5; 1997, The 1997 amendment, effective May 5, 1997, 
ch. 389, § 55; 1997 (2nd S.S.), ch. 3, § 14. rewrote the section. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend-
 The 1997 (2nd S.S.) amendment, effective 
ment, effective March 18, 1995, designated the j u i y 17> 1 9 9 7 ) redesignated the former intro-
existing provisions as Subsection (1), making ductory paragraph as Subsection (1), redesig-
n a t e d internal designation changes; substi-
 n a t i n g t h e f o l l o w i n g subsections accordingly 
tuted A countywide planning commission for and added Subsection (2). 
"The planning commission" at the beginning of 
17-27-205. Entrance upon land. 
A planning commission or its authorized agents may enter upon any land at 
reasonable times to make examinations and surveys. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-205, enacted by L. Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend-
1991, ch. 235, § 65; 1992, ch. 23, § 28; 1995, ment, effective March 18, 1995, substituted "A" 
ch. 225, § 6. for "The" at the beginning of the section. 
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17-27-206. Planning and zoning board dissolved. 
Except as provided in Subsection 17-27-201(3)(f), the planning and zoning 
board of each township formed before May 5, 1997, under Chapter 308, Laws 
of Utah 1996, is dissolved. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-206, enacted by L. Compiler's Notes. — Laws 1996, ch. 308, 
1997, ch. 389, § 56; 1997 (2nd S.S.), ch. 3, cited in this section, enacted Chapter 27a of 
§ 15. this title, establishing a procedure for the cre-
Amendment Notes. — The 1997 (2nd S.S.) ation of townships, which was repealed in 1997. 
amendment, effective July 17, 1997, deleted Effective Dates. — Laws 1997, ch. 389 
former Subsection (1) which dissolved town- became effective on May 5, 1997, pursuant to 
ships formed before May 5, 1997, except for Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25. 
those reconstituted or established under Sub-
section' 17-27-200.5(l)(c) and made a related 
change. 
PART 3 
GENERAL PLAN 
17-27-301. General plan. 
(1) In order to accomplish the purposes set forth in this chapter, each county 
shall prepare and adopt a comprehensive general plan for: 
(a) the present and future needs of the county; and 
(b) the growth and development of the land within the county or any 
part of the county, including uses of land for urbanization, trade, industry, 
residential, agricultural, wildlife habitat, and other purposes. 
(2) The plan may provide for: 
(a) health, general welfare, safety, energy conservation, transportation, 
prosperity, civic activities, aesthetics, and recreational, educational, and 
cultural opportunities; 
(b) the reduction of the waste of physical, financial, or human resources 
that result from either excessive congestion or excessive scattering of 
population; 
(c) the efficient and economical use, conservation, and production of the 
supply of: 
(i) food and water; and 
(ii) drainage, sanitary, and other facilities and resources; 
(d) the use of energy conservation and solar and renewable energy 
resources; 
(e) the protection of urban development; and 
(f) the protection and promotion of air quality. 
(3) The plan may define the county's local customs, local culture, and the 
components necessary for the county's economic stability. 
(4) The county may determine the comprehensiveness, extent, and format of 
the general plan. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-301, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 66; 1992, ch. 23, § 29; 1992, 
ch. 93, § 5; 1994, ch. 257, § 1. 
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NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Ordinance before plan. tion of a master plan. Gayland v. Salt Lake 
A county planning commission has authority County, 11 Utah 2d 307, 358 P.2d 633 (1961) 
to pass a valid zoning ordinance prior to adop- (decided under former chapter). 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 82 Am. Jur. 2d Zoning and - C. J.S. — 101A C. J.S. Zoning and Land Plan-
Planning §§ 69 to 78. ning § 139. 
17-27-302. Plan preparation. 
(1) (a) The planning commission shall make and recommend to the legis-
lative body a proposed general plan for the area within the county. 
(b) (i) The plan may include planning for incorporated areas if, in the 
planning commission's judgment, they are related to the planning of 
the unincorporated territory or of the county as a whole. 
(ii) Elements of the county plan that address incorporated areas 
are not an official plan or part of a municipal plan for any municipal-
ity, unless it is adopted by the municipal planning commission and the 
governing body of the municipality. 
(2) The general plan, with the accompanying maps, plats, charts and 
descriptive and explanatory matter, shall show the planning commission's 
recommendations for the development of the territory covered by the plan, and 
may include, among other things: 
(a) a land use element that: 
(i) designates the proposed general distribution and location and 
extent of uses of land for housing, business, industry, agriculture, 
recreation, education, public buildings and grounds, open space, and 
other categories of public and private uses of land as appropriate; and 
(ii) may include a statement of the standards of population density 
and building intensity recommended for the various land use catego-
ries covered by the plan; 
(b) a transportation and circulation element consisting of the general 
location and extent of existing and proposed freeways, arterial and 
collector streets, mass transit, and any other modes of transportation that 
are appropriate, all correlated with the land use element of the plan; 
(c) an environmental element that addresses: 
(i) the protection, conservation, development, and use of natural 
resources, including the quality of air, forests, soils, rivers and other 
waters, harbors, fisheries, wildlife, minerals, and other natural re-
sources; and 
(ii) the reclamation of land, flood control, prevention and control of 
the pollution of streams and other waters, regulation of the use of land 
on hillsides, stream channels and other environmentally sensitive 
areas, the prevention, control, and correction of the erosion of soils, 
protection of watersheds and wetlands, and the mapping of known 
geologic hazards; 
(d) a public services and facilities element showing general plans for 
sewage, waste disposal, drainage, local utilities, rights-of-way, easements, 
and facilities for them, police and fire protection, and other public services; 
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(e) a rehabilitation, redevelopment, and conservation element consist-
ing of plans and programs for: 
(i) historic preservation; and 
(ii) the elimination of blight and for redevelopment, including 
housing sites, business and industrial sites, and public building sites; 
(f) an economic element composed of appropriate studies and an eco-
nomic development plan that may include review of county revenue and 
expenditures, revenue sources, identification of base and residentiary 
industry, primary and secondary market areas, employment, and retail 
sales activity; 
(g) recommendations for implementing the plan, including the use of 
zoning ordinances, subdivision ordinances, capital improvement plans, 
and other appropriate actions; and 
(h) any other elements that the county considers appropriate. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-302, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 67; 1992, ch. 23, § 30; 1992, 
ch. 93, § 6. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Reclassification. "spot zoning" because it was compatible with 
Reclassification of property of floral company, the existing master plan and therefore not 
situated on "Agricultural Zone A-1" land and arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of the zoning 
surrounded by residential and agricultural authority's discretion. Crestview-Holladay 
property, to "C-2" and "R-M" zones, permitting Homeowners Ass'n v. Engh Floral Co., 545 P.2d 
the erection of multifamily dwellings, was not 1150 (Utah 1976). 
17-27-303. Plan adoption. 
(1) (a) After completing a proposed general plan for all or part of the area 
within the county, the planning commission shall schedule and hold a 
public hearing on the proposed plan. 
(b) The planning commission shall provide reasonable notice of the 
public hearing at least 14 days before the date of the hearing. 
(c) After the public hearing, the planning commission may make 
changes to the proposed general plan. 
(2) The planning commission shall then forward the proposed general plan 
to the legislative body. 
(3) (a) The legislative body shall hold a public hearing on the proposed 
general plan recommended to it by the planning commission. 
(b) The legislative body shall provide reasonable notice of the public 
hearing at least 14 days before the date of the hearing. 
(4) After the public hearing, the legislative body may make any modifica-
tions to the proposed general plan that it considers appropriate. 
(5) The legislative body may: 
(a) adopt the proposed general plan without amendment; 
(b) amend the proposed general plan and adopt or reject it as amended; 
or 
(c) reject the proposed general plan. 
(6) (a) The general plan is an advisory guide for land use decisions. 
(b) The legislative body may adopt an ordinance mandating compliance 
with the general plan. 
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History: C. 1953,17-27-303, enacted by L. Cross-References. — Reasonable notice, 
1991, ch. 235, § 68; 1992, ch. 23, § 31. § 17-27-103. 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
A.L.R. — Disqualification for interest or bias Right to cross-examination of witnesses in 
of administrative officer sitting in zoning pro- hearings before administrative zoning author-
ceeding, 10 A.L.R.3d 694. ity, 27 A.L.R.3d 1304. 
17-27-304. Amendment of plan. 
The legislative body may amend the general plan by following the proce-
dures required by Section 17-27-303. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-304, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 69. 
17-27-305. Effect of the plan on public uses. 
(1) After the legislative body has adopted a general plan or any amendments 
to the general plan, no street, park, or other public way, ground, place, or space, 
no publicly owned building or structure, and no public utility, whether publicly 
or privately owned, may be constructed or authorized until and unless: 
(a) it conforms to the plan; or 
(b) it has been considered by the planning commission and, after 
receiving the advice of the planning commission, approved by the legisla-
tive body as an amendment to the general plan. 
(2) (a) Before accepting, widening, removing, extending, relocating, nar-
rowing, vacating, abandoning, changing the use, acquiring land for, or 
selling or leasing any street or other public way, ground, place, property, or 
structure, the legislative body shall submit the proposal to the planning 
commission for its review and recommendations. 
(b) If the legislative body approves any of the items contained in 
Subsection (a), it shall also amend the general plan. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-305, enacted by L. former first paragraph and Subsections (1) and 
1991, ch. 235, $ 70; 1995, ch. 179, § 12. (2) as Subsections (1), (l)(a), and (1Kb), respec-
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend- tively, and added Subsection (2). 
ment, effective May 1, 1995, designated the 
17-27-306. Effect of official maps. 
(1) Counties may not adopt an official map under this chapter. 
(2) (a) An official map adopted under the previous enabling statute does 
not: 
(i) require a landowner to dedicate and construct a street as a 
condition of development approval, except under circumstances pro-
vided in Subsection (b)(iii); or 
f
 (ii) require a county to immediately acquire property it has desig-
nated for eventual use as a public street, 
(b) This section does not prohibit a county from: 
(i) requiring a landowner to take into account the proposed streets 
in the planning of a development proposal; 
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(ii) acquiring the property through purchase, gift, voluntary dedi-
cation, or eminent domain; or 
(hi) requiring the dedication and improvement of a street if the 
street is found necessary by the county because of a proposed 
development. 
(3) An official map may not be used to unconstitutionally prohibit the 
development of property designated for eventual use as a public street. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-306, enacted by L. 
1992, ch. 23, § 32. 
17-27-307. Plans for moderate income housing. 
(1) The availability of moderate income housing is an issue of statewide 
concern. To this end: 
(a) counties should afford a reasonable opportunity for a variety of 
housing, including moderate income housing, to meet the needs of people 
desiring to live there; and 
(b) moderate income housing should be located in all areas of a 
community to allow persons with moderate incomes to benefit from and to 
fully participate in all aspects of neighborhood and community life. 
(2) As used in this section: 
(a) "Moderate income housing" means housing occupied or reserved for 
occupancy by households with a gross household income equal to or less 
than 80% of the median gross income of the county statistical area for 
households of the same size. 
(b) "Plan for moderate income housing" or "plan" means a written 
document adopted by a county legislative body that includes, but is not 
limited to: 
(i) an estimate of the existing supply of moderate income housing 
located within the county; 
(ii) an estimate of the need for moderate income housing in that 
county for the next five years as revised annually; 
(hi) a survey of total residential zoning; 
(iv) an evaluation of how existing zoning densities affect opportu-
nities for moderate income housing; and 
(v) a description of the county's program to encourage an adequate 
supply of moderate income housing. 
(3) Before December 31, 1998, each county legislative body shall, as part of 
its general plan, adopt a plan for moderate income housing within the 
unincorporated areas of that county. 
(4) A plan may provide for moderate income housing by any means or 
combination of techniques which provide a realistic opportunity to meet 
estimated needs. The plan may include an analysis of why the means or 
techniques selected provide a realistic opportunity to meet the objectives of 
this section. Such techniques may include: 
(a) rezoning for densities necessary to assure the economic viability of 
inclusionary developments, either through mandatory set asides or den-
sity bonuses; 
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(b) infrastructure expansion and rehabilitation that will facilitate the 
construction of moderate income housing; 
(c) rehabilitation of existing uninhabitable housing stock; 
(d) consideration of waiving construction related fees generally imposed 
by the county; 
(e) utilization of state or federal funds or tax incentives to promote the 
construction of moderate income housing; 
(f) utilization of programs offered by the Utah Housing Finance Agency 
within that agency's funding capacity; and 
(g) utilization of affordable housing programs administered by the 
Department of Community and Economic Development. 
(5) (a) After adoption of a plan for moderate income housing under Subsec-
tion (3), the legislative body of each county with a population over 25,000 
shall annually: 
(i) review the plan and its implementation; and 
(ii) prepare a report setting forth the findings of the review. 
(b) Each report under Subsection (5)(a)(ii) shall include a description of: 
(i) efforts made by the county to reduce, mitigate, or eliminate local 
regulatory barriers to moderate income housing; 
(ii) actions taken by the county to encourage preservation of 
existing moderate income housing and development of new moderate 
income housing; 
(iii) progress made within the county to provide moderate income 
housing, as measured by permits issued for new units of moderate 
income housing; and 
(iv) efforts made by the county to coordinate moderate income 
housing plans and actions with neighboring counties. 
(c) The legislative body of each county with a population over 25,000 
shall send a copy of the report under Subsection (5)(a)(ii) to the Depart-
ment of Community and Economic Development and the association of 
governments in which the county is located. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-307, enacted by L. 
1996, ch. 316, § 3; 1998, ch. 117, § 3. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1998 amend-
ment, effective May 4, 1998, substituted "legis-
lative body" for "governing body" in Subsection 
(2)(b); substituted "legislative body" for "gov-
erning board" in Subsection (3); and added 
Subsection (5). 
Effective Dates. — Laws 1996, ch. 316, § 7 
makes this section effective on July 1, 1996. 
1 
PART 4 
ZONING ORDINANCE 
17-27-401. General powers. 
The legislative body may enact a zoning ordinance establishing regulations 
for land use and development that furthers the intent of this chapter. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-401, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 71. 
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NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Challenges to ordinances. 
Ordinance before plan. 
Retrospective effect of ordinance. 
Zoning power in general. 
Challenges to ordinances. 
Whether the reason for delay is laches, estop-
pel, waiver, or public policy, challenges claim-
ing procedural invalidity of a zoning ordinance 
and constitutional challenges based thereon 
must be brought within a reasonable time from 
enactment of the ordinance. If challenge is not 
brought in a timely manner, a plaintiff will be 
barred from challenging a zoning ordinance. 
Thatcher Enters, v. Cache County Corp., 902 
F.2d 1472 (10th Cir. 1990) (decided under 
former chapter). 
Ordinance before plan. 
A county planning commission had authority 
under former provisions to pass a valid zoning 
ordinance prior to adoption of a master plan. 
Gayland v. Salt Lake County, 11 Utah 2d 307, 
358 R2d 633 (1961). 
Retrospective effect of ordinance. 
Zoning ordinance would not apply retrospec-
tively to deny a use permit to the owner of 
unzoned property who did everything required 
of him under the existing laws. Contracts 
Funding & Mtg. Exch. v. Maynes, 527 P.2d 1073 
(Utah 1974). 
Zoning power in general. 
Courts would not permit a violation of a clear 
mandate of zoning authorities, on the basis of 
reliance on advice of counsel, or on the basis of 
hardship due to compliance, or on the basis that 
it was not shown that anyone else would suffer 
in perpetuating the status quo, since to do so 
would open the door for indiscriminate abuse of 
zoning regulations. Salt Lake County v. 
Hutchinson, 8 Utah 2d 154, 329 P.2d 657 
(1958). 
Exercise of zoning power is a legislative func-
tion to be exercised by the legislative bodies of 
municipalities; the wisdom of a zoning plan, its 
necessity, and the nature and boundaries of the 
zoned district are all matters within the legis-
lative discretion, and the Supreme Court will 
avoid substituting its judgment for that of the 
zoning authority. Crestview-Holladay Home-
owners Ass'n v. Engh Floral Co., 545 P.2d 1150 
(Utah 1976). 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
C.J.S. — 101A C.J.S. Zoning and Land Plan-
ning § 38 et seq. 
A.L.R. — Validity of zoning laws setting 
minimum lot size requirements, 1 A.L.R.5th 
622. 
Construction and application of zoning laws 
setting minimum lot size requirements, 2 
A.L.R.5th 553. 
17-27-402. Preparation and adoption. 
(1) The planning commission shall prepare and recommend to the legisla-
tive body a proposed zoning ordinance, including both the full text of the zoning 
ordinance and maps, that represents the commission's recommendations for 
zoning all or any part of the area within the county. 
(2) (a) The legislative body shall hold a public hearing on the proposed 
zoning ordinance recommended to it by the planning commission. 
(b) The legislative body shall provide reasonable notice of the public 
hearing at least 14 days before the date of the hearing. 
(3) After the public hearing, the legislative body may: 
(a) adopt the zoning ordinance as proposed; 
(b) amend the zoning ordinance and adopt or reject the zoning ordi-
nance as amended; or 
(c) reject the ordinance. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-402, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 72; 1992, ch. 23, § 33. 
Cross-References. — Reasonable notice, 
§ 17-27-103. 
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17-27-403. Amendments and rezonings. 
(1) (a) The legislative body may amend: 
(i) the number, shape, boundaries, or area of any zoning district; 
(ii) any regulation of or within the zoning district; or 
(iii) any other provision of the zoning ordinance. 
(b) The legislative body may not make any amendment authorized by 
this subsection unless the amendment was proposed by the planning 
commission or is first submitted to the planning commission for its 
approval, disapproval, or recommendations. 
(2) The legislative body shall comply with the procedure specified in Section 
17-27-402 in preparing and adopting an amendment to the zoning ordinance or 
the zoning map. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-403, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 73. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Amendments. P-2d 133 (Utah 1975) (decided under former 
Unzoned land cannot be initially zoned by chapter), 
amendment. Melville v. Salt Lake County, 536 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Utah Law Review. — Comment, Melville v. cial Lesson in Avoiding Inevitable Conflicts, 
Salt Lake County — Technical Notice: A Judi- 1975 Utah L. Rev. 520. 
17-27-404. Temporary regulations. 
(1) (a) A county legislative body may, without a public hearing, enact an 
ordinance establishing a temporary zoning regulation for any part or all of 
the area within the county if: 
(i) the legislative body makes a finding of compelling, counter-
vailing public interest; or 
(ii) the area is unzoned. 
(b) A temporary zoning regulation under Subsection (l)(a) may pro-
hibit, restrict, or regulate the erection, construction, reconstruction, or 
alteration of any building or structure or subdivision approval. 
(c) A temporary zoning regulation under Subsection (l)(a) may not 
impose an impact fee or other financial requirement on building or 
development. 
(2) The county legislative body shall establish a period of limited ettect tor 
the temporary ordinance not to exceed six months. 
(3) (a) A county legislative body may, without a public hearing, enact an 
ordinance establishing a temporary zoning regulation prohibiting con-
struction, subdivision approval, and other development activities within 
an area that is the subject of an Environmental Impact Statement or a 
Major Investment Study examining the area as a proposed highway or 
transportation corridor. 
(b) A zoning regulation under Subsection (3)(a): 
(i) may not exceed six months in duration; 
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(ii) may be renewed, if requested by the Utah Transportation 
Commission created under Section 72-1-301, for up to two additional 
six-month periods by ordinance enacted before the expiration of the 
previous zoning regulation; and 
(iii) notwithstanding Subsections (3)(b)(i) and (ii), is effective only 
as long as the Environmental Impact Statement or Major Investment 
Study is in progress. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-404, enacted by L. changes in Subsections (1) and (2) and added 
1991, ch. 235, § 74; 1992, ch. 23, § 34; 1997, Subsections (l)(c) and (3). 
ch. 171, § 2; 1998, ch. 270, § 4. The 1998 amendment, effective March 21, 
Amendment Notes. — The 1997 amend- 1998, substituted "Section 72-1-301" for uSec-
ment, effective May 5, 1997, inserted "county" tion 63-49-10" in Subsection (3)(b)(ii). 
before "legislative body" and made stylistic 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
A.L.R. — Validity and effect of "interim" 
zoning ordinance, 30 A.L.R.3d 1196. 
17-27-405. Zoning districts. 
(1) (a) The legislative body may divide the territory over which it has 
jurisdiction into zoning districts of a number, shape, and area that it 
considers appropriate to carry out the purposes of this chapter. 
(b) Within those zoning districts, the legislative body may regulate and 
restrict the erection, construction, reconstruction, alteration, repair, or use 
of buildings and structures, and the use of land. 
(2) The legislative body shall ensure that the regulations are uniform for 
each class or kind of buildings throughout each district, but the regulations in 
one district may differ from those in other districts. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-405, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 75. 
17-27-406. Conditional uses. 
A zoning ordinance may contain provisions for conditional uses that may be 
allowed, allowed with conditions, or denied in designated zoning districts, 
based on compliance with standards and criteria set forth in the zoning 
ordinance for those uses. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-406, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 76. 
17-27-407. Nonconforming uses and structures. 
(1) (a) Except as provided in this section, a nonconforming use or structure 
may be continued. 
(b) A nonconforming use may be extended through the same building, 
provided no structural alteration of the building is proposed or made for 
the purpose of the extension. 
(c) For purposes of this subsection, the addition of a solar energy device 
to a building is not a structural alteration. 
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(d) If any county acquires title to any property because of tax delin-
quency and the property is not redeemed as provided by law, the future use 
of the property shall conform with the existing provisions of the county 
ordinances equally applicable to other like properties within the district in 
which the property acquired by the county is located. 
(2) The legislative body may provide in any zoning ordinance or amendment 
for: 
(a) the establishment, restoration, reconstruction, extension, alter-
ation, expansion, or substitution of nonconforming uses upon the terms 
and conditions set forth in the zoning ordinance; 
(b) the termination of all nonconforming uses, except billboards by 
providing a formula establishing a reasonable time period during which 
the owner can recover or amortize the amount of his investment in the 
nonconforming use, if any; and 
(c) the termination of a billboard that is a nonconforming use by 
acquiring the billboard and associated property rights through: 
(i) gift; 
(ii) purchase; 
(iii) agreement; ? 
(iv) exchange; or 
(v) eminent domain. 
(3) If a county prevents a billboard company from maintaining, repairing, or 
restoring a billboard structure damaged by casualty, act of God, or vandalism, 
the county's actions constitute initiation of acquisition by eminent domain 
under Subsection (2)(c)(v). 
(4) Notwithstanding Subsections (2) and (3), a legislative body may remove 
a billboard without providing compensation if, after providing the owner with 
reasonable notice of proceedings and an opportunity for a hearing, the 
legislative body finds that: 
(a) the applicant for a permit made a false or misleading statement in 
his application; 
(b) the billboard is unsafe; 
(c) the billboard is in an unreasonable state of repair; or 
(d) the billboard has been abandoned for at least 12 months. 
(5) A county may terminate the nonconforming status of school district 
property when the property ceases to be used for school district purposes. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-407, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 77; 1992, ch. 23, § 35; 1993, 
ch. 286, § 2; 1994, ch. 12, § 12. 
NOTES TO 
ANALYSIS 
Effect of ordinance on nonconforming use. 
Estoppel to enforce zoning ordinance. 
Effect of ordinance on nonconforming 
use. 
Where there was a protracted period of un-
explained vacancy and no showing of any non-
conforming use of residential property for a 
period of years, an ordinance against noncon-
DECISIONS 
forming use in the event of discontinuance of 
such use for one year precluded the issuance of 
a building permit for a gasoline filling station. 
Morrison v. Home, 12 Utah 2d 131, 363 R2d 
1113 (1961). 
Estoppel to enforce zoning ordinance. 
County assessor's erroneous description of 
property as commercial instead of residential 
did not preclude zoning authorities from deny-
ing a permit for the construction of a service 
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station on a nonconforming use basis. Morrison 
v. Home, 12 Utah 2d 131, 363 P.2d 1113 (1961). 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 83 Am. Jur. 2d Zoning § 624 zoning ordinance, 61 A.L.R.4th 806. 
et seq. Change in type of activity of nonconforming 
A.L.R. — Change in area or location of non- use as violation of zoning ordinance, 61 
conforming use as violation of zoning ordi- A.L.R.4th 902. 
nance, 56 A.L.R.4th 769. Alteration, extension, reconstruction, or re-
Addition of another activity to existing non- pair of nonconforming structure or structure 
conforming use as violation of zoning ordi- devoted to nonconforming use as violation of 
nance, 61 A.L.R.4th 724. zoning ordinance, 63 A.L.R.4th 275. 
Change in volume, intensity, or means of Validity of provisions for amortization of non-
performing nonconforming use as violation of conforming uses, 8 A.L.R.5th 391. 
17-27-408. Existing outdoor advertising uses. 
(1) A county may only require termination of a billboard and associated 
property rights through: 
(a) gift; 
(b) purchase; 
(c) agreement; 
(d) exchange; or 
(e) eminent domain. 
(2) A termination under Subsection (l)(a), (b), (c), or (d) requires the 
voluntary consent of the billboard owner. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-409, enacted by L. Counsel to keep the section numbers in this 
1997, ch. 263, § 2; recompiled as § 17-27- part consecutive. 
408. Effective Dates. — Laws 1997, ch. 263 
Compiler's Notes. — This section was en- became effective on May 5, 1997, pursuant to 
acted as § 17-27-409; it was renumbered by the Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25. 
Office of Legislative Research and General 
PART 5 
RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES FOR ELDERLY 
17-27-501. Residential facilities for elderly persons. 
(1) (a) A residential facility for elderly persons may not operate as a 
business. 
(b) A residential facility for elderly persons shall: 
(i) be owned by one of the residents or by an immediate family 
member of one of the residents or be a facility for which the title has 
been placed in trust for a resident; 
(ii) be consistent with existing zoning of the desired location; and 
(iii) be occupied on a 24-hour-per-day basis by eight or fewer elderly 
persons in a family-type arrangement. 
(2) A residential facility for elderly persons may not be considered a 
business because a fee is charged for food or for actual and necessary costs of 
operation and maintenance of the facility. 
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History: C. 1953,17-27-501, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 78; 1992, ch. 23, § 36. 
Cross-References. — Services to the aging, 
Title 62A, Chapter 3. 
17-27-502. County ordinances governing elderly residen-
tial facilities. 
(1) Each county shall adopt ordinances that establish that a residential 
facility for elderly persons is a permitted use in any area where residential 
dwellings are allowed, except an area zoned to permit exclusively single-family 
dwellings. 
(2) The ordinances shall establish a permit process that may require only 
that: 
(a) the facility meet all applicable building, safety, zoning, and health 
ordinances applicable to similar dwellings; 
(b) adequate off-street parking space be provided; 
(c) the facility be capable of use as a residential facility for elderly 
persons without structural or landscaping alterations that would change 
the structure's residential character; 
(d) residential facilities for elderly persons be reasonably dispersed 
throughout the county; 
(e) no person being treated for alcoholism or drug abuse be placed in a 
residential facility for elderly persons; and 
(f) placement in a residential facility for elderly persons be on a strictly 
voluntary basis and not a part of, or in lieu of, confinement, rehabilitation, 
or treatment in a correctional facility. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-502, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 79; 1997, ch. 108, § 6; 1999, 
ch. 140, § 3. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1997 amend-
ment, effective May 5, 1997, in Subsection 
(2)(d) substituted "persons with a disability" for 
"handicapped persons" and substituted "17-27-
605" for "17-27-103." 
The 1999 amendment, effective May 3, 1999, 
rewrote Subsection (2)(d). 
17-27-503. County approval of elderly residential facili-
ties. 
(1) (a) Upon application for a permit to establish a residential facility for 
elderly persons in any area where residential dwellings are allowed, 
except an area zoned to permit exclusively single-family dwellings, the 
county may decide only whether or not the residential facility for elderly 
persons conforms to ordinances adopted by the county under this part. 
(b) If the county determines that the residential facility for elderly 
persons complies with the ordinances, it shall grant the requested permit 
to that facility. 
(2) The use granted and permitted by this section is nontransferable and 
terminates if the structure is devoted to a use other than a residential facility 
for elderly persons or if the structure fails to comply with the ordinances 
adopted under this part. 
(3) If a county has not adopted ordinances under this part at the time an 
application for a permit to establish a residential facility for elderly persons is 
made, the county shall grant the permit if it is established that the criteria set 
forth in this part have been met by the facility. 
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History: C. 1953,17-27-503, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 80. 
17-27-504. Elderly residential facilities in areas zoned 
exclusively for single-family dwellings. 
(1) For purposes of this section: 
(a) no person who is being treated for alcoholism or drug abuse may be 
placed in a residential facility for elderly persons; and 
(b) placement in a residential facility for elderly persons shall be on a 
strictly voluntary basis and may not be a part of, or in lieu of, confinement, 
rehabilitation, or treatment in a correctional institution. 
(2) Subject to the granting of a conditional use permit, a residential facility 
for elderly persons shall be allowed in any county zoning district that is zoned 
to permit exclusively single-family dwelling use, if that facility: 
(a) conforms to all applicable health, safety, zoning, and building codes; 
(b) is capable of use as a residential facility for elderly persons without 
structural or landscaping alterations that would change the structure's 
residential character; and 
(c) conforms to the county's criteria, adopted by ordinance, governing 
the location of residential facilities for elderly persons in areas zoned to 
permit exclusively single-family dwellings. 
(3) A county may, by ordinance, provide that no residential facility for 
elderly persons be established within three-quarters mile of another existing 
residential facility for elderly persons or residential facility for persons with a 
disability, as defined by Section 17-27-605. 
(4) The use granted and permitted by this section is nontransferable and 
terminates if the structure is devoted to a use other than as a residential 
facility for elderly persons or if the structure fails to comply with applicable 
health, safety, and building codes. 
(5) (a) County ordinances shall prohibit discrimination against elderly 
persons and against residential facilities for elderly persons. 
(b) The decision of a county regarding the application for a permit by a 
residential facility for elderly persons must be based on legitimate land 
use criteria and may not be based on the age of the facility's residents. 
(6) The requirements of this section that a residential facility for elderly 
persons obtain a conditional use permit or other permit do not apply if the 
facility meets the requirements of existing zoning ordinances that allow a 
specified number of unrelated persons to live together. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-504, enacted by L. substituted "persons with a disability" for 
1991, ch. 235, § 81; 1997, ch. 108, § 7. "handicapped persons" and substituted "17-27-
Amendment Notes. — The 1997 amend- 605" for "17-27-103." 
ment, effective May 5, 1997, in Subsection (3) 
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Repeals. — Laws 1997, ch. 108, § 11 repeals 
§§ 17-27-601 to 17-27-604, as enacted by Laws 
1991, ch. 235, §§ 82 to 85, concerning residen-
tial facilities for handicapped persons and 
county ordinances. For present provisions, see 
§ 17-27-605. 
17-27-605. Residences for persons with a disability. 
(1) As used in this section: 
(a) "Disability" is defined in Section 57-21-2. 
(b) "Residential facility for persons with a disability" means a residence: 
(i) in which more than one person with a disability resides; and 
(ii) (A) is licensed or certified by the Department of Human Ser-
vices under Title 62A, Chapter 2, Licensure of Programs and 
Facilities; or 
(B) is licensed or certified by the Department of Health under 
Title 26, Chapter 21, Health Care Facility Licensing and Inspec-
tion Act. 
(2) Each county shall adopt an ordinance for residential facilities for 
persons with a disability. The ordinance: 
(a) shall comply with Title 57, Chapter 21, Utah Fair Housing Act, and 
the federal Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 3601 et 
seq.; 
(b) may require, if consistent with Subsection (2)(a), residential facili-
ties for persons with a disability to be reasonably dispersed throughout the 
county; and 
(c) shall provide that a residential facility for persons with a disability: 
(i) is a permitted use in any zoning area where residential dwell-
ings are allowed; and 
(ii) may only be required to obtain permits that verify compliance 
with the building, safety, and health regulations that are applicable to 
similar structures. 
(3) The responsibility to license programs or entities that operate facilities 
for persons with a disability, as well as to require and monitor the provision of 
adequate services to persons residing in those facilities, shall rest with: 
(a) for programs or entities licensed or certified by the Department of 
Human Services, the Department of Human Services as provided in Title 
62A, Chapter 5, Services to People with Disabilities; and 
(b) for programs or entities licensed or certified by the Department of 
Health, the Department of Health under Title 26, Chapter 21, Health Care 
Facility Licensing and Inspection Act. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-605, enacted by L. 
1997, ch. 108, § 8; 1999, ch. 21, § 11; 1999, 
ch. 140, § 4. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1999 amend-
ment by ch. 21, effective May 3, 1999, deleted 
"Section 62A-2-114 and" before 'Title 62A" in 
Subsection (3). 
The 1999 amendment by ch. 140, effective 
May 3, 1999, added Subsection (l)(b)(ii)(B) and 
the Subsection (l)(b)(ii)(A) designation; divided 
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Subsection (3), adding the Subsection (3)(a) This section is set out as reconciled by the 
designation; added "for programs or entities Office of Legislative Research and General 
licensed or certified by the Department of Hu- Counsel. 
man Services" in Subsection (3)(a); added Sub- Effective Dates. — Laws 1997, ch. 108 
section (3)(b); and made related and stylistic became effective on May 5, 1997, pursuant to 
changes. Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25. 
PART 7 
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
17-27-701. Board of adjustment — Appointment — Term 
— Vacancy. 
(1) In order to provide for just and fair treatment in the administration of 
local zoning ordinances, and to ensure that substantial justice is done, each 
county adopting a zoning ordinance shall appoint a board of adjustment to 
exercise the powers and duties provided in this part. 
(2) (a) The board of adjustment shall consist of five members and whatever 
alternate members that the chief executive officer considers appropriate. 
(b) The legislative body shall establish the terms for members of the 
board of adjustment by ordinance. 
(c) The chief executive officer shall appoint the members and alternate 
members with the advice and consent of the legislative body. 
(d) The chief executive officer shall appoint members of the first board 
of adjustment to terms so that the term of one member expires each year. 
(3) (a) No more than two alternate members may sit at any meeting of the 
board of adjustment at one time. 
(b) The legislative body shall make rules establishing a procedure for 
alternate members to serve in the absence of members of the board of 
adjustment. 
(4) (a) The chief executive may remove any member of the board of 
adjustment for cause if written charges are filed against the member with 
the chief executive. 
(b) The chief executive shall provide the member with a public hearing 
if he requests one. 
(5) (a) The chief executive officer with the advice and consent of the 
legislative body shall fill any vacancy. 
(b) The person appointed shall serve for the unexpired term of the 
member or alternate member whose office is vacant. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-701, enacted by L. before "five" in Subsection (2)(a), deleted former 
1991, ch. 235, § 86; 1992, ch. 23, § 37; 1995, Subsection (2)(a)(ii), relating to changes in the 
ch. 179, § 13. membership of the board, and made a related 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend- redesignation. 
ment, effective May 1, 1995, deleted "three to" 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Purpose. administrative agency. Its evident purpose was 
Former § 17-27-15, providing for a board of to assure the expeditious and orderly develop-
adjustment, was designed to assure speedy ment of a community. Lund v. Cottonwood 
appeal to the proper tribunal ofthe grievance of Meadows Co., 15 Utah 2d 305, 392 P.2d 40 
a party adversely affected by a decision of an (1964). 
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
C.J.S. — 101A C.J.S. Zoning and Land Plan-
ning § 180 et seq. 
17-27-702. Organization — Procedures. 
(1) The board of adjustment shall: 
(a) organize and elect a chairperson; and 
(b) adopt rules that comply with any ordinance adopted by the legisla-
tive body. 
(2) The board of adjustment shall meet at the call of the chairperson and at 
any other times that the board of adjustment determines. 
(3) The chairperson, or in the absence of the chairperson, the acting 
chairperson, may administer oaths and compel the attendance of witnesses. 
(4) (a) All meetings of the board of adjustment shall comply with the 
requirements of Title 52, Chapter 4, Open and Public Meetings. 
(b) The board of adjustment shall: 
(i) keep minutes of its proceedings, showing the vote of each 
member upon each question, or if absent or failing to vote, indicating 
that fact; and 
(ii) keep records of its examinations and other official actions. 
(c) The board of adjustment may, but is not required to, have its 
proceedings contemporaneously transcribed by a court reporter or a tape 
recorder. 
(d) The board of adjustment shall file its records in the office of the 
board of adjustment. 
(e) All records in the office of the board of adjustment are public records. 
(5) The concurring vote of at least three members of the board of adjustment 
is necessary to reverse any order, requirement, decision, or determination of 
any administrative official or agency or to decide in favor of the appellant. 
(6) Decisions of the board of adjustment become effective at the meeting in 
which the decision is made, unless a different time is designated in the board's 
rules or at the time the decision is made. 
(7) The legislative body may fix per diem compensation for the members of 
the board of adjustment, based on necessary and reasonable expenses and on 
meetings actually attended. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-702, enacted by L. ment, effective May 1, 1995, rewrote Subsec-
1991, ch. 235, § 87; 1992, ch. 23, § 38; 1995, tion (5), which formerly specified the concur-
ch. 179, § 14. ring vote required for five-member and three-
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend- member boards. 
17-27-703. Powers and duties. 
(1) The board of adjustment shall hear and decide: 
(a) appeals from zoning decisions applying the zoning ordinance; 
(b) special exceptions to the terms of the zoning ordinance; and 
(c) variances from the terms of the zoning ordinance. 
(2) The board of adjustments may make determinations regarding the 
existence, expansion, or modification of nonconforming uses if that authority is 
delegated to them by the legislative body. 
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(3) If authorized by the legislative body, the board of adjustment may 
interpret the zoning maps and pass upon disputed questions of lot lines, 
district boundary lines, or similar questions as they arise in the administration 
of the zoning regulations. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-703, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 88; 1992, ch. 23, § 39. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Appeals from zoning decisions. 
Illegal zoning. 
Appeals from zoning decisions. 
This section places no limitations on the 
authority of the board of adjustment to hear 
appeals from zoning decisions applying a zon-
ing ordinance; thus, the board had authority to 
hear an appeal from the decision of a county 
commission applying a zoning ordinance. 
Bennion v. Sundance Dev. Corp., 897 R2d 1232 
(Utah Ct. App. 1995). 
17-27-704, Appeals. 
(1) (a) (i) The applicant or any other person or entity adversely affected by 
a decision administering or interpreting a zoning ordinance may 
appeal that decision applying the zoning ordinance by alleging that 
there is error in any order, requirement, decision, or determination 
made by an official in the administration or interpretation of the 
zoning ordinance. 
(ii) The legislative body shall enact an ordinance establishing a 
reasonable time for appeal to the board of adjustment of decisions 
administering or interpreting a zoning ordinance. 
(b) Any officer, department, board, or bureau of a county affected by the 
grant or refusal of a building permit or by any other decisions of the 
administrative officer in the administration or interpretation of the zoning 
ordinance may appeal any decision to the board of adjustment. 
(2) The person or entity making the appeal has the burden of proving tha t 
an error has been made. 
(3) (a) Only decisions applying the ordinance may be appealed to the board 
of adjustment. 
'(b) A person may not appeal, and the board of adjustment may not 
consider, any zoning ordinance amendments. 
(4) Appeals may not be used to waive or modify the terms or requirements 
of the zoning ordinance. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-704, enacted by L. ment, effective May 1, 1995, deleted "zoning" 
1991, ch. 235, § 89; 1992, ch. 23, § 40; 1995, before "decisions" in Subsections (l)(a)(i) and 
ch. 179, § 15. (3)(a) and substituted "board of adjustment" for 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend- "board" in Subsection (lXaXii). 
Illegal zoning. 
Where a city was claiming only the illegality 
of rezoning, not seeking a variance or exception 
to circumvent some unjust hardship in applica-
tion of the rezoning, the board of adjustment 
had no authority to hear the city's claims; the 
statute limits the powers of the board to hear 
only alleged errors in zoning enforcement deci-
sions. Sandy City v. Salt Lake County, 827 R2d 
212 (Utah 1992) (decided under former § 17-
27-16). 
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NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS Bennion v. Sundance Dev. Corp., 897 P.2d 1232 
A , - , . . - , . . (Utah Ct. App. 1995). 
Appeal from decision of county commission. 
Appeal to county commission.
 A p p e a l t o C Q U n t y c o m m i s s i o n . 
Appeal from decision of county commis- The board of adjustments is constituted by 
sion. statute a forum for review of all administrative 
The provision of this section referring to the zoning decisions, but nowhere is it made the 
authority of the board of adjustment to hear exclusive repository of appellate powers; the 
appeals from decisions "made by an official" did county commission has authority to place the 
not apply to prevent the board from hearing an power to issue special exceptions to general 
appeal from the decision of a county commis- ordinances in the planning commission, and to 
sion; the applicable provision, § 17-27-703, create a right of appeal directly to the county 
places no limitations on the authority of the commission itself. Thurston v. Cache County, 
board of adjustment to hear appeals from zon- 626 P.2d 440 (Utah 1981) (decided under former 
ing decision applying the zoning ordinance. chapter). 
17-27-705. Routine and uncontested matters. 
(1) (a) With the consent of the legislative body, the chief executive officer 
may appoint an administrative officer to decide routine and uncontested 
matters before the board of adjustment. 
(b) The board of adjustment shall: 
(i) designate which matters may be decided by the administrative 
officer; and 
(ii) establish guidelines for the administrative officer to comply 
with in making decisions. 
(2) Any person affected by a decision of the hearing officer may appeal the 
decision to the board of adjustment as provided in this part. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-705, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 90; 1992, ch. 23, § 41. 
17-27-706. Special exceptions. 
(1) In enacting the zoning ordinance, the legislative body may: 
(a) provide for special exceptions; and 
(b) grant jurisdiction to the board of adjustment to hear and decide 
some or all special exceptions. 
(2) The board of adjustment may hear and decide special exceptions only if 
authorized to do so by the zoning ordinance and based only on the standards 
contained in the zoning ordinance. 
(3) The legislative body may provide that conditional use permits be treated 
as special exceptions in the zoning ordinance. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-706, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 91. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS Power to issue. 
Applicability. Applicability. 
Grounds. The board's decision to grant a special ex-
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emption to two couples to build and operate an 
airstrip for their private use within a few miles 
of a private commercial airport was supported 
by substantial evidence; none of the board's 
required findings was shown to be arbitrary or 
capricious, and the decision violated no provi-
sion of law. Patterson v. Utah County Bd. of 
Adjustment, 893 P.2d 602 (Utah Ct. App. 1995). 
Grounds. 
A proposed special exception will "promote 
the public health, safety and welfare'' if grant-
ing the exception will contribute to the orderly 
development of the county as a whole. 
17-27-707. Variances. 
(1) Any person or entity desiring a waiver or modification of the require-
ments of the zoning ordinance as applied to a parcel of property that he owns, 
leases, or in which he holds some other beneficial interest may apply to the 
board of adjustment for a variance from the terms of the zoning ordinance. 
(2) (a) The board of adjustment may grant a variance only if: 
(i) literal enforcement of the zoning ordinance would cause an 
unreasonable hardship for the applicant that is not necessary to carry 
out the general purpose of the zoning ordinance; 
(ii) there are special circumstances attached to the property that do 
not generally apply to other properties in the same district; 
(hi) granting the variance is essential to the enjoyment of a 
substantial property right possessed by other property in the same 
district; 
(iv) the variance will not substantially affect the general plan and 
will not be contrary to the public interest; and 
(v) the spirit of the zoning ordinance is observed and substantial 
justice done. 
(b) (i) In determining whether or not enforcement of the zoning ordi-
nance would cause unreasonable hardship under Subsection (2)(a), 
the board of adjustment may not find an unreasonable hardship 
unless the alleged hardship: 
(A) is located on or associated with the property for which the 
variance is sought; and 
(B) comes from circumstances peculiar to the property, not 
from conditions that are general to the neighborhood. 
(ii) In determining whether or not enforcement of the zoning 
1
 ordinance would cause unreasonable hardship under Subsection 
(2)(a), the board of adjustment may not find an unreasonable hardship 
if the hardship is self-imposed or economic. 
(c) In determining whether or not there are special circumstances 
attached to the property under Subsection (2)(a), the board of adjustment 
may find that special circumstances exist only if the special circumstances: 
(i) relate to the hardship complained of; and 
(ii) deprive the property of privileges granted to other properties in 
the same district. 
Patterson v. Utah County Bd. of Adjustment 
893 R2d 602 (Utah Ct. App. 1995). 
Power to issue. 
Former section authorized, but did not re-
quire, the county commission to invest the 
board of adjustment with the power to issue 
special exceptions to general ordinances; how-
ever, county commission had authority to place 
the power to issue special exceptions in the 
planning commission, and to create a right of 
appeal directly to the county commission itself. 
Thurston v. Cache County, 626 R2d 440 (Utah 
1981). 
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(3) The applicant shall bear the burden of proving that all of the conditions 
justifying a variance have been met. 
(4) Variances run with the land. 
(5) The board of adjustment and any other body may not grant use 
variances. 
(6) In granting a variance, the board of adjustment may impose additional 
requirements on the applicant that will: 
(a) mitigate any harmful affects of the variance; or 
(b) serve the purpose of the standard or requirement that is waived or 
modified. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-707, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 92; 1992, ch. 23, § 42; 1995, 
ch. 179, § 16. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend-
ment, effective May 1, 1995, deleted "Except as 
provided in Subsection (3)" from the beginning 
of Subsection (2)(a). 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
A.L.R. — Construction and application of 
statute or ordinance requiring notice as prereq-
uisite to granting variance or exception to zon-
ing requirement, 38 A.L.R.3d 167. 
Comprehensive plan, requirement that zon-
ing variances or exceptions be made in accor-
dance with, 40 A.L.R.3d 372. 
17-27-708. District court review of board of adjustment 
decision. 
(1) Any person adversely affected by any decision of a board of adjustment 
may petition the district court for a review of the decision. 
(2) In the petition, the plaintiff may only allege that the board of adjust-
ment's decision was arbitrary, capricious, or illegal. 
(3) (a) The petition is barred unless it is filed within 30 days after the board 
of adjustment's decision is final. 
(b) (i) The time under Subsection (3)(a) to file a petition is tolled from 
the date a property owner files a request for arbitration of a consti-
tutional taking issue with the private property ombudsman under 
Section 63-34-13 until 30 days after: 
(A) the arbitrator issues a final award; or 
(B) the private property ombudsman issues a written state-
ment under Subsection 63-34-13(4)(b) declining to arbitrate or to 
appoint an arbitrator. 
(ii) A tolling under Subsection (3)(b)(i) operates only as to the 
specific constitutional taking issues that are the subject of the request 
for arbitration filed with the private property ombudsman by a 
property owner. 
(iii) A request for arbitration filed with the private property om-
budsman after the time under Subsection (3)(a) to file a petition has 
expired does not affect the time to file a petition. 
(4) (a) The board of adjustment shall transmit to the reviewing court the 
record of its proceedings including its minutes, findings, orders and, if 
available, a true and correct transcript of its proceedings. 
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(b) If the proceeding was tape recorded, a transcript of that tape 
recording is a true and correct transcript for purposes of this subsection. 
(5) (a) (i) If there is a record, the district court's review is limited to the 
record provided by the board of adjustment. 
(ii) The court may not accept or consider any evidence outside the 
board of adjustment's record unless that evidence was offered to the 
board of adjustment and the court determines that it was improperly 
excluded by the board of adjustment. 
(b) If there is no record, the court may call witnesses and take evidence. 
(6) The court shall affirm the decision of the board of adjustment if the 
decision is supported by substantial evidence in the record. 
(7) (a) The filing of a petition does not stay the decision of the board of 
adjustment. 
(b) (i) Before filing a petition under this section or a request for 
mediation or arbitration of a constitutional taking issue under Section 
63-34-13, the aggrieved party may petition the board of adjustment to 
stay its decision. 
(ii) Upon receipt of a petition to stay, the board of adjustment may 
order its decision stayed pending district court review if the board of 
adjustment finds it to be in the best interest of the county. 
(iii) After a petition is filed under this section or a request for 
mediation or arbitration of a constitutional taking issue is filed under 
Section 63-34-13, the petitioner may seek an injunction staying the 
board of adjustment's decision. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-708, enacted by L. inserted the language beginning "under this 
1991, ch. 235, § 93; 1999, ch. 291, § 5. section" and ending "Section 63-34-13" twice in 
Amendment Notes. — The 1999 amend- Subsection (7)(b), making a minor stylistic 
ment, effective May 3, 1999, added Subsection change. 
(3)(b) and the Subsection (3)(a) designation and 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
stantial evidence in the record"; together, these 
concepts mean that the board's decision can 
only be considered arbitrary or capricious if not 
supported by substantial evidence. Patterson v. 
Utah County Bd. of Adjustment, 893 P.2d 602 
(Utah Ct. App. 1995). 
Cited in Ludlow v. Salt Lake County Bd. of 
Adjustment, 893 R2d 1101 (Utah Ct. App. 
1995). 
PART 8 
SUBDIVISIONS 
17-27-801. Enactment of subdivision ordinance. 
The legislative body of any county may enact a subdivision ordinance 
requiring that a subdivision plat comply with the provisions of the subdivision 
ordinance and be approved as required by this part before: 
(1) it may be filed or recorded in the county recorder's office; and 
(2) lots may be sold. 
ANALYSIS 
Discretion of board. 
Cited. 
Discretion of board. 
The board will be found to have exercised its 
discretion within the proper boundaries unless 
its decision is arbitrary, capricious, or illegal 
and, further, "[t]he court shall affirm the sub-
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of the board of 
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J"!.*? I T o r r o r k * 
u S S s S : y&17-27-801- - * - ^ L. 
Utah Law Review. — The Failure of Subdi-
vision Control in the Western United States: A 
Blueprint for Local Government Action, 1988 
Utah L. Rev. 569. 
Preserving Utah's Open Spaces, 1973 Utah L. Rev. 164. 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 23 Am. Jur. 2d Dedication 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
§§ 29 to 33; 83 Am. Jur. 2d Zoning and Plan-
ning § 518 et seq. 
C.J.S. — 26 C.J.S. Dedication § 22. 
A.L.R. — Broker's liability for fraud or mis-
representation concerning development or non-
development of nearby property, 71 A.L.R.4th 
511. 
17-27-802. Preparation—Adoption. 
(1) The planning commission shall: 
(a) prepare and recommend a proposed subdivision ordinance to the 
legislative body that regulates the subdivision of land in the county; 
(b) hold a public hearing on the proposed subdivision ordinance before 
making its final recommendation to the legislative body; and 
(c) provide reasonable notice of the public hearing at least 14 days before the date of the hearing. 
(2) The legislative body shall: 
(a) hold a public hearing on the proposed subdivision ordinance recom-
mended to it by the planning commission; and 
(b) provide reasonable notice of the public hearing at least 14 days before the date of the hearing. 
(3) After the public hearing, the legislative body may: 
(a) adopt the subdivision ordinance as proposed; 
(b) amend the subdivision ordinance and adopt or reject it as amended; r 
Cross-References. — Reasonable notice, § 17-27-103. 
(c) reject the ordinance. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-802, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 95; 1992, ch. 23, § 43. 
17-27-803. Amendments to subdivision ordinance. 
(1) The legislative body may amend the provisions of the subdivision 
ordinance if the proposed amendment was proposed by or submitted to the 
planning commission for its approval, disapproval, or suggestions. 
(2) The legislative body and the planning commission shall comply with the 
procedures contained in Section 17-27-802 in adopting an amendment to the 
subdivision ordinance. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-803, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 96. 
17-27-804. P l a t s required. 
ft \ » _ 
*•' £t lUd(l), whenever any lands are 
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divided, the owner of those lands shall have an accurate plat made of them that 
sets forth and describes: 
(a) all the parcels of ground divided, by their boundaries, course, and 
extent, and whether they are intended for streets or other public uses, 
together with any areas that are reserved for public purposes; and 
(b) all blocks and lots intended for sale, by numbers, and their precise 
length and width. 
(2) (a) The owner of the land shall acknowledge the plat before an officer 
authorized by law to take the acknowledgement of conveyances of real 
estate. 
(b) The surveyor making the plat shall certify it. 
(c) The county legislative body shall approve the plat as provided in this 
part. Before the legislative body may approve a map or plat, the owner of 
the land shall provide the legislative body with a tax clearance indicating 
that all taxes, interest, and penalties owing on the land have been paid. 
(3) After the plat has been acknowledged, certified, and approved, the owner 
of the land shall file and record it in the county recorder's office in the county 
in which the lands platted and divided are situated. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-804, enac ted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 97; 1994, ch . 17, § 1; 1995, 
ch. 181, § 3; 1997, ch. 151, § 4; 1998, ch. 13, 
§ 12. 
Amendment Notes . — The 1995 amend-
ment, effective May 1, 1995, added the second 
sentence in Subsection (2)(c). 
The 1997 amendment, effective May 5, 1997, 
inserted "or not included in the definition of a 
subdivision under Subsection 17-27-103(l)(r)" 
in Subsection (1). 
ANALYSIS 
Approval of council. 
Approval under council-mayor form. 
Conditions for approval. 
—Fees. 
Location of streets. 
—Present use. 
Approval of council . 
Although the city engineer and the planning 
and zoning commission approved a subdivision 
plat requiring a six-inch water line to connect 
with the city water system, the city council 
could refuse to approve the plat unless an 
eight-inch water line was provided for. Wright 
Dev., Inc. v. City of Wellsville, 608 P.2d 232 
(Utah 1980). 
Approval under counci l -mayor form. 
Under a council-mayor form of government, 
approval of subdivision plat by mayor pursuant 
to an ordinance adopted by city council provid-
ing for such approval satisfies the approval 
The 1998 amendment, effective May 4, 1998, 
updated the second section reference in Subsec-
tion (1). 
Retrospect ive Operation. — Laws 1995, 
ch. 181, § 25 provides: "This act has retrospec-
tive operation for taxable years beginning on or 
after January 1, 1995." 
Cross-References. — County recorder, 
§ 17-21-1 et seq. 
Fee for recording, § 21-2-3. 
requirements of former section. Martindale v. 
Anderson, 581 P.2d 1022 (Utah 1978). 
Condit ions for approval. 
—Fees . 
Requiring subdivider to pay a water connec-
tion fee and a park improvement fee as a 
condition to connection of the subdivision to the 
city water main and as a condition to final 
approval of the subdivider's plat would be valid 
if such fees were reasonable. Banberry Dev. 
Corp. v. South Jordan City, 631 R2d 899 (Utah 
1981). 
Location of streets. 
—Present use. 
The court rejected as unsound the argument 
tha t streets could not be located on the plat of a 
township unless the street was already in use. 
Hall v. North Ogden City, 109 Utah 304, 166 
P.2d 221, judgment set aside on other grounds 
on rehearing, Hall v. North Ogden City, 109 
Utah 325, 175 P.2d 703 (1946). 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
C.J.S. — 26 C.J.S. Dedication § 22. 
17-27-805. Subdivision approval procedure. 
A person may not submit a plat of a subdivision to the county recorder's office 
for filing or recording unless a recommendation has been received from the 
planning commission and: 
(1) the plat has been approved by: . < 
(a) the legislative body; or 
(b) other officers that the legislative body designates in an ordi-
nance; and 
(2) the approvals are entered in writing on the plat by the chief 
executive officer or chairperson of the legislative body or by the other 
officers designated in the ordinance. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-805, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 98; 1992, ch. 23, § 44; 1997, 
ch. 142, § 2. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1997 amend-
ment, effective May 5, 1997, substituted "sub-
mit" for "file or record," added "for filing or 
recording," and made stylistic changes in the 
introductory paragraph and substituted "the 
plat" for "it" at the beginning of Subsection (1). 
17-27-806. Exemptions from plat requirement. 
In subdivisions of less than ten lots, land may be sold by metes and bounds, 
without the necessity of recording a plat if: 
(1) a recommendation has been received from the planning commission; 
(2) the deed contains a stamp or other mark indicating that the 
subdivision has been approved by: 
(a) the legislative body; or 
(b) other officers that the legislative body designates in an ordi-
nance; 
(3) the subdivision is not traversed by the mapped lines of a proposed 
street as shown in the general plan and does not require the dedication of 
any land for street or other public purposes; and 
(4) if the subdivision is located in a zoned area, each lot in the 
subdivision meets the frontage, width, and area requirements of the 
zoning ordinance or has been granted a variance from those requirements 
by the board of adjustment. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-806, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 99; 1992, ch. 23, § 45; 1995, 
ch. 179, § 17. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend-
ment, effective May 1, 1995, added "the deed 
contains a stamp or other mark indicating that" 
at the beginning of Subsection (2). 
17-27-807. Dedication of streets. 
(1) Maps and plats, when made, acknowledged, filed, and recorded accord-
ing to the procedures specified in this part, operate as a dedication of all streets 
and other public places, and vest the fee of those parcels of land in the county 
for the public for the uses named or intended in those maps or plats. 
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(2) The dedication established by this section does not impose liability upon 
the county for streets and other public places that are dedicated in this manner 
but unimproved. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-807, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 100. 
•*W- NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Duty to complete improvements. 
Effect of dedication. 
—Fee title. 
Location of streets. 
—Present use. 
Rights of owners of abutting land. 
—Boundary by acquiescence. 
—Damages. 
Duty to complete improvements. 
Former § 57-5-4 created a duty on the part of 
a city to bring about the completion of subdivi-
sion improvements after a subdivision devel-
oper contracted with the city to install the 
improvements at his own expense, and the city 
received commitments from banks or mortgage 
companies to deposit funds in escrow to pay for 
the improvements. Cox v. Utah Mtg. & Loan 
Corp., 716 P.2d 783 (Utah 1986). 
Effect of dedication. 
—Fee title. 
The Legislature did not regard the dedication 
to the public of a street in a platted subdivision 
as the surrender of an easement with retention 
of the fee to the corpus in the abutting owner. 
White v. Salt Lake City, 121 Utah 134, 239 R2d 
210 (1952) (interpreting former § 57-5-4 with 
§ 17-5-233 and former § 27-3-3). 
A statutory dedication by the filing of plats of 
a subdivision vests a fee title in the municipal-
ity or county to the streets shown therein. 
Oregon Short Line R.R. v. Murray City, 2 Utah 
2d 427, 277 P.2d 798 (1954). 
Location of streets. 
—Present use. 
The court rejected as unsound the argument 
that streets could not be located on the plat of a 
township unless the street was already in use. 
Hall v. North Ogden City, 109 Utah 304, 166 
P.2d 221, judgment set aside on other grounds 
on rehearing, Hall v. North Ogden City, 109 
Utah 325, 175 P.2d 703 (1946). 
Rights of owners of abutting land. 
—Boundary by acquiescence. 
Where county owned street separating prop-
erty owned by two parties, the doctrine of 
boundary by acquiescence could not apply since 
the requirement that the parties be "adjoining" 
landowners was not met. Condas v. Willesen, 
674 P.2d 115 (Utah 1983). 
—Damages. 
The owner of abutting land is not entitled to 
damages for the laying of a city water main in a 
street in a platted subdivision where the per-
mission of the commissioners of the county in 
which the street is situated has been obtained. 
White v. Salt Lake City, 121 Utah 134, 239 P.2d 
210 (1952). 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
C.J.S. — 26 C.J.S. Dedication § 22. 
17-27-808. Vacating or changing a subdivision plat. 
(1) (a) Subject to Subsection (2), the county legislative body or any other 
officer that the legislative body designates by ordinance may, with or 
without a petition, consider any proposed vacation, alteration, or amend-
ment of a subdivision plat, any portion of a subdivision plat, or any street, 
lot, or alley contained in a subdivision plat at a public hearing. 
(b) If a petition is filed, the responsible body or officer shall hold the 
public hearing within 45 days after receipt of the planning commission's 
recommendation under Subsection (2) if: 
(i) the plat change includes the vacation of a public street or alley; 
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(ii) any owner within the plat notifies the municipality of their 
objection in writing within ten days of mailed notification; or 
(iii) a public hearing is required because all of the owners in the 
subdivision have not signed the revised plat. 
(2) (a) Before the county legislative body or officer designated by the county 
legislative body may consider a proposed vacation, alteration, or amend-
ment under Subsection (l)(a) or (6), the county legislative body or officer 
shall refer the proposal to the planning commission for its recommenda-
tion. 
(b) The planning commission shall give its recommendation within 30 
days after the proposed vacation, alteration, or amendment is referred to 
it. 
(3) Any fee owner, as shown on the last county assessment rolls, of land 
within the subdivision that has been laid out and platted as provided in this 
part may, in writing, petition the legislative body to have the plat, any portion 
of it, or any street or lot contained in it, vacated, altered, or amended as 
provided in this section. 
(4) Each petition to vacate, alter, or amend an entire plat, a portion of a plat, 
or a street or lot contained in a plat shall include: 
(a) the name and address of all owners of record of the land contained 
in the entire plat; 
(b) the name and address of all owners of record of land adjacent to any 
street that is proposed to be vacated, altered, or amended; and 
(c) the signature of each of these owners who consents to the petition. 
(5) (a) A petition that lacks the consent of all owners referred to in 
Subsection (4) may not be scheduled for consideration at a public hearing 
before the responsible body or officer until the notice required by this part 
is given. 
(b) The petitioner shall pay the cost of the notice. 
(6) Subject to Subsection (2), if the responsible body or officer proposes to 
vacate, alter, or amend a subdivision plat, or any street or lot contained in a 
subdivision plat, they shall consider the issue at a public hearing after giving 
the notice required by this part. 
(7) Petitions to adjust lot lines between adjacent properties may be executed 
upon the recordation of an appropriate deed if: 
(a) no new dwelling lot or housing unit results from the lot line 
adjustment; 
(b) the adjoining property owners consent to the lot line adjustment; 
(c) the lot line adjustment does not result in remnant land that did not 
previously exist; and 
(d) the adjustment does not result in violation of applicable zoning 
requirements. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-808, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 101; 1995, ch. 179, § 18; 
1999, ch. 176, § 2. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend-
ment, effective May 1, 1995, inserted "or any 
other officer that the legislative body desig-
nates by ordinance" in Subsection (l)(a); substi-
tuted "responsible body or officer* for "county 
legislative body" in Subsection (1Kb) and for 
"legislative body" in Subsections (4)(a) and (5); 
added Subsections (l)(b)(i) to (l)(b)(iii) and (6); 
and made a stylistic change. 
The 1999 amendment, effective May 3, 1999, 
added "Subject to Subsection (2)" in Subsec-
tions (l)(a) and (6); substituted the language 
beginning "receipt of" for "it is filed" in Subsec-
tion (1Kb); added Subsection (2), redesignating 
the other subsections accordingly; and made 
stylistic changes. 
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NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Statutory history. judgment set aside on other grounds on rehear-
The origin of former section in the Laws of ing, Hall v. North Ogden City, 109 Utah 325, 
1894 and its later status are given in Hall v. 175 P.2d 703 (1946). 
North Ogden City, 109 Utah 304, 166 R2d 221, 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Utah Law Review. — The Failure of Subdi- C.J.S. — 26 C.J.S. Dedication § 60. 
vision Control in the Western United States: A 
Blueprint for Local Government Action, 1988 
Utah L. Rev. 569. 
17-27-809. Notice of hearing for plat change. 
(1) (a) The responsible body or officer shall give notice of the proposed plat 
change by mailing the notice to each owner of property located within 300 
feet of the property tha t is the subject of the proposed plat change, 
addressed to the owner's mailing address appearing on the rolls of the 
county assessor of the county in which the land is located. 
(b) The responsible body or officer shall ensure that the notice includes: 
(i) a statement tha t anyone objecting to the proposed plat change 
must file a written objection to the change within ten days of the date 
of the notice; 
(ii) a statement that if no written objections are received by the 
legislative body within the time limit, no public hearing will be held; 
and 
(iii) the date, place, and time when a hearing will be held, if one is 
required, to consider a vacation, alteration, or amendment without a 
petition when written objections are received or to consider any 
petition tha t does not include the consent of all land owners as 
required by Section 17-27-808. 
(2) If the proposed change involves the vacation, alteration, or amendment 
of a street, the responsible body or officer shall give notice of the date, place, 
and time of the hearing by: 
(a) mailing notice as required in Subsection (1); and 
(b) (i) publishing the notice once a week for four consecutive weeks 
before the hearing in a newspaper of general circulation in the county 
in which the land subject to the petition is located; or 
(ii) if there is no newspaper of general circulation in the county, 
posting the notice for four consecutive weeks before the hearing in 
three public places in tha t county. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-809, enacted by L. The 1997 amendment, effective May 5, 1997, 
1991, ch. 235, § 102; 1995, ch. 179, § 19; substituted "each owner of property located 
1997, ch. 69, § 2. within 300 feet of the property that is the 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend- subject of the proposed plat change, addressed 
ment, effective May 1, 1995, rewrote Subsec- to the owner's mailing address" for "all owners 
tion (1), adding the provisions specifying the referred to in Section 10-9-808, addressed to 
contents of the notice and, in Subsection (2) and their mailing addresses" in Subsection (l)(a) 
the beginning of Subsection (1), substituted
 and made two stylistic changes in Subsection 
"responsible body or officer" for "legislative (2Kb). 
bod v." 
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17-27-810. Grounds for vacating or changing a plat. 
(1) (a) Within 30 days after the public hearing required by this part, the 
responsible body or officer shall consider the petition. 
(b) If the responsible body or officer is satisfied that neither the public 
nor any person will be materially injured by the proposed vacation, 
alteration, or amendment, and that there is good cause for the vacation, 
alteration, or amendment, the legislative body, by ordinance, may vacate, 
alter, or amend the plat, any portion of the plat, or any street or lot. 
(c) The responsible body or officer may approve the vacation, alteration, 
or amendment by ordinance, amended plat, administrative order, or deed 
containing a stamp or mark indicating approval by the responsible body or 
officer. 
(d) The responsible body or officer shall ensure that the vacation, 
alteration, or amendment is recorded in the office of the county recorder in 
which the land is located. 
(2) An aggrieved party may appeal the responsible body's or officer's 
decision to district court as provided in Section 17-27-1001. 
TT.* - -< ~ 
U S K K M fi3o317192i810.' - * - by L. 
-ent , effective May 1, 1 9 9 5 ^ ^ ™ ' " 
sponsible body or officer" for "legislative body" 
in four places, added Subsection (l)(c), and 
redesignated former Subsection (l)(c) as Sub-
section (lXd). 
Civil liability. 
The purpose of former §§ 57-5-5 and 17-
27-21 was to impose a duty running to the 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
sovereign, and a violation thereof did not nec-
essarily give rise to civil liability. Ellis v. Hale, 
13 Utah 2d 279, 373 R2d 382 (1962). 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
C.J.S. — 26 C.J.S. Dedication § 23. 
17-27-811. Plat void if filed without approvals — Penal-ties. 
(1) (a) A county recorder may not file or record a plat of a subdivision 
without the approvals required by this part. 
(b) Any plat of a subdivision filed or recorded without the approvals 
required by this part is void. 
(2) (a) Any owner or agent of the owner of any land located in a subdivision 
as defined in this part who transfers or sells any land in that subdivision 
before a plan or plat of the subdivision has been approved and recorded as 
required in this part is guilty of a violation of this part for each lot or parcel 
transferred or sold. 
(b) The description by metes and bounds in the instrument of transfer 
or other documents used in the process of selling or transferring does not 
exempt the transaction from a violation or from the penalties or remedies 
provided in this part. 
**
istory: C. 1953, 17-27-811, enacted by L. 
* w , ch. 235, § 104; 1997, ch. 142, § 3. Amendment Notes. _ The 1997
 a m „ A 
menu effective May 5, 1997, s ^ S e d ^ a y 
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not file or record" for "who files or records," "part," and made a stylistic change in Subsec-
deleted "is guilty of a misdemeanor" following tion (l)(a). 
PART 9 
ACCESS TO SOLAR ENERGY 
17-27-901. Restrictions for solar and other energy de-
vices. 
(1) The legislative body, in order to protect and ensure access to sunlight for 
solar energy devices, may adopt regulations governing legislative subdivision 
development plans that relate to the use of restrictive covenants or solar 
easements, height restrictions, side yard and setback requirements, street and 
building orientation and width requirements, height and location of vegetation 
with respect to property boundary lines, and other permissible forms of land 
use controls. 
(2) The legislative body may refuse to approve or renew any plat or 
subdivision plan, or dedication of any street or other ground, if the deed 
restrictions, covenants, or similar binding agreements running with the land 
for the lots or parcels covered by the plat or subdivision prohibit or have the 
effect of prohibiting reasonably sited and designed solar collectors, clothes-
lines, or other energy devices based on renewable resources from being 
installed on buildings erected on lots or parcels covered by the plat or 
subdivision. 
History: C. 1953,17-27-901, enacted by L. 
1991, ch. 235, § 105. 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Journal of Energy Law and Policy. — 
The Role of the Courts in Advancing the Use of 
Solar Energy, 9 J. Energy L. & Pol'y 135 (1989). 
PART 10 
APPEALS AND ENFORCEMENT 
17-27-1001. Appeals. 
(1) No person may challenge in district court a county's land use decisions 
made under this chapter or under the regulation made under authority of this 
chapter until that person has exhausted all administrative remedies. 
(2) (a) Any person adversely affected by any decision made in the exercise 
of the provisions of this chapter may file a petition for review of the 
decision with the district court within 30 days after the local decision is 
rendered. 
(b) (i) The time under Subsection (2)(a) to file a petition is tolled from 
the date a property owner files a request for arbitration of a consti-
tutional taking issue with the private property ombudsman under 
Section 63-34-13 until 30 days after: 
(A) the arbitrator issues a final award; or 
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(B) the private property ombudsman issues a written state-
ment under Subsection 63-34-13(4)(b) declining to arbitrate or to 
appoint an arbitrator. 
(ii) A tolling under Subsection (2)(b)(i) operates only as to the 
specific constitutional taking issues that are the subject of the request 
for arbitration filed with the private property ombudsman by a 
property owner. 
(iii) A request for arbitration filed with the private property om-
budsman after the time under Subsection (2)(a) to file a petition has 
expired does not affect the time to file a petition. 
(3) The courts shall: 
(a) presume that land use decisions and regulations are valid; and 
(b) determine only whether or not the decision is arbitrary, capricious, 
or illegal. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-1001, enacted by 
L. 1991, ch. 235, § 106; 1996, ch. 79, § 20; 
1999, ch. 291, § 6. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1996 amend-
ment, effective April 29,1996, substituted "that 
person has exhausted all" for "they have ex-
hausted their" in Subsection (1). 
The 1999 amendment, effective May 3, 1999, 
added Subsection (2)(b), redesignating Subsec-
tion (2) as (2)(a). 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Exhaustion of administrative remedies. 
Violation of zoning resolution. 
Cited. 
Exhaustion of administrative remedies. 
Plaintiff seeking to enjoin construction of a 
trailer park was required to exhaust his admin-
istrative remedies before an action for injunc-
tive relief could be maintained. Lund v. Cotton-
wood Meadows Co., 15 Utah 2d 305, 392 R2d 40 
(1964). 
A party must exhaust administrative rem-
edies before seeking judicial review of the de-
nial of a building permit. Hatch v. Utah County 
Planning Dep't, 685 P2d 550 (Utah 1984). 
Plaintiff aggrieved by a decision of the county 
commission applying the zoning ordinance was 
required to appeal that decision to the board of 
adjustment; plaintiff could not initiate manda-
17-27-1002. Enforcement. 
mus proceedings under § 17-27-1002 against 
the commission for its alleged violation of the 
ordinance. Bennion v. Sundance Dev. Corp., 897 
P2d 1232 (Utah Ct. App. 1995). 
Violation of zoning resolution. 
Landowners under former § 17-27-23 had a 
separate cause of action in the courts when a 
violation of a zoning resolution was charged; 
but where the alleged violation of the ordinance 
arose from the administration of the zoning 
ordinance by an administrative agency, appeal 
from the administrative ruling should have 
been taken to the proper administrative tribu-
nal, or a suit should have been commenced in 
the courts within ninety days. Lund v. Cotton-
wood Meadows Co., 15 Utah 2d 305, 392 P.2d 40 
(1964) (decided under former § 17-27-15). 
Cited in Harper v. Summit County, 963 P.2d 
768 (Utah Ct. App. 1998). 
(1) (a) A county, county attorney, or any owner of real estate within the 
county in which violations of this chapter or ordinances enacted under the 
authority of this chapter occur or are about to occur may, in addition to 
other remedies provided by law, institute: 
(i) injunctions, mandamus, abatement, or any other appropriate 
actions; or 
(ii) proceedings to prevent, enjoin, abate, or remove the unlawful 
building, use, or act. 
(b) A county need only establish the violation to obtain the injunction. 
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(2) (a) The county may enforce the ordinance by withholding building 
permits. 
(b) It is unlawful to erect, construct, reconstruct, alter, or change the 
use of amy building or other structure within a county without approval of 
a building permit. 
(c) The county may not issue a building permit unless the plans of and 
for the proposed erection, construction, reconstruction, alteration, or use 
fully conform to all regulations then in effect. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-1002, enacted by 
L. 1991, ch. 235, § 107. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Findings required. 
Injunctions. 
Wrongful denial of use permit. 
Cited. 
Findings required. 
Justification for denial of use permit to owner 
of unzoned land may not be based on hearsay 
and opinion evidence gathered at an informal 
meeting without opportunity to cross-examine, 
and without any findings of fact; nor may denial 
be based on the retrospective application of an 
ex post facto zoning ordinance. Contracts Fund-
ing & Mtg. Exch. v. Maynes, 527 R2d 1073 
(Utah 1974) (decided under former chapter). 
Injunctions. 
Under former section, injunctive relief was 
available as an alternative to criminal prosecu-
tion; a specific showing of irreparable injury 
was not required to obtain injunctive relief 
against a violation of a zoning resolution. Utah 
County v. Baxter, 635 P.2d 61 (Utah 1981). 
Wrongful denial of use permit. 
Zoning ordinance did not apply retrospec-
tively to deny a use permit to the owner of 
unzoned property who did everything required 
of him under the existing laws. Contracts 
Funding & Mortgage Exch. v. Maynes, 527 P.2d 
1073 (Utah 1974) (decided under former chap-
ter). 
Cited in Bennion v. Sundance Dev. Corp., 
897 P.2d 1232 (Utah Ct. App. 1995). 
17-27-1003. Penalties. 
(1) The county legislative body may, by ordinance, establish civil penalties 
for violations of any of the provisions of this chapter or of any ordinances 
adopted under the authority of this chapter. 
(2) Violation of any of the provisions of this chapter or of any ordinances 
adopted under the authority of this chapter are punishable as a class C 
misdemeanor upon conviction either: 
(a) as a class C misdemeanor; or 
(b) by imposing the appropriate civil penalty adopted under the author-
ity of this section. 
History: C. 1953, 17-27-1003, enacted by 
L. 1991, ch. 235, § 108; 1992, ch. 23, § 46. 
Cross-References. — Sentencing for misde-
meanors, §§ 76-3-201, 76-3-204, 76-3-301. 
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Chapter 19.02
GENERAL PROVISIONS AND
ADMINISTRATION
Sections:
19.02.010 Title for citation.
19.02.020 Purpose of provisions.
19.02.030 Interpretation as minimum
requirements.
19.02.040 Resolution of conflicts.
19.02.050 Effect on previous ordinances
and maps.
19.02.060 Licensing requirements.
19.02.070 Time computation.
19.02.080 Site plans required—Contents.
19.02.090 Building and use permits
required.
19.02.100 Compliance prerequisite to
permit issuance.
19.02.110 Improvements—Performance
bonds.
19.02.120 Development standards.
19.02.010 Title for citation.
This ode snail cc known as ihe "Uniform Zoning
Ordinance of Salt Lake County, Utah," and may be
so cued and pieaded. This title shall also be known
is Title 19, Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances.
*°86 Recodification; prior code § 22-1-1)
19.02,020 Purpose of provisions.
This utle :s designed and enacted for the purpose
of promoting the health, safety, morals, convenienc
es, order, rrcsT^riry and welfare of the present and
rirure inhabitants of Salt Lake County, including,
i:"cr.2. other th:m.is. the lessening oi congestion in
me street or rrsms. -ecuring safety from firs and
-oner dangers, r:o •• :ding adeouate light and air,
classification oi '.ir.d uses and distribution o: land
development and utdizauon, protection of me tax
base, securing economy in governmental expendi
tures, fostering the county's agricultural and other
industries, and the orctcction of both urban ar.d
ncnurban development, '.Prior cede § 22-1-2)
19.02.010
19.02.030 Interpretation as minimum
requirements.
In interpreting and applying the provisions of this
title, the recuurernents contained herein are declared
to be me minimum requirements for the purposes
set term. Trior code 3 22-1-3)
19.02.040 Resolution of conflicts.
This tide shall not nullify the more restrictive
provisions of covenants, agreements, other ordinanc
es, cr laws, but snail prevail ncrwmhistarding such
provisions which, are less restrictive. .Trior code §
22-1-ij
19.02.050 Effect on previous ordinances and
maps.
The existing ordinances of the county covering
me zemng of areas and disrr.cts in Salt Lake Coun
ty, in their entirety and including me maps thereto
fore adopted and made a part of such ordinances,
are hereby superseded and amended to read as set
forth in this tide; provided, however thai this title,
including the macs on file with the county planning
commission and by this reference made a pan here
of, shall be deemed a continuation of previous ordi
nances, and not a new enactment, insofar as the
suostance of revisions of previous ordinances is
included in this title, whether in the same or in
different language; and this title shall be so inter
preted upon all questions of corismiction, including
but net limited to questions of ccnstricnon, relating
to tenure of officers and boards estabiisr.ed by previ
ous ordinances, and to questions 0: comcrming or
nonconforming uses, buildings or smicrures, and to
questions as to the dates upon which such uses,
b'nidinf's or structures became comcrming or non-
.'. tromi 1r.° Prior Cd'de - 22 -1 -c
l().02.0o0 Licensing requirements.
Ail departments, of:":c:ais and pumi: employees
of the county which are vested with the duty or
authority to issue permits or licenses shall conform
nothe provisions 0: mis tide and snail issue
thermits or license; use, Dim, purpose
nere the same wcxid be :r. cordjc: v,:m he provi
so. L Cjunty T-Wl
19.C2.060
sions oi this title, and any such permit or license, if
issued in conflict with, the provisions of this title,
shall be null and void. (Prior code § 22-1-10)
19.02.070 Time computation.
A. In commuting anv period of time prescribed
cr allowed by this 'Jtie, the day of the act, event or
decision after which the designated period of time
begins to run is net to be included. The last day of
the period so computed is to be included, unless it
is a Samrday. Sunday or legal holiday. ,n which
even: the period runs until the end of the next day,
whicn ;s neither a Saturday, Sunday or a holiday.
When the period of time prescribed or allowed is
less than seven days, intermediate Saturdays, Sun
days and holidays shall be excluded in the computa
tion. A half-holiday shall be considered as other
davs and not as a holiday.
B. The date of a decision or recommendation of
the planning commission shall be the date of the
public meeting or hearing such decision or recom
mendation is made. If the decision is made by the
development services director, the date of the deci
sion shall be the date specified on the property
owner's notification letter in the application file.
•;Ord. 9"9 3 2. 1986; § 1 (part) of Ord. 2560, passed
i 1/23/81; prior code § 22-1-12)
19.02.0S0 Site plans required—Contents.
A detailed site plan, drawn to scale (scale and
sheet size to be determined by the director) shall be
:Tied as part of any application pner to consideration
or for any building permit. The site plan shall show,
where pertinent
A. Note of scale used;
R Direction of North point:
C. Lot lines, together wuh adiacer.t streets, roads
ar.d rights-of-wav;
D. Location of all existing structures on subject
property and adjoining properties (completely
dimensioned, including utility lines, poles, etc);
E. Location of the proposed construction and
imorovements, including the location of all signs;
(S»J; L*i* Count} ?-*4i
F. Motor vehicle access, including individual
parking stalls, circulation patterns, curb, gutter, and
sidewalk location;
G. Necessary explanatory notes;
H. Name, address and telephone number of
builder and owner,
I. Ail other irtfermaaon that may be required,
as determined by the director. (Ord, 870 (part),
1983: prior code <j 22-3-4)
19.02.090 Building and use permits
required.
Construcnon, alteration, repair or removal of any
building or structure, or any part thereof, as provid
ed or as restricted in this tide, shall not be com
menced or proceeded with except after the issuance
of a written permit for the same by the county
building inspector. The 'use of the land shall not be
commenced or proceeded with except upon the
issuance of a written permit for the same by the
development services division director. No use
permit shall be required for land used for agncultur-
al purposes, as defined in this title, and/or for the
keeping or raising of animals or fowl. (Ord. 982 §
2, 1986: prior code § 22-1-7)
19.02.100 Compliance prerequisite to permit
issuance.
.After the effective dare of the ordinance codified
in this title, no building rKrmit may be issued with
out first having been approved by the director. The
director shall not approve a building permit if any
building, structure or use of land would be in viola
tion of any of the provisions of tdiis tide, nor shall
any oilier county officer grant any permit or license
nor the 'use of any building or land if use would be
in violation of this title. (Prior code § 22-3-3)
19.02.110 Improvements—Performance
bonds.
A. Any improvements required under this title
or by tile planning commission, including but not
limited to curb, gutter and sidewalk, fences, land
scaping, streets, fire hydrants and parking, shall be
satisfactorily installed prior to the county authoriz-
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v:;• a ran
r.e dan
ctrma. service being provided, or. if no elec-
envice is requirec. prior to issuance of anv
nc;. permit for the land hemp developed. In
actual completion of such improvements
?• eiectrical ser.'ice be inn ore. iced or occu-
nerrrm. a ae'-eioper ma;- :::e v-itis the countv
:;:cr a case. :r surer, bend cr escrow acrree-
: letter c: credit, in an amount specified by
int;- comcT.i-.siom to ensure completion of
emends vvimm one vsar "'at'-", _-••,£• -^^rc^nt
none amount for public improvements, such
:. purer, sidewalk, road surfacing and fire
to. shad extend for a one-vear period bevond
e the mepro\ ements are comoieted. to guaran-
Lr.en completion of the improvements for
a bond or escrow agreement has been filed,
'•eloper shall call for inspections of the 1m-
n.en.tn p\ me development ser-ices director or
d ;: "me roam ."d county commissioners dcter-
mmes tn.at the required improvements should be
cempietec m a specified seouence ar.d'cr in less
mar. a jp.eq.ear per.cxi m order to protect the health,
sarep- and wehare ot the count) or its residents
rrom traffic, flood, drainage or other hazards, it may
require m appro', mc the bond that the improvements
o-e installed m a specified sequence and period
wrier, ma;- oe ;ess than one year and shall incorpo
rate such requirement:, in the bond.
C Sucn ootids shall be processed and released
m accordance v>:;n: toe procedure:, set forth in Chap-
L. When the developer is a school district., mu
nicipality, ser. ice area, special-purpose district or
cmer pon.tica. sm-mwsicn of the state, the board of
c : un.:;. : o nmmi s •.:;r.ers nr.a;. -aai •. e th e be nd an d
accept a ler.er mom the govemm:: Lvdv guaranteeing
installation oi the miprovement.s Reiore approving
an.;- -neb. wai\er. the board of count;, commissioners
werks department. \; I of Ord passed 4.3,85: Ord.
S~". :°^: Ord passed 4/21/S2: $ I (part; of Ord.
25o0. passed I L2VS1 Ord. 7Slh 1^51: pnor code
19.02.110
19.02.120 Development standards.
The planning commission may adopt development
standards for use as a guide in conditional use re
view and subdivision design, and for use in site plan
review for single-family dwellings in fores; and
recreation zones. fOrd. 1262 5 1, 1994]
(Sil: Like Ccniarv 1-00}
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Chapter 19.04
DEFINITIONS
Definitions and interpretation
of language.
Abandonment.
Agriculture.
Airport.
Alley.
Amusement device.
Antique.
Apartment court.
Apartment house.
Apartment hotel.
Apartments for elderly persons.
Arcade.
Area of special flood hazard.
Base flood.
Basement
Bed and breakfast homestav.
Bed and breakfast inn.
Boardinghouse.
Building.
Building, accessory.
Building, height of.
Building, main.
Canopy.
Carport.
Child nursery.
Church.
Class A beer outlet-
Class B beer oudet.
Class C beer outlet
Conditional use.
Corral.
Court.
Dairy.
Day care/preschool center.
Development
Disability.
District
Drive-in refreshment stand.
ssc
.19.04.180
19.04.185
19.04.190
19.04.195
19.04.200
19.04.205
19.04.210
19.04.215
19.04.220
19.04.225
19.04.230
19.04.235
19.04.240
19.04.245
19.04.250
19.04.255
19.04.260
19.04.205
19.04.270
19.04.275
19.04.277
19.0422S0
19.04.2S5
19.04.290
19.04C293
19.04.295
19.04300
19.04305
19.04310
19.04315
19.04320
19.04325
19.04330
19.04335
19.04340
19.04345
19.04350
19.04355
19.04300
19.04365
19.04370
19.04375
Dwelling.
Dwelling, four-family.
Dwelling group.
Dwelling, multiple-family.
Dwelling, single-family.
Dwelling, three-family.
Dwelling, two-family.
Dwelling unit.
Entrance.
Exit
Family.
Family food production.
Flood or flooding.
Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM).
Flood insurance study.
Floodway.
Frontage.
Garage, private.
Garage, public.
Grade.
Graffiti.
Guest
Guestroom.
Guest house^
Home day care/preschool.
Home occupation.
Hotel.
Household pets.
Intensity.
Junk.
Junkyard.
Kennel.
Lodginghouse.
Lot
IxH, corner.
Ix»t interior.
Mobile home or manufactured
home.
Mobile home park.
Mobile store.
Natural waterways.
Neighborhood storage.
New construction.
V19.043 SO
19.04385
19.04390
19.04395
19.04.400
19.04.405
19.04.410
19.04.415
19.04.420
19.04.425
19.04.430
19.04.435
19.04.437
19.04.440
19.04.445
19.04.450
19.04.451
19.04.452
19.04.453
19.04.455
19.04.45"
19.04.4t><)
19.04.462
19.04.4o5
19.04.470
19.04.4-5
19.04.480
19.04.485
1*>.04.490
19.04.495
19.04300
19.04305
19.0430"
19.04.510
19.04.515
19.04320
Nonconforming building or
structure.
Nonconforming use.
Nursing home.
Organic disposal site.
Package asencv.
Parking lot
Parking space.
Permitted use.
Planned unit development
Private educational institutions
having an academic curriculum
similar to that ordinarily siven
CT
in public schools-
Private nonprofit locker club.
Private nonprofit recreational
grounds and facilities.
Protected living arrangement
Public use.
Quasi-public use.
Recreation, commercial.
Residential facility for elderly
persons.
Residential facility for persons
with a disability.
Residential health care facility.
Resort hotel.
Resource recycling collection
point
Restaurant
Restaurant liquor license.
Sanitary landfill.
School.
Shopping center.
Sportsman's kennel.
Stable, private.
Stable, public.
Start of construction.
Stale store.
Story.
Story, first
Story, half.
Street
Structure.
19.04.005
19.04325
19.04330
19.04335
19.04340
19.04345
19.04347
19.04350
19.04355
19.04360
19.04365
19.04370
19.04375
19.04.005
Structural alterations.
Studios,
Substantial improvement
Tanning studio.
Tourist court
Short-term rental.
I se, accessory.
Width of lot
Yard.
Yard, front
Yard. rear.
Yard. side.
Definitions and interpretation of
language.
For the purpose of this title, certain words and
terms are defined as set out in this chapter. Words
used in the presem tense include the future; words
m the singular number include the plural and the
plural the singular, and words included herein but
defined in the budding code shrill be construed as
defined therein. ("Prior code § 22-1-6 (part))
19.04.010 Abandonment
"Abandonment" See Section 19.SS.130. (Prior
crxie § 22-1-6.1);
19.04.020 Agriculture.
"Agriculture" means the tilling of the soil, the
raising of crops, horticulture and gardening, but not
including the keeping or raising of domestic animals
or rowl, except household pets, and no: including
any agricultural industry or business such as
mut-packing plants, fur farms, animal hospitals or
similar uses. (Prior code § 22-1-6(2))
19.(14.025 Airport
"Airport" means an;- landing area, runway or
c.ncr tacihp- desiemed. used or intended to be used
either publicly or b\ any persons for the landing and
takmp orf ot aircrait. including all r.eeessarv
ta.\:ways, aircraft storage and tiedown areas, han
gars, and ah other necessary buildings and open
spaces. fPncr code S 22-l-6''3v>
Ii!: Lii.; Ocxin''. H-00)
19.04.030
19.04.030 Alley.
"Alley" means a public thoroughfare less than
twenty-five feet wide. (Prior code § 22-1-6(4))
19.04.035 Amusement device.
. '—^ii.w., J- ^... .oean^ an;.' v ideo rsame.
..moji: or other macmne. whether mechanically or
eiecrronicaih. operated that. upon, insertion ofa coin,
trade-token., sluo or Mmiiar object or upon payment
o: money or other consideration through use of a
meterec or similar de\ice, operates or may be oper
ated as a game or ccnte,,: of skill or amusement of
an.;- Kind or descrptcm. and thai contains no auto
matic payoff for tlie return ct money or
tmue-toKens. or that makes no provision whatever
for the return oi money to the player. An amuse
ment device is further defined as any machine,
apparatus or contrivance that is used cr that may be
u.^eo a; a game ot skill and amusement wherein or
v. hereby the pia> er initiates, employs or directs any
torce generated b> me machine. An amusement
device shall exclude bdhard, pool or bacatelle sa
nies. 'Ord. H?2A § 2. 1^91: (part) o': Ord. passed
3.3/S2: pnor code § 22-1-6 {p^i))
19.04.040 Antique.
"Antique" mean? a relic, work of art piece of
furniture or other decorative object of ancient times,
or made in a former age or period, highly valued for
its, beauty, craftsmanship or mnry. ((Part) of Ord.
passed 4/21/S2: pnor code § 22-1-6 i.part))
1°.04.04s Apartment court
"Apartment court" means anv building or group
of buildings which contains dwelling units, and also
satisties the definition of tourist court, as defined :n
tins chapter ("Prior crnl- § 22-l-6(7'n
19.04.050 Apartment house.
•'Apartment houac" means a multiple dwelling;
see "Dwelling, multipie-fmulv." (Ihior code §
— -1-0(0;;
19.04.055 Apartment hotel.
"Apartment hotel" mean; an-, building which
contains dwelling units and also satisfies the defini
tion ot a hotel, as defined m this chapter. (Prior
code $ 22-1-6(5))
19.04.0:?7 Apartments for elderly persons.
Apartments tor eideriy persons" means an apart -
mend building or complex of buildings, twenty-four
units or greater for occupancy exclusively by per
sons at least sixty-two years ofage. (Ord. 1331 § i
1906)
19.04.060 Arcade.
"Arcade" means anv business catering to minors,
containing tour or more amusement devices. ((Part)
of Ord. passed 3/3/S2: pnor code § 22-1-6 (pan))
19.04.065 Area of special flood hazard.
"Area of special flood hazard" means the land in
the fioodpiain within a community subject to a
one-percent or greater chance of flooding m anv
given year. (.§ 1 (part) of Ord. passed 11/13/85:
pnor code § 22-1-6(110))
19.04.070 Base flood.
"Base flood" means a fiooc having aone-percent
chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given
year. (§ 1 ipart) of Ord. passed 11/12/85: prior code
§ 22-1-6(111))
19.04.075 Basement
"Basement" means any floor level below the first
story in a building, except that a floor level in a
building having only one floor level shall be classi
fied as a basement unless such floor level qualifies
as a first story. (Ord. 1091 § 3„ 1989: prior code §
22-1-6(8))
19.04.077 Bed and breakfast bomestay.
"Bed and breakfast homestiy" means a dwelling
which has frontage en a street with a minimum
right-of-way of sixty feet, contains a maximum of
five guestrooms, is occupied by the owner or indi
vidual responsible for operating the facility, and
used tor accommodations or lodrring of miests pav
ing compensation. Breakfast mav be served durum
,_.».'. Uiic Casis!'. I-C;.'.
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toe a.m. nours. Lunch or dinner ma\ not be served.
This use shah not change the character of the dwell
ing or properp- :or residential purposes, and shall
meet the requirements of the Salt Lake
City-County health department and the Salt Lake
count- tire department ;The requirements of the
tad Lake City-County health department limit
oreardast :c a continental-type breakfast unless
certain specified health regulations are met.) (Ord.
. >> :•? 2.4. 1QQ2. Ord. 10SS S 3. I9S9i
19.04.07S Bed and breakfast inn.
"Bed and breakfast inn" means a building con
taining a minimum of six guestrooms, but not more
tour, thirty guestrooms iexcept the R-4-S.5 and R-V
mme" -.'.hich are limited to a maximum of twenrv
guestrooms . is used tor accommodations or iodmnc
c: guests paying compensation where at least a
creaxtas; mea. is served, and in which no provision
:: mace lor cooking u: any inch iduai guestroom,
.he structure sria, ;-.a\e a residential appearance,
and be ima-tec t> a maximum of two stones m
hemht. 'Ore. 1:9^ ?; 3 5 loo"1.
19.04.0S0 Boardinghouse.
"Boardmghouse" means a building with not more
man five guestrooms, where, for compensation,
meals are provided for at least five but not more
.'P-n-or coc; 22-1-6(9
19.04.0S5 Building.
"Building" means any structure having a roof
supported by columns or walls, for the housing or
enclosure cf persons, animals or chattels. ("Pnor code
§ 22-1-6: lOn
19.l14.II9Q Building, accessory.
"Accessor- housing" means a detached, subordi
nate bunding clearly incidental to and located upon
the same Lot occupied by the main building. Also,
a omldmc clearly incidental to an agriculture or
aruma. care lar.c use located on a lot in an agricul
ture zone, which tot meets the minimum lot size for
such zone and is not under one acre in area. fPrior
•^ i
19.04.077
19.04.095 Building, height of.
A "Heigh: of building" means the vertical dis
tance above the lowest original ground surface at
any point on the perimeter of the building to the
highest point of the coping of a flat roof, or to the
o-z]: hue of a mansard roof, or to a point midway
oetAeen the lowest part of the eaves or cornice and
the highest pomt of a pitched or hipped roof.
B. Buildings may be stepped to accommodate
•die slope of the terrain provided that each step shall
o-e at least twelve feet in ii dimension, ihe
height of each stepped building segment shah be
measured as required in subsection A.
C. Original ground surface shall be the elevation
o: the ground surface m its natural state before any
manmade alterations including but not limited to
grading, excavation or filling, excluding improve
ments required by zoning or subdivision ordinances.
When the elevation of the Original ground surface
is not readily apparent because of previous rnan-
made alterations, the elevator, of tne original grade
shall be determined by the development services
division usmg the best iriforrnation available. (Ord.
123" § 2, 1993: Ord. 109: § 4. 19S9: prior code §
22-D6.12))
19.04.100 Building, main.
"Main building" means the principal building or
one of the principal buildings upon a lot or the
building cr one of the principal buildings housing
a principal use upon a lot fPrior code § 22-1-6(13);)
19.04.105 Canopy.
"Canopy" means a roofed structure supported by
a building and/or supports extending to the ground
directly underneath the canopy, and providing a
protective shield tm ser. :ce-stat:cn pump islands
v.a..<wav . P-
—- :-0 • part i!
19.04.110 Carport
"Carpor." means a private garage not completely
enclosed by wails or doors. For the purpose of this
t:t:e. a carport shall be subject to ah of the regula
tions prescribed for a private cirape. (Prior code §
2:-Lom40
Sil: ' .if* Cou=r~- i-CO;
-U-l ; 1
19.04.115 Child nursery.
Child nursery, means an establishment for the
Care, -^nether :r no: tor compensation, of up to six
chhdren other than members of the tamily residing
on the premises. fOrd. passed 5/26/S2: pnor code §
19.04.120 Church.
Churcn means a building, together with its
accessor, buildings and uses, where persons regular
ly assemhiC t :r rei:g:ous worship, and which build
ing, together v. ith :ts accessor, buildings and uses,
i: maintained and controlled by a religious body
organized to sustain public worship. ((Part) of Ord.
passed Sr-SC pr.or code S 22-1-6 (part);
19.04.125 Class A beer outlet.
"Class A beer outlet" means a place of busmess
v-herein beer is sold in original containers to be
^...sumec :•:: tie premise: m accordance with the
liquor ^ontrul Ac; o: the state anc tie iicensinz
ordinance ot die county. (Prior code § 222-1-6(74)j
19.04.130 Class B beer outlet
"Class B beer outlet" means a place of busmess
m connection with a bona fide restaurant wherein
Deer is sold moriginal containers for consumption
on the premises: provided, that the sale of beer is
les; than forty percent c: the gross dollar value,
imrect to the provisions of the licensing ordinance
of the county. (Prior code § 22-1-6(75))
19.04.135 Class C beer outlet
L;ass C Deer outlet" means a place of business
wherein the primary or mam business is that o:
selling beer for consumption on the premises. (Prio-
ovle § 22-Do ~"6't
19.04.140 Conditional use.
""Conditional use" means a use of land for which
a conditional use permit is required pursuant to
Chapter D.S4 of this title. (Pnor code 5 22-D6.L16L
.-ii; Cot-r.;, 2-OC
0 0-
19.04.145 Corral.
"Corral" neans a space, other than a building.
:ess than one acre in area or iess than one hundred
tee; in -Aidth, used for tD
fPrior code § 22-l-o(Dn
19.04.150
tonfinement of animals
Court
"Court" means an. occupied space on a lot other
than a yard, designed to be paniallv surrounded by
group dwellings. (Prior code ? 22-1-6(18))
19.04.155 Dairy.
"Dairy" means a commercial establishment for
the manufacture or processing of dairy products.
•Prior code § 22-l-6i 1Q ,,
19.04.160 Day care/preschool center.
"Day care/preschool center" means:
A. Any facility, otherthan an occupied dwelling,
operated by a person qualified by the state, which
provides day care, protection or supervision and/or
preschool instruction.
B. No person who is violent orbeing treated for
alcoholism or drag abuse can be placed in a dav
cm—preschool center. Placement in a day
care/preschool center may not be part of or in lieu
of confinement rehabilitation or treatment in a
correctional facility. (Ord. 1159 § 2, 1991: prior
code § 22-1-6 (part))
19.04.165 Development
' .Development" means any man-made change to
improved or unimproved real estate, including but
not limited to buildings or other structures, mining.
dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation or
dnlling operations. (§ 1 (part) of Ord. passed
I h'13-S^- pnor code § 22-1-ou 12)')
19.04.16o Disability.
"Disability" means a physical or mental impair
ment that substantially limits one or more of a
person's major life activities, including a person
having a record of such an impairment or being
regarded as having such an impairment. "Disability"
does not include current illegal use of. ot addiction
to. an;, tederaily controlled substance, as defined m
Section 102 of the Controlled Suostanees Act, 21
U.S.C. S02. (Ore. 1452 § 2 ;parti. 1999 i
19.04.ro District
"Jistr.c: means a portion or the unincorporated
area ot Salt Lake County. -LPnor code : 22-l-6i20o
19.04.1 "5 Drive-in refreshment stand.
"Drr-e-m refreshment stand" means a place of
business -a here food and dr.nk are sold primarily for
consumption on the premises outside the structure.
(Prior code S 22-l-6(77)i
19.04.180 Dwelling.
"Dwelling" means any bunding. or portion, there-
ot -Ahich is designated for use for residential pur
poses, except hotels, apartment hotels, boardino-
nouses. ic-c;:r.znouses, tour.s; courts and apartment
! oor pnor
062-
19.(id.166
' S11; Uit; C cm.1 ' •• Z-CO:
19.04.185 Dwelling, four-family.
"hour-ramiiy dwelling" means a single bunding
under a continuous roof containing four dwelling
units completely separated by cither: (1) common
interior walls, where the units arc side by side; or
L2' common interior floors, whene the units are one
above the other A common walls) may be located
•Aitnin an attached garage used for the storage oi
private automobiles. (Ord. 1370 § 2, 1996: pnor
code 5 22-1-6(25')!
19.04.190 Dwelling group.
"Dwelling group" means a group of two or more
dwellings located on a parcel of land in one owner
ship and having any yard or court m common. (Pri
or code § 22-1-6(27))
19.04.195 Dwelling, multiple-family.
"Multiple-family dwelling" means a building
arranged or designed to be occupied by more than
tour families. (Pnor codt § 22-1-6(26))
19.04.200 Dwelling, single-family.
"Single-family dwelling" means a building ar
ranged or designed to be occupied by one family,
me structure having only one dwelling unit. (Pnor
code § 22-1-6(22))
19.042205 Dwelling, three-family.
"Three-family dwelling" means asingle building
under a continuous roof containing three dwelling
units completely separated by either (1) common
interior walls, where the units are side by side; or
(2; common interior floors, when: the units tire one
aoove the other Acommon wall(s) may be located
within an attached garage used for the storage of
private automobiles (Ord 1370 § 3, 1996: "prior
code § 22-Dot 24)i
19.04.210 Dwelling, two-family.
"fwo-tamily dwelling" means a single building
under a continuous roof containing two dwelling
units completely separated by either: (1) a common
interior wall, where the units are side by side; or (2)
a common interior floor, where (he units are one
above the other A common wall mav be located
19 04.181
within an attached garage used for the storage of
private automobiles. (Ord. 1370 § 4, 1996: pnor
code § 22-1-6(23))
19.04.215 Dwelling unit
"Dwemng unit" means one or more rooms physi
cally arranged so as to create an independent house
keeping establishment for occupancy by one familv
with separate toilets and facilities for cooking and
sleeping (Ord. 1250 § 1, 1993)
19.04.220 Entrance.
"Entrance" means the location of ingress to a
room, building or lot; a location of admittance.
((Part) of Ord. passed 8/7/80: pnor code § 22-1-6
i pan))
19.04.225 Exit
"Exit" means the location of egress from a room,
building or lot. ((Part) of Ord. passed 8/7/80: pnor
code § 22-1-6 (part))
19.04.230 Family.
"family" means:
A. .Any number of people living together m a
dwelling unit and related by blood, marriage or
adoption, and including up to two additional unrelat
ed people; or
B. One to three unrelated people living together
in a dwelling.
Each unrelated person owning or operating a
motor vehicle shall have a lawfully locatedoff-street
parking space. (Ord. 1347 § 2, 1996: (part) of Ord.
passed 3/1S/SI: pnor code § 22-1-6(29))
19.04.235 Family food production.
"Family food production" means the keeping of
not more than two cows, two sheep, two "oats,
twenty rabbits, fifty chic-tens, fifty pheasants, ten
ducks, ten turkeys, ten geese and twenty pigeons,
provided that an additional number ofanimals equal
to two times the number listed above, and an addi
tional number of fowl equal to five times the num
ber listed above may be kept for each one-half acre
of the lot over and above the minimum number of
square feet required for a single-family residential
563 (S*Ji L*V.c Gximy 1-971
19 04.225
lot in the zone, and provided that not mere than
three of the above-listed kinds of animals and fowl
are permitted at any one time on any lot smaller
than one-half acre. iPnor code § 22-1-6(30))
19.04.240
••m,-.,-,-r-
• s t •
Flood or flooding.
.ood cr "feeding" means a general and tem
porary- condition o: paruai or complete inundation
o; normally dr: land areas from:
A Toe overflow of inland or tidal waters: and/or
3 T7t unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff
o: -urraes waters trom any source. f§ 1 ipart' of
•_ri. passec 1'. "3 if pr.or coot § 22-1-6i 113'•
19.04.245 Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM).
"flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM;" means the
ctticia. map on wmen the Federal Emergency Man
agement Agency nas delineated both the areas of
-peeia. tooc natards ano the nsk premium zones
acmicame to the community i§ 1 .parti of Ord.
gashed 11 '12. Sf prior code ; 22-1-6' I Up
19.04.250 Flood insurance study.
"r.cod insurance <mjdy" means the official report
pm-. :deo oy the Federal Emergency Management
Agency that memoes food profiles, the flood
oeundary-tccdway map, and the water surface
elevation of the base food. (§ 1 (part) of Ord.
passed :i".3.'S5- pnor code § 22-D6dl5)j
I<>.04.255 Floodway.
moodway means the channel of a nver or other
watercourse and the adjacent ;and areas that must te
re^er.ed :n order to discharge the base flood without
cumulatively increasing the water surface elevation
more than one toot •: i 1 (part) of Ord. passed
code ; 22-1 -6> 116jj
DU)4.2b0 Frontage.
"rootage means ad progeny fronting or, one
Vide ot the stseet between intersecting or intercepting
streets, or between a street and a right-of-way, wa
ters i\. end o: dead-end streets, or political subdivi
sion boundary, measured along the street line. An
intercepting street shah determine on!\ the boundary
o: tne frontage on the side of the street which it
intercepts. (Prior code § 22-1-6(31))
19.04.265 Garage, private.
"Private garage" means an accessory building
designed or used for the storage of not more than
tour automobiles owned and used by the occupants
of me building to which it :s accessory; provided,
that on a lot occupied by a multiple dwelling, the
private garage may be designed and used for the
storage of one and one-half times as many automo-
oiies as there are dwelling units in the multiple
dwelling A garage shall be considered part of a
dwemng if the garage and the dwelling have a roof
or wail m common. A private garage mav not be
used for storage of more than one truck for each
family dwelling upon the premises, and no such
truck shall exceed two and one-half tons capacity.
Prior code § 22-l-6i32ii
19.04.270 Garage, public
"Puohe garage" means a building or portion
thereof other than a private garage, designed or
used tor servicing, repairing, equipping, hiring,
selimg or storing motor-dnven vehicles. (Pnor code
: 22-1 -6(33))
19.04.2~5 Grade.
"Grade" means the lowest point of elevation of
the finished surface of the ground, paving or side
walk within the area between the building and the
proper.;, line or. when the property line is more than
f-e reet trom the building, between the building
and a ime f;\e feet from the building, iOrd. 1091 §
5. 19S9 pnor code § 22-l-6i34ii
19.04.277 Graffiti.
"Grufiti" means mscnptn
•-L-
etac;ng
•ns, drawings, paintings
rufdings, stmctares or
natural features, without the consent of the owner
thereof, dr.d which is not otherwise authorized and
permitted in the Salt Lake County ordinances. (Ord.
1290 § 2, D>95)
19.04.2S0 Guest
"Guest" means a transient terser, v. no rents or
564
occupies a room for sleeping purposes. (Prior code
§ 22-1-6(82))
19.042285 Guestroom.
"Guestroom" means a room which is designed for
doub;e occupancy by guests, for sleeping, purposes.
'Pnor code ~ 22-i-owSdi)
19.04.290 Guest house.
"Guest house" means a separate dwelling struc
ture located on a lot with one or more mam dwell
ing structures and used for housing of guests or
servants, and not rented, leased or sold separate
trom the rental, lease or sale of the main dwelling.
(Pnor code § 22-1-6(35))
19.04.293 Home day care/preschool.
"Home day care/preschool" neans the keeping
for care ancvor preschool instruction of twelve or
less children including the careg-ver's own children
under the age of six and not ye: in full day school
within an occupied dwelling and yard. (State regula
tions require two caregivers if them are more than
six children in a home day care and may further
limit the number of children allowed in a home day
cure.; A home day care/presehooi must meet the
foiiowmg standards:
A. \\ hen allowed as a permitted use there shall
be a maximum of six children without any employ
ees not residing m the dwelling. When allowed as
a conditional use there shall be a maximum of
twelve children with not more than one emplovee
at any one time not residing m the dwelling;
564-'
19.04.280
(S»Ji Lixf Coumv 1-9")
P Tivz use snail comph w-ith the Salt Lake City -
Count;- health department noise regulations:
C Che oia\ \ ard shall not be located m the front
•-ard and shall onh oe used betw-een eight a.m. and
par Kin
; lot snail contain one available on-site
;ace not reouired for use of the dwelling,
iitional available on-site parking space not
reouired for use rd the dwelling for art- employee
net residing m the dwelling The location of the
narking shah be approved bv die development ser
vice- division director to insure that the parking is
functional ar.d does not change the residential char
acter of the iof,
E. No signs snail be allowed on the dwelling or
lot except a nameplate sign:
F The use shall comply with ail local, state and
federal laws ar.d regulations. .The Lute Safety' Code
includes additional reouirements if there are more
than stx chudren i;
G. Upon complaint that any of the requirements
of this sector, cr any other count- crdir.ar.ee are
bemo violated m- a home day care.'preschooi
career er, the county shall review- the complaint and
if substantiated may institute a license revocation
proceeding under Section 5.14.02C: and
H. The caregiver shall notify in writing, on a
form provided by the development services division,
all property owners wdthm a three hundred foot
radius o: the caregiver's property concerning the
licensing of a home day care-'preschool at such
property 'Ord. 11~Q §§ 2 and 3, 1992)
19.04.295 Home occupation.
A. "Home occupation," means any use conducted
entire:'.- within a dwelling and earned on by one
person residing m the dwelling unit, which use is
clearf incidental and secondary to the use of the
dwelling for dwelling purposes and dees net change
the character of the dwelling or property for residen
tial purposes, and m connection with which there is
no display nor stock in trade, "stock in trade'' being
an.-, item offered for sale which was net produced
or. toe premises
B. The home occupation shall not include the
sale of comiTiodities except those produced on the
premises; provided, however, that original or repro
19.04.291
ductions of works of an designed or created by the
artist operating a home occupation may be stored
and sold on the premises. "Reproduction of works
of art" includes, but is not limited to printed repro
duction, casting, and sound recordings.
C. The home occupation shall not involve the
use o: any accessor, building or yard space or activ
ity outside the mam budding Parking for a home
occupation shall be limited to the two available
parking spaces on the subject property where auto
mobiles are customarily parked. (Ord. 1332 § 2.
1996; Ord. Ii""5 -" J 1992: (part) of Ord. passed
5'20/82: Ord. passed 1/21/SP pnor code §
22-I-6(36).i
19.04300 Hotel.
"Hotel" means a building designed for or occu
pied by sixteen or more guests who are for compen
sation lodged, with or without meals. (Ord. 1337 §
2. 1996: pnor code § 22-1-6(37))
19.04305 Household pets.
"Household pets" means animals and/or fowl
ordinanly permitted in the house and kept for com
pany or pleasure, such as dogs, cats and canaries.
including net mere than two dogs cr two cats over
four months in age, and not more than a total of
four animals. "Household pets" does not include
inherently or potentially dangerous animals, fowl or
reotiies. (Trior code § 22-1-6(38))
19.04310 Intensity.
"Intensity'" means the concentration of activity,
such as a combination of the number of people,
cars, visitors, customers, hours of operation, outdoor
aoverusmg, etc.; also, the size of buildings or struc
tures, the mest-mtense being higher, longer and/or
wider. (Pnor code § 22-1-6 ('part))
19.04315 Junk.
A. "Jumk" means any salvaged or scrap copper,
brass, iron, steel, metal, rope, rags, batteries, paper,
wood, mash, plastic, rubber, tires, waste or other
ariicles or materials commonly designated as junk.
Jur.lt except as provided in subsections (B) or (C),
shall also mean any dismantled, wrecked or inopera
ble motor vehicles cr parts thereof which are stored
L: Lite Couiay J-5t,
19.04315
or parked on property outside of an enclosed build
ing and which remain in such condition for a period
of time in excess of sixty days. .An automobile,
trick or bus shall be considered moperabie if it is
not currently registered and licensed m this state or
another state.
B. One truck with a capacity of one ton or less
or automobile wmch is not currently licensed and
registered in this state or another state but is other
wise operable may be stored on property for a peri
od not to exceed two years if it is secured with tlie
windows closed, the trunk and hood closed and die
doors locked and is not damaged exposing jagged
metal; or
C. One muck with a capacity of one ton or less
or automobile which is moperabie may be stored in
a side yard, except a side yard which faces on a
st'eet or a rear yard on property for a period not 10
•2\zs.td two years provided:
.. The automobile or truck is secured with the
wmeows closed, the trunk and hood closed and die
doors locked and is not damaged exposing iagged
metal; and
2. Trie automobile or truck shall not be visible
from any public street; and
3 Tne automobile or truck is entirely concealed
by a covering which is maintained mgood condition
and which does not extend closer to die ground than
the lowest point of the vehicle bodv.
D Ad existing legal nonconforming motor vehi
cles as o: me effective date of the ordinance codi-
tied in this section, or any amendment hereto, shall
comply with the provisions of this seouon wdthm
one year from the date of the enactment of this
section or any amendment thereto. (Ord. 1152 § 2,
1991: poor code § 22-1-6 (part))
19.04.320 Junkyard.
"Junkyard' means the use of any lot. portion of
a lot, or tract of land for die sale, storage, keeping,
disassembly or abandonment of junk or discarded or
salvaged material, provided that this definition shall
be deemed not to include such uses wmch are clear
ly accessor- and incidental to any agricultural use
permitted m the zone. (Prior code § 27-1-6(39))
19.04.325 Kennel.
"Kennel" means the keeping of three or more
dogs, at least four months old. (Pnor code §
22-1-6(40);
19.04330 Lodginghouse.
"Lodgmghouse" means a building where lodging
only is provided for compensation of five or more,
but not exceeding fifteen persons. (Pnor code §
22-1-6(41))
19.04335 Lot
"Lot" means a parcel of land occupied by a
building or group of buildings, together with such
yards, open spaces, lot width and lot areas as are
required by this title, having frontage upon a street
or upon a right-of-way approved by the board of
adjustment, oi upon a right-of-way not less than
twenty teet wde. Except for group dwellings and
guest houses, not more than one dwelling structure
shall occupy one lot. (Ord. 1011 § 2, 1987: pnor
code § 22-l-0(42)i
19.04340 Lot, corner.
"Corner lot" means a lot abutting on two inter
secting or intercepting streets, where the interior
angle of intersection or interception does not exceed
one hundred thirty-five degrees. (Pnor code §
22-1-6(43))
19.04345 Lot, interior.
"Interior lot" means a lot odier than a corner lot.
(Pnor code § 22-1-6(44))
19.04350 Mobile home or manufactured
home.
A. "Mobile home" or "manufactured home"
means a structure transportable in one or more sec
tions, which is built on a permanent chassis and is
designed for use as a dwelling with or without a
permanent foundation when connected to the re
quired utilities
3 Toe requirements of this title shall not be
construed to prevent the storage of a mobile home
in the rear yard of a dwelling structure. A mobile
home so storeo may be temporarily used for sleep-
<Sja Lixr Cocriv 5 ot
norm
resid
urposes b'- members or guests of the family
.ng m the dwelling structure, but the mobile
: shall not be connected to utilities or used for
mtial purposes unless approved by the plannmg
cession as a temporary- use incidental to cen
ter. W OfK
...rU
:ro he rem and m Section
,2?o, a mobile home snail not be used for
mtal cr sieepmg purposes unless the mobile
is located m an approved mobile home park
; approved mobile home subdivision. (Ord
; 2 1^S9: Ord. 993 5 2, 19S": pnor code §
19.04355 Mobile home park.
"Mobile home park" means any plot of ground
upon which two or more mobile homes, occupied
f';r dwelling or sleeping purposes, are located, re-
cardles.- of whether or not a charge is made fcr such
accommodation, pursuant to the mobile home part;
19.04360 Mobile store.
"Mobile store" means a portable structure, includ
ing vehicles, without a permanent foundation, for
use on a temporary or seasonal basis, from which
goods or merchandise are sold or where a service is
pro1.iced which is utilized on the premises. Approv
al for each mobile store shall not exceed one hun
dred twenty davs per calendar year at the same
locator, or within two hundred fifty feet of a previ
ously i?"C^cd location. (Ord. 1042 § 2, 19SS: prior
19.04.365 Natural waterways.
"Natural waterways" means those areas varying
;n wodth along streams, creeks, gullies, springs or
washes which are natural drainage channels, as
determined b'- the building inspector, and m which
areas n: building shall be constructed '"Pnor coce
19.04.370 Neighborhood storage.
"Neighborhood storage" means a building net
>er. ed b-- sewer water cr gas utilities and used
evclust.eh for storing personal property of an mdi-
19.04.350
sicuai or family, retail busmess inventory items, and
busmess records and accounts. ((Part) of Ord. passed
10/5/S3: pnor code § 22-1-6 (part))
19.04375 New construction.
"New construction" means structures for which
the "start of construction" commenced on or after
the effective date of the ordinance codified in Chap
ter 19."4 of this utle. on floodpiam hazard regula
tions. (§ 1 (pan) of Ord. passed 11/13/85: pnor code
§ 22-1-6(119);
19.04380 Nonconforming building or
structure.
"Nonconforming budding or structure" means a
building or strucrure or portion thereof lawfully
exisung at the time the ordinance codified rn this
title became effective, which does not conform to
ah the height area and yard regulations herein pre
sented ir. the zone m which it is located. (Pnor
:eoe 22-1-6.40
19.04385 Nonconforming use.
"Nonconforming use" means a use which lawful
ly occupied a building or land at the time the ordi
nance codified m this title became effective and
which does net conform with the use reguiauons of
the zone in which it is located. (Pnor code §
22-1-6(50))
19.04390 Nursing home.
"Nursing home" means an establishment where
persons are lodged and furnished with meals and
nursing care, iPrior code § 22-1-6(51,0
19.04395 Organic disposal site.
"Organic disposal site" means a disposal site
r- -,. 1 Sa.- t*ic Cocr::'> S--fc
wr.ert
by water and sewage treatment processes is disposed
of m compliance with the city-county board of
health requirements, using sanitary land-filling tech
niques, in a manner that does not create a nuisance
or health hazard, that protects the environment and
wu. not cause a pollution source of water, air. etc.
• 1-J86 Recodification'
19.04.400 Package agency.
"Package agency" means a retail liquor location
operated under a contractual agreement with the
state department of alcoholic beverage control, by
a person other than the state, who is authorized bv
die state ofl'tah alcoholic beverage control commis
sion to sell package liquor for consumption off the
premises ofdie agency. (Ord. 1008 § 2. 1957: prior
code 5 22-1-t( "S) >
19.04.405 Parking lot
"Pancing lot" means an open area, other than a
street, usee for parking of more than four automo
biles and available for public use, whether free, for
compensation, or as an accommodation for clients
or customers (Prior code § 22-1-6(52))
19.04.410 Parking space,
"Parking space" means space within a binlding,
lot or parking lot for the parking or storage of one
automobile. (Prior code § 22-1-6(53))
19.04.415 Permitted use.
"Permitted use" means a use ofland for which no
conditional use permit is reouired. (Pnor code §
22-1-6/54)!
19.04.420 Planned unit development
Planned unit development" means a complete
development plan for an area pursuant to Chapter
settee: or precipitated solid matter produced 19.04.425
i1"- > o; mis tin Pnor ocd; 22-1-0/5;
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19.04.395
Private educational institutions
having an academic curriculum
similar to that ordinarily given in
public schools.
"Pn-.ate educational institutions having an aca
demic curriculum similar to that ordinarily given in
public schools" means private training schools and
other private schools which are instructional in
nature, including laboratory and shop instruction
with tlie use of demonstration vehicles, products or
models ncicental tosuch instruction, but not includ
ing the repair, maintenance or manufacture of vehi-
iie:,. goods or merchandise, not providing direct
ser.ioes other than instruction to the general public.
iPncr code § 22-1-0(536))
19.04.420 Private nonprofit locker club.
"'Private nonprofit locker club" means a social
club, recreational, athlete or kindred association
incorporated under the provisions of the Utah Non
profit Corporation and Cooperation Act. which
maintains or intends to rrmntarn premises upon
which liquor is or will be stored, consumed orsold.
(Pnor cede § 22-1-6(79))
19.04.435 Private nonprofit recreational
grounds and facilities.
"Private nonprofit recreational grounds and facili
ties" means nonprofit recreauonaJ grounds and facil
ities operated by an association incorporated under
the provisions of die Utah Nonprofit Corporation
and Cooperation Act, or a corporated sole. (Pnor
code 5 22-1-6/S0))
19.04.437 Protected living arrangement
"Protected living arrangement" means provision
for tood, shelter, appropriate sleeping accommoda
tions, and supervision of activities of dailv living for
persons of any age who are unable to independently
maintain these basic needs and functions. (Ord. 11 IS
§ 3, 1990)
(Si.t Otic Corst} H-00)
19.04.440
19.04.440 Public use.
"Public use" means a use operated exclusively by
a public body, or quasi-public body, such use hav
ing the purpose of serving the public health, safety
or general welfare, and including uses such as pub
lic schools, parks, playgrounds and other recreation
al facilities, admlmstrative and service facilities, and
public utilities. (Prior code § 22-1-6(57))
19.04.445 Quasi-public use.
"Quasi-pubhe use" means a use operated bv a
pr.vate nonprofit educational, religious, recreational,
cnarttabie or philanthropic institution, such use
having the purpose primarily of serving the general
pumic. such as churches, private schools and univer
sities, and similar uses. iPnor code 5 22-l-6(58n
19.04.450
"Comrm
i ti e s opera t
puohe for
baseball ha
19.04.451
Recreation, commercial.
,ai recreation" means recreational facil-
as a busmess and open to the general
fee. such as golf driving ranges and
dg ranges. (Prior code § 22-l-6(59V>
Residential facility for elderly
persons.
A- "Residential facility for elderly persons"
means a single-family cr multiple-farnily dwelling
unit that is occupied twenty-four hours a dav in a
family-type arrangement by eight or fewer elderly-
persons sixty years old or older capable of living
independently.
B. Sue.o taciiity shall be owned by one of the
residents or by an immediate family member of one
of the residents or the title has been placed in trust
for a resident.
C. Placemen: m such facility is on a voluntary-
basis ar.d may not be a part of, or m lieu of. con
finement rehabilitation, or treatment in a correction
al institution..
D. No person being treated for alcoholism cr
•drug abuse may be placed in such a facility.
P. The structure shall be capable of use without
the residential character being changed by exterior
structural or landscaping alterations.
r. Each facility shall not be located within three-
quarters mile of another residential facility for elder
Si.: Cu; Z^-;-< l-X
ly persons or residential facility for handicapped
persons.
G. This use is nontransferable and terminates if
the structure is devoted to a use other than a resi
dential facility for elderly persons or if the structure
fails to comply with applicable health, safety, and
building codes. (Ord. 1200 § 3, 1992)
19.04.452 Residential facility for persons
with a disability.
"Residential facility for persons with a disability"
means a residence:
A. Ln which more than one person with a disabil
ity resides; and
B. Is i'U licensed or certified by the r>erjarrcment
of Human Services under Title 62A. Chapter 2,
Licensure of Programs and Facilities. Utah Code,
Unannctated; or (2) licensed or certified by the
Department of Health under Tide 26. Chapter 21.
Health Care Facility Licensing and Inspection Act
Utah Code. Unannotated. (Ord. 1452 § 2 (part).
1999;
19.04.453 Residential health care facility.
A. "Residential health care facility" means a
facility providing assistance with activities of daily
living and social care to two or more residents who
require protected living arrangements.
B. Each bedroom in a residential health care
laciiiry shall contain the minimum square feet of
floor space per resident as set forth in the Utah
Aaministrative Code healuh facility licensure rules,
or any successors, with a maximum of two residents
per bedroom. (Ord. 1118 § 4, 1990)
19.04.455 Resort hotel.
"Resort hotel" means a building or group of
buildmgs, other than a motel, boarding house or
lodgmghouse. containing individual guestrooms.
suites of guestrooms, dwelling units, and which
furnishes services customarily provided by hotels.
3
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19.04.457 Resource recycling collection
point
"Resource recycling collection point" means a
portable structure, enclosed bin. trailer, or reverse
vending machine where recyclable material (alumi
num cans, glass, paper, etc.) is exchanged for money
or deposited as a donation. Approval is not to cx-
cz?d twelve months without reapproval. (Odd. 1042
§ 5. 1988)
19.04.460 Restaurant
"Restaurant" means a place of business where a
variety of hot food is prepared and cooked and
complete meals are served to the general public for
consumption on the premises primarily in indoor
dining accommodations. (Trior code § 22-1-6(81))
19.04.462 Restaurant liquor license.
"Restaurant liquor license" means a public restau
rant authorized by the state alcoholic beverage con
trol commission as a liquor outlet allowing the
storage, sale and consumption of liquor and alcohol
on the premises. (Ord. 1256 § 2. 1993: Ord. 1008
§ -J- 19S7)
19.04.465 Sanitary landfill.
"Sanitary landfill" means a land disposal site
where solid waste is disposed of using sanitary
landfilhng techniques, including but not limited to
an engineered method of disposing of solid waste on
land in a manner that does not create a nuisance or
health hazard and that protects the environment bv
spreading the waste in thin layers, compacting it to
the smallest practical volume, confining it to the
smallest practical area, and covering it with soil by
the end of each working day or as often as may be
directed by tie board of health. (1986 Recodifica
tion')
19.04.470 School.
"School" means an mstitution recoomized as
satisfying the requirements of public education and
having an academic curriculum similar to that ordi
narily given in public schools. Home occupations
represented as schools shall not apply (dance, music,
568-1
19.04.457
crafts, child nursenes, etc.). ((Part) of Ord. passed
8/7/80: pnor code § 22-1-6 (part))
19.04.475 Shopping center.
"Shopping center" means agroup ofarchitectural
ly unified commercial establishments built on a site
which is planned, developed, owned and managed
as an operating unit. (Prior code §22-1-6 (partJ)
19.04.480 Sportsman's kennel.
"Sportsman's kennel" means a kennel for the
keeping of three to five dogs which has a valid
permit from the department of animal services and
is located on a lot of at least one acre. (Prior code
§ 22-1-6 (part))
19.04.485 Stable, private.
"Private stable" means a detached accessory
building for the keeping of horses owned bv the
{Sill Ui; Couoiv :-O0)
- - a i, i U 14, - - (
the premises, and net kept for remu-
cr sale. (Prior code § 22-l-6(60)j
19.04.490 Stable, public.
Piouc stame" means a staple ether than a pri
vate siame Prcr code § 22-1-0(61 ij
19.04.495 Start of construction.
Start o: construction" includes suostantiai im
provement, and means the date the budding permit
•*as issued, provide.: the actuai start of constmctien,
repair, reconstruction, placement or other improve
ment was within one hundred eichtv davs of the
hermit rate. The actuai star; means either the first
placemen; ot permanent constriction of a structure
on a site, such as the pouring of slabs or footings,
the instigation of piles, the construction of columns,
:r any worl^ oeyend the stage of excavation; or the
placement or a manufactured home on a foundation.
Permanent cor..-tract ion" does not include land
nor doeo ;; :nc;ude the installation of streets and/or
walkways; nor does it include excavation for a
casement footings, piers or foundations or the erec-
t:er, o: temporary rorms; nor does it include the
installation on the property of accessory buildings,
such as garages or sheds not occupied as dwelling
units or not a_s par. ot the mam structure. iOrd. 99d
1Q.04.500 State store.
cote j;cre means a facility for the sale of pack
age uqucr located on the premises owned or leased
cy toe state arc operated by state emp,o\ees. This
term, sna.. no: apply to restaurants, private ciubs or
package agencies. -Ord 100S § 3, 1987: pnor code
19.04.505 Story.
"Step." means that portion of a building included
cetweer. the upper surface cf any floor and the
upper surface of the fleer next above, except that
the topmost story shall be that portion of a building
uhcluoed oetween the upper surface of the topmost
tcer ar.d toe ceiling or roof above. If the finished
Hocr level directly above a usabie or unused
.9.04.485
undertioor space is more than six fee: above grade
tor more than fifty percent of the total perimeter or
is more than twelve feet above grade at any point.
sucn usabie or unused uncerfcor space shall be
considered as a story. (Ord 1091 § o. 1989: pnor
code s 22-1-6162V)
19.04.507 Story, first
"hirst story" means the lowest story in a building
wmch qualifies as a stops, except that a floor level
m a nuildmg having only one floor level shall be
c.assitied as a first story, provided such floor level
is not more than four feet below erade for more
than, fifty percent of the total perimeter, or not more
than eight feet below erade at arc point. (Ord 1091
§ 7, 1989)
19.04.510 Story, half.
"Half story" means a story with at least two of
its opposite sides situated ma sloping roof, the floor
area of which does not exceed two-thirds of the
floor immediately below it. (Pnor code §
22-1-6(63))
19.04.515 Street
"Street" means a thoroughfare which has been
dedicated or abandoned to the public and accepted
cy proper public authority, or a thoroughfare, not
less than twenty-five feet wide, which has been
made public by nght of use and which affords the
Principal means of access to abutting property.
Pnor code § 22-1-6(64))
19.04.520 Structure.
"Structure" means anything constricted or erected
which requires location on the ground, or attached
to something having a location on the ground. (Pnor
cede $ 22-l-6i65 0
19.04.525 Structural alterations.
"Structural alterations" means any change in
supporting members of a building or structure, such
as bearing walls, columns, beams or girders. (Prior
code § 22-1-6(66)1
•Sia County 1-77)
19.04.530
19.04.530 Studios.
"Studios" means a facility used for the instruction
of specialized talents or skills. (Pnor code § 22-1-6
(part m
19.04.535 Substantial improvement
A. "Substantial improvement" means any repair,
reconstruction ,ir improvement of a structure, the
cost ot wmch equals or exceeds fifty percent of the
market vaiue of the structure, either:
1. Betore the improvement or repair is started;
cr
2. If the structure is damaged and is being re
stored, before the damage occurred.
3 For the purpose of this definition, "•.substantial
improvement" is considered to occur when the first
alteration of any wall, ceiling, floor or other stric-
turui oar of the ou:lc:ng commences, whether or no:
that alteration affects the external dimensions of the
stricture.
~- ihe term doe.-, not. however, include either:
Anv project ;or improvement of a structure
to comply w,th existing state or local health, sani-
lJl' or ^'"ety code -.pecitications which are soleiv
necessarv to assure sate bving conditions; or
2. Any alteration of a structure listed on the
National Register of Historic Places or a State In
ventory of Historic Places.: 5, 1ipart) of Ord. passed
11/13/S5 pnor code § 22-i-oilI8))
19.04.540 Tanning studio.
i inning studio" means any business which uses
artificial lighting systems to produce a tan on an
inop.iuuai's bodv This use specifically excludes
spas, gymnasiums, athletic clubs, health clubs, and
any exercise equipment, (1986 Recodification)
l'htU.M? Tourist court.
Tourist court" means .my building or group of
buildings containing sleeping rooms, with orwithout
f.xed cooMiig facilities, designed for temporary- use
ty autemooiie tourist.-; or transients, with garage
attached or parking space conveniently located at
eac.i unit, including auto courts, motels or motor
lodges (Pr.or code $ 22-!-oi^~r,
19.04.547 Short-term rental.
A. "Short-term rental" means any dwelling or
portion '.hereof that is available for use or is used
for accommodations or lodging of guests, paying a
fee or other compensation for a period of less than
thirty consecutive davs.
3 A short-term rental shall not contain more
than four bedrooms.
C. A short-term rental shall be maintained to the
following minimum standards:
1. Structures shall be properly maintained, paint
ed and kept in good repair, anc grounds and land
scaped areas shall be properly maintained and wa
tered m order that the use ;n no way detracts from
the general appearance of the neighborhood; and
2. Required parking areas and access to parkin^
areas shall be maintained and available for use at all
times. Parking for this use shall be contained on the
site, and shall not be allowed on the public
rights-of-way; and
3. Snow shall be removed from sidewalks and
anveways within one hour after the snow has ceased
railing, grovidec that m case of a storm between the
hours of five p.m. in the afternoon and six a.m. in
the morning, the sidewalk shall be cleaned before
eight a.m. the morning following the storm.
D. Occupants of a short-term rental shall not
create excessive noise that is incompatible with
adjacent land uses.
h A short-term rental use --hall not have any
signs on the premises that advertise the use.
F. The use of a dwelling as a short-term rental
shall not change the appearance of the dwelling or
property for residential purposes.
G. Outdoor pools, hot tubs or spas shall not be
used between the hours of ten p rn. and eight a.m.
'Ord l>i ; \ N'ip Ord. 1115 § 1, 19901
19.04.550 C.se. accessory.
"Accessor, use" means a subordinate use custom
er!', incidental to and located upon the same lot
occupied bv a mnn use. iPnor code § 22-1-6(68))
19.04.555 Width of lot
"Width of lot" means the distance between the
•,S*a Lite C.xin;'. 570
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Chapter 19.05
PLANNLNG COMMISSION
c; ecti o ns:
19.05.010
19.05.020
19.05.02M)
19.05.040
19.05.050
19.05.0o-T
Appointment—Term.
Vacancy—Removal.
Organization—Procedures-
Powers and duties.
EfTect on present members.
Township planning and zoning
boards.
19.05.010 Appointment—Term.
me planning cemcmissicn shall consist of seven
memoem appointee py the board ct county commis
sioners. Members shall serve three-year terms and
unrii their successor; are appointed and qualified.
Terms shall commence en March 1st of each year.
In the event a term c: a member shall expire with
out hus/her having been reappointed or a successor
hav—g been appointed, the member shall continue
to ^zr-'t unt; a successor has been appointed and
tr.e term of the successor shall terminate on the
same day as though hecshe was appointed in a time
ly manner. Terms of at least two members, and not
mere than three, shah expire each year. The mem
bers of the planning commission shall be residents
cf the unincorporated area of the county. (Ord. 12220
§ 1 (pan). 1995;
19.05.020 Vacancy—Removal.
-Any vacancy occurring on the planning comrrus-
n. resignation, removal or
tilled by the board of coun
ty commissioners for the unexpired term of such
memo-er. .he oocrd of county commissioners may
remove a memoer of the planning commission for
cause arter tiling written charges against the mem
ber, .ne memoer shall be provided with a hearing
or. the Z022-Z-:, if requested. (Ord. 1220 § 1 (part),
199"'.
19.0^.030 Organization—-Procedures.
s:on py reason c: deaf
disqualification shall be
tor. trem rs members who shall serve a one-year
term. The planning commission may create and fill
any other necessary offices it deems necessary and
may adept policies ar.d procedures for the conduct
ct :ps meetings, the processmg zf applications, and
:er any ether purpose the planning commission
considers necessary for its proper function. (Ord.
1220 § 1 (part). 1993)
19.05.040 Powers and duties.
ice planning commission shall:
A. Prepare and recommend a master plan and
amendments to the master plan to the board of
county commissioners;
B. Recommend zoning ordinances and maps and
amendments to zoning ordinances and maps to the
board of county commissioners:
C. Recommend subdivision ordinances and
amendments to those ordinances to the board of
count.- commissioners;
D. Recommend approval or denial of subdivision
applications to the board of county commissioners;
F2 Approve or deny conditional use permits;
F. Advise the board of county commissioners on
matters that the board of counry commissioners
directs;
G. Provide other functions as specified in this
chapter or as directed by the board of count;
co mumis sioners. (Ord. 1220 § 1 (part), 1993)
19.05.050 Effect on present members.
No: m this chapter shai construed to
affect the eligibility or qualifications to serve of anv
or the present members of the planning commission
whose terms have not expired or to affect their
eligibility for reappointment (Ord. 1220 § 1 (part).
19.Or.060 Township planning and zoning
boards.
Pursuant tc the provisions and repuirements of
the Utah Township Act. !7-27a-!01. et seq., L'tah
Code Annotated, and tlie township election ordi
nance, Section 2.74.010, et seq.. Salt Lake Counry
Cocz c: Ordinances, townships shall be deemed
established upon comp 11 ar.ee with that Act and
rsiit u^ c^srf i .97) 572
ordinance and upon appointment and election of
township board members. The county planning
commission shall cease to exercise jurisdiction over
all newly tiled planning and zoning matters within
areas establishing townships on the day when elec
tion results are canvassed indicating the township
proposal passes The township planning and zoning
hoards shall have jurisdiction regarding all pending
and tuture planning and zoning matters and proceed
ings within the township area upon election and
appointment of the full board. The following rules
and procedures regarding township planning and
zoning boards are established:
A. Alter a township is created, the duly elected
and appointed township planning and zoning board
snal. act as the planning commission within the
township boundaries and shall.
1 Prepare and recommend amendments to the
genera, pian. as ;t pertains to the township, to the
heard ot count;, commissioners.
- Recommend to the beard ofcounty commis
sioners amendments to existing zoning ordinances
and maps affecting areas within the township.
-• Administer provisions of the zoning ordi
nance where specifically provided for in the zoning
ordinance adopted by the board of counry commis
sioners;
- Recommend to the board of county commis
sioners amendments to existing subdivision mgula-
fions affecting areas w;thm the township;
:- Recommend to the board of county commis
sioners approval or denial of subdivision applica
tions ieoated wunm the township.
6 Approve or deny conditional use permits
within the township;
' '\dvise the board of county commissioners on
matters that the hoard of countv commissioners
^ Provide other function^ as specified m this
chapter or as directed bv the board ofcounty com
missioners.
fi me board o: countv commissioners shall
adopt such policies and procedures as it deems
necessary to provide for
I- The location, scheduling, and conduct of
township planning and zoning bou'd meetings;
19.05.060
2. The processing of applications:
3. Tlie provision of planning support staff;
4 The funding of necessary and reasonable
expenses of township planning and zoning boards;
and
c. For any other purposes considered necessary
lor the functioning of township planning and zoning
boards.
C The township board shall elect a chair and
vice chair from among its members to sit for one
year terms and mav. by majority vote, adopt rules
regarding its activities, which rules mav not be in
conflict v/uh the Act or this chapter.
D Unless otherwise provided by law. anv vacan
cy occumng on a township planning and zoning
board by reason of death, resignation, removal or
disqualification shall be filled by the board ofcoun
ty commissioners for the unexpired term of such
member. Vacancies for elected board members shall
be filled for the unexpired term of the member
replaced except that if over two years remain in the
unexpired term, the replacement shall stand for re
election m the next even-numbered year. The board
of county commissioners may remove for cause a
member of a township planning and zoning board
which the commission has appointed upon the filing
or wnnen charges against the member and after a
hearing on the charges if requested by the member.
iOrd. 1355 § 2, 1QQo Ore. 1353 § 6, 1996)
o /da
'.lit.; L»i.; Cdunry 1-9?)
Chapter 19.06
ZONES. MAPS, AND ZONE BOUNDARIES
.sections;
19.06.010
iih06.o:o
Ph(k).030
19.06.040
Zones established.
Zoning maps.
Filing of this title and zoning
maps.
Boundary location rules.
19.06.010 Zones established.
F >•: the purpose of this title, die county to which
this title appiies is divided into classes of zones, as
f c i. • w s;
r T'J:,C~ nu.lL'miiv zone FM-10 nil 8' 0. —•;
.- ~ r •-•". 'j-1 rriLJlUarniiv zone FM-20 zt 1 8/ •-) r •=
r--.T',".L- ir.c recrea ion zone FR-0.5 r *•" 8 ' .. *"*^
r ::.; r 1T.C TZC7Z2 :on zone PR-; ~ .".- S .. -;
- " :•.",'-- ire recr^a
-on zone zrz:. - - E:f _: s
r :zz'2r- ±r. 2. re-Tea
..i" zone F^.-7 E::" S C. ""-
- r-?^^- anc reorea* .an zone FR-10 Eff 8. O "s
." Tcr>r. ind recrea: ion zone FR-20 :t,- S1 9 "5
- r e j tr. anc recrear or. zone FR-50 - • c 8' c,-<;
r ".'-•*': l~. ir.c re—cai or. zone FR-I0C ~."." 8 l; ~«
R e.;. a l-r. :x zone R-l-3
K-jj.ier, ii- zene R-1-: Eh S' -s:
Resaoer. aii zone R-l-5 Et: s; ^<S2
R^sicer. all zone R-i-6
ReraOL-r. :oi zone R-1-"
—!'. i.dS~~
R-'.;,:c-. :aJ zone R-;-s
Ri;;o;r, :a_ zone R-;-:c
Re a a — 12. zene R-;-tx
R'-j.cer. ia2 zone r -: -15 cr: ->
.•So
R ::;; c e r, i a; zone R-t:i
R e >;C^ r. :a. zone R-;-i?
Re.aa—. :a: zoic R-2-orJ
R^.oe- ia. zene R - 2 - 8
-- •;:; a » r :a; zone R-2-10
Re.aier. iaf zon- R-2-1CC
Re:aaeri ial zone R4-S.S
iaf zone S-l-C
'•<.l",:j-.": id. zor.e R-M
- .-...CL-". :a_ zor.e RM H Z •'•' 5 f s"
A.;:s" -O jra; zo-e a •:
-.:::-••..: ani zone a-:
-\L':-;airaraf zone A-S Fi: 2.' S!"l
- ;:.; a.: j:af zone A-10 z •"-• 2/ O " 1
-. j" - •j,:
_:ai zone A - _', • z,'' 2 .; "- •
' r.:.. •T-^'Ol. zone F V2.5 Z.I'. 5 "S2
- - •--.„. .uoccr_ri; zone F Ao nil " :^2
•'.'..'. amca.r_ra. zone FA-to nl: - 5CS2
~ o'o:. 1 aimcLJrani zone FA-20 Eff - • 5/-S2
Vhuv. „ e\ eiopmen: zone ML)-! Eff 6 ' •S'O
V ( . ,.. .
e'.siormen; zone MO-3 Z -r .-. V '
Office research park and
-i^veiepment zone
Commercial zone
Corr.,tie:ziaj zone
Commercial zone
Commercial zone
Manutacrunng zone
Nlar.'Jtacmnng zone
Aarpcn overiav zone
r..as;ue ^roieco.on zone
C-R-D
C-V
C-5
M-l
Nl-2
^ C. 7
19.06.010
Eft. 6d2:
FF2 Eff. 10/10/80
•Ord. 1192A § 2, 1992: Ord. 1114 § 2, 1990: Ord.
101? §2. 1987; (part) of Ord. passed 2/22/84; (part)
of Ord. passed 2/I.S4; :pan •of Ord. passed 9/22/S2;
par; of Ord. parsed S,\2dP$2; 'part of Ord. passed
9 "25,SO; pner oodc j 22-S-l •
19.06.020 Zoning maps.
Each of the sections or" the county which are
amended or zoned by thus f:de are shown on the
maps on file with the planning commission, and
such maps arc made by this reference, as such, a
par. of this title as :f fully described and detailed
herein. (Ord. 1191 ; 1. 1992; pnor code 5 22-3-2)
19.06.030 Filing of this title and zoning
maps.
Thus Dtle and the maps shall be filed in the custo
dy of the county clerk, and may be examined by the
public subject to any reasonable regulations estab
lished by the county clerk. (§ 3 of Ord. passed
2,C2/S4: pnor code § 22-S-? •
19.06.040 Boundary location rules.
Where uncertainty exists as to the boundary of
any zone, the following tales shall apply;
A. Wherever the zone boundary is indicated as
bemg approximately upon the centerline of a street,
alley or block, or along a property line. then, unless
otherwise definitely indicated on the map. the cen
terline of the street, alley o: Mock, or such propertv
doe. shall be construed to be the boundary of the
zone;
B. Whenever such boundary line of such zone
is indicated as being approximately at the line of
any nver, irrigation canal or other waterway or
railroad nght-of-way. or puhhc park, or other public
land, or any section line, then m such case die cen
ter or the stream, canal or waterway, or of die ruil-
-93)
road nght-of-way, or the boundary line of such
public land or such section line shall be deemed to
be the boundary of the zone;
C. Where the application of the above rules does
not clarify the zone boundary location, the board of
adjustment shall interpret the nap. (§ 4 of Ord.
passed 27227S4: pnor code § 22-8-4]
0/j
19.06.040
(ill; Lai- Covmiv 2-GOt
id
Chapter 19.08
F-1 FORESTRY ZONE
Sections:
19.OS.010
19.08.020
19.08.0dO
19.08.040
19.0S.050
19.08.060
19.0S.070
19.08.080
19.0S.090
19.08.010
Purpose of provisions.
Permitted uses.
Conditional uses.
Lot area.
Lot width.
Front yard.
Side yard.
Rear yard.
Building heighL
Purpose of provisions.
. re purpose of the F-1 zone is to permit Irrmtec
resioetta. development as well as utilization anc
preservation or the natural environment and resourc
es, of the carver, areas m Salt Lake Countv. .fpnoi
19.0S.020
.-V,
Permitted uses.
•d uses in the F-1 zone include:
essory buildings and uses custorrazriiv
ihcidettal to the below;
— Home day care/preschool, subject to Section
19.04.292;
— Residential facility for persons with a disabili
ty, provided that each such facility shall not be
Lvared within one-half mile of a similarly-licensed
residential facility for persons with a disability;
— Smgie-farmiy dwelling. (Ord. 1452 § 3,
:9P9. Ord. 11"9 § 5 ipart). 1992: § 1(part) of Ord.
passed 1 l'Sd; pnc: ccxh. § 22-9-21
19.OS.030 Conditional uses,
1 uses in. the F-1 zon; nclude:
i o
rai
r~x
keening of animals an; row;
rarm.y rood production; grazing and pasfairing
rumais.
no:ir:. etc.;
:hooi center (subject to Section
barm devoted to raising (including slaughter
ing, dressing and marketing as incident to raising)
h-eav er and nutria;
— rorest mdustr.; production offorest products;
— Golf course;
— Home day care/preschool, subiect to Section
19.fl4.293;
— Hydroelectric dam:
;- igeons. subject to city-county health depart
ment regulations;
— Planned unit development;
. rr. ate park and recreational grounds; private
recreational camp or resor;
— Public and quasi-public use,
— Radio and/or television tower;
— Residential facility for elderlv persons;
— Temporary buildings for uses incidental to
construction work, which buildings must be re
moved upon completion or abandonment of the
constructor, work. If such buildings are not re-
moveo withun ninety days upon completion of con
struction and tfinroy days after notice, the building
will be removed by the county at the exoense of the
owner;
— Lncerground record storage vaults;
— \"\ ater pumping plant and reservoir. (Ord.
1200 § 4 (pan), 1992; (Part) of Ord. passed
12VT5/S2, pnor code § 22-9-3)
19.08.040 Lot area.
The mirurnum area for any dwelling in the F-1
zone shall be not less than twenty thousand square
feet. :ne mmimum lot area for any conditional use
shall be determined by the plammng commission, ho
no case shall the minimum area for a conditional
use be less than one acre. (Prior code § 22-9-4)
19.08.050 Lot width.
To-2 mmimum width for any dwellmg let in the
F-1 zone shall be seventy-five feet. (Prior Code §
19.0S.060 Front yard.
Lo the F-i zone, die minimum depth of the front
yard tor main buildings and for private garages
which have a minimum side yard of eight fee: shall
eighteen feet Other mam buildings shall have a
mmmiim side yard of twenty feet and the total
width oi the two yards shall be not less than forty
feet The mammurri side yard for a pnvate rjarage
shall be eight feet, except that pnvate garages and
ether accessory buildings located in the rear and at
least six feet away from the mam building shall
have a neuemmum side yard of not less uhan oik: foot,
provided that no pnvate garage or other accessory
building shall be located closer than ten feet to a
dwelling on an adjacent lot On corner lots, the side
yard which fares on a street for both main and
accessory biaildings, shall be net. less than twenty
reet or the average of existing bmkfings where fifty
percent or more cf the frontage is developed, but in
no c^sz less than fifteen feet or be required to be
mere than twenty feet Dwelling structures over
Lhiny-iive feet in height shall have one foot of add!--
tcnai sice yard on each sice of the building for
eacr. two feet such structure exceed: thirrv-five fee:
in height <"Pncr code § 22-22-d''
19.44.080 Rear yard.
In R-M zones, the rmnimum depth of the rear-
yard ror any building shall be theory feet and for
accessor.' buildings one foot; provided that, on
comer lets w^ch rear upon the side yard of another
let accessory buildings sh2ll be located not closer
than ten fee: to such side yard. (Pncr code §
19.44.090 Coverage restrictions.
No building or group of buildings in an R-M
zone, w:th their accessory buildings, shall cover
more than sixty percent ofthe area of the lot (Prior
cede § 22-22-10)
19.44.100 Building; height
No bmicung or strucrure in an R-M zone shall
contain more than six stories cr exceed seventy-five
fee: m height and no dwelling srraccdre shall con
tain less than one story.' (Ord 1102 § 20, 1990:
prcr cede § 22-22-9^
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Chapter 19.45
O-R-D OFFICE RESEARCH PARK .AND
DEVELOPMENT ZONE
Sections:
19.45.010 Purpose of provisions-
19.45.020 Design and site plan approval.
19.45.030 Permitted uses,
19.45.040 Conditional uses.
19.45.050 Hours of operation.
19.45.060 Outside storage not permitted.
19.45.070 Project area.
19.45.0SO Yard requirements.
19.45.090 Bindding height.
19.45.100 Coverage restrictions.
19.45.110 Perimeter wall.
19.45.120 Landscaping.
19.45.120 Lighting.
19.45.1-iO Nuisance factors and hazards.
19.45.150 Screen ing.
19.45.160 Access and parking.
19.45.170 Pedestrian walkways.
19.45.ISO Design considerations.
19.45.190 Consistency with master plan.
19 .45.010 Purpose of provisions.
hhtetcaiiy arcractive environment for offices,
earon fcurdctes. envomramentaily appropriate faon-
:on and assembly uses and accessory uses. This
he is attended :o insure compatibility of new
.-eicpmen: worn, the rdrrcur.ddng land uses through
ncards thcd prov-.de an open campus-iike setting
th attractive buiidmgs. park-like grounds, and
:er appropriate amerurj.es sutpcrtmg employee
hto-'. So*eoihe meastires fc mitiiT a te irnonnts oI
icemen; woll be required at the time of design
site piar. approval. -Ord. 1192 § 1 (part), 1992)
the O-R-D zone is to provide an
act:
19.45.020 Design and site plan approval.
Design artd site plan, approval for all development
ts a conditemii use pursuant to the requirements of
Sections 19 .--.220 throuch 19.S4.120 of this the.
view shall 'Include out not be
limited to architectural design and theme, building
maiertcds. lighting, signage, landscaping, parking,
vehicular, bike and pedesTJian access, accessory
structures, helicopter pads, nuisance factors and
namrrd and manmade hazrmds. (Ord. 1192 § 1(part),
1992;
19.45.030 Permitted uses.
Permitted uses include:
— Accessor/ uses and buddings customarily
dhctcentai to a permitted or conditional use, exciud-
mcT*
A. Processing and compcunding of raw materials
or feed products, and
B. Samples of products fcr display cr in con-
junefdor. with sales which are not assembled or
manudacrured on the premises, and
C. Microwave antennae (see conditional uses),
D. Retail commercial accessory uses f'see cendi-
— Agr.cuirnre;
— Bank or financial mstjration;
— Copy ser.ice:
— Day care/prescr.coi center;
— Facilities for the fumushing of meals and sale
or rerreshments and personal convenience items to
the employees or visiters of such establishments,
and located within the building served;
— Medical, opttcai and dental latoraxories;
— Office, busmess or professional;
— Office supply;
•—- Optometrist ar.dVor oculist located within an
crdice buildmg;
— Pharmacy located within an office building;
— Temporary buiidmgs for uses incidental to
ouiiduhsfs shall be removed:n wort wi
tar.donmen: or the const
wcr*t If such buildings are not remcv;
ninety days upon completer, of constriction and
thirry days after notice, the buiidmgs will be re
moved oy the count- at the excerse of the owner.
•Ord. 1192 § 1 (-part. 1992;
menen
within
h"0
19.45.040 Conditional uses.
Conditional uses include:
— Bed and breakfast inn, which may include a
restaurant and conference meeting rooms;
— Class B beer outlet;
— Fabr.cation, assembly and treatment of arti-
c.es :r merchandise from previously prepared pre
cious or semiprecious metals or stones;
— Fabrication, assembly arid maintenance of
business machines and/or electronic instruments,
excluding processing and compounding of raw ma-
ter.als;
— Hotel;
— Laboratory iother than those listed as a per
mitted usei which may include scientific research,
investigation, testing or experimentation including
prototype product development or incidental pilot
plants;
— Living quarters for caretaker, guard ot night
watchman;
— Microwave antennae;
—- Medical supplies assembly;
— Private educational msurution;
— Pnvate nonprofit locker club;
— Private school related to research and devel
opment,
_ — Public and quasi-public uses;
— Radio and/cr television station;
— Restaurant excluding dr.ve-through or take
out service;
— Restaurant liquor license;
— Retail commercial uses accessory to and/or
supporting a permitted use or conditional use;
— Shared parkint,
— Other uses of similar intensity to the above
as determined by the planning commission. (Ord.
U!o § 2 iparti, 199S; Ord. 13c6 § 2, 1996; Ord.
1lCj2 ^ i (part;, 1^92f
19.4z-.0^0 Hours of operation.
A Retail commercial uses shall only be open for
business between six a.m. and eleven p.m. unless
the planning cernmission approves additional hours.
B Commercial garbage and rubbish collection
shall only occur between seven a.ri and six p.m. if
19 45.040
there is a residential zone or residential use within
three hundred feet of the collection point. (Ord.
-§11Q" * 1 'part), 1992)
19.45.060 Outside storage not permitted.
Outside storage of anv stock, motor vehicles
other than parking for employee and visitor vehi
cles), or other property is not permitted. (Ord. 1192
§ 1 (part). 1992)
19.45.070 Project area.
The project area shall be a minimum of ten acres,
but this requirement does not preclude separate
ownership of buildings. (Ord. 1192 § 1 (pan), 1992)
19.45.080 Yard requirements.
The minimum yard requirements for all main and
accessory buildings are as follows:
A. Front yard: fifty feet;
B Side yard:
1. Firry feet if adjacent to a residential or
agncuitund zone, or facing on a street The side
yard shall be increased at least one foot for each
additional foot of budding height above thirrv fee:;
2. Thirty feet if adjacent to other zones.
C. Rear yard:
1. Fifty feet if adjacent to a residential or agri
cultural zone, or facing on a street. The rear vard
snali be increased at least one foot for each addi
tional foot of building height above thirty feet;
2. Thirty feet if adjacent to other zones. (Ord.
1'.92 £ 1 ipartj, 19c^2i
19.45.090 Building height.
The maximum height of a building or structure
mall :x^ two stones. Ihe p.annimi commission mav
aii^w additional heistht to a maximum of six stores
where it is determined that additional height will net
adversely impact the surrounding land uses. The
planning commission may reduce the heightallowed
at locations where a reduction in height is necessar.'
to minimize the impact on surrounding land uses.
(Ord 1192 § 1 ipani, 1^92)
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19.45.100 Coverage restrictions.
A building or group of buddings, with their ac
cessor; buildings, snail net cover more than twenty-
five percent of the project area. (Ord. 1192 § 1
(part.. 1992
19.45.110 Perimeter wail.
A. .-A: uses snail have a decorative anted con
crete or masonry wail along ail rear and side yards
not fronting on a public street, which abut a residen-
ta..y cr agrcu.rurally zoned property or a resicen-
::a, use. "This requirement may be waived by the
planning commission upon a determination that the
wall is not necessary to buffer the adjacent use.
Such wails snail not be located m the required set-
B. .A. permeter wails shall be a minimum of six
feet high unless the planning commission requires
a higher wa.. as part of the conditional use approval.
C. .he picr.hir.g commission may allow appro-
prate access to trai.s, creek.-, or other ooen scace
amenities. .Ord 1192 o ; .part;, 1992)
19.45.120 Landscaping.
A. All landscaped areas shall 'toe planted with
live piar.t mater.ai and include a permanent automat
ic irrigation system, except for natural areas ap
proved by the planning commission for preservation.
Trie owner, tenant and any agent shall be joindv and
severai.y responsmie for the maintenance pf all
landscaping in good condition and free from refuse
and tiebr.s so as to present a healthy, neat and or
derly appearance
B A minimum of thirty percent of the total site
shall be landscaped. The planning commission may-
approve preservation of natural areas or trails as par:
of the thtrr. percent.
C. Toe required frrnt yard setback ar.d the re-
qu-.rec side yard -,e:baek whtcn faces on a stree: cr.
comer lots shall be lard-cared with live plant mate
ria..- inc.uding shrubs and trees except for neeessary
venicu.ar crr-eways ar.d pedestrian walkways. De
ciduous fee> mil. ha', e a minimum caliper of two
inches. A minimum of forty percent of the trees
shall be conifer trees having a minimum height of
six feet.
0 Landscaping in parking areas shall meet the
following minimum requirements:
bize of parking area
tio3 -.ir. l;.XO square :er.
1r.OX- :c C9.99Q scuar: :"«:
-^.JX: scuar: :=:: and iarge:
Percent landscaped
10
One tree shall be planted for ever/ ten parkins
stalls. Deciduous trees shall have a minimum caliper
of two inches. A minimum of forty percent of the
trees snail be conifer trees having a minimum height
of six feet. Tnt distnbuaon of the trees shall maxi
mize shading during summer months. All land
scaped areas snail be separaied from the parkins
surface by at least a six-inch-high curb.
F. A minimum landscaped area fifteen feet wide
is required along the side and rear property lines.
Vvhere a side yard cr rear yard is adjacent to a
:es;centai or agricultural zone or residential cr
agricultural use. the entire side yard setback and rear
yard setback shall be landscaped.
F. Beriming of the landscaped areas is encour
aged. •Ord. 1192 § 1 ipart;, 19921
19.45.130 Lighting.
A. Lnitorrairy- of lighting is desirable to achieve
an overall objective of continuity, and to avoid
obiectcnable oiare.
B. Toe maximum height of lum.inanes shall be
eighteen feet unless the planning commission re
duces a lower height as part of the conditional use
approval The light shall 'oe low intensity, shielded
from uses on adjoining lots, and directed away from
adjacent property in a residential or agricultural zone
cr ir. adjacent residential or agricultural use.
t. All parking lurninar.es. except those reouired
for secant-. shall be extinguished one hour after the
enc of business hours. Trie exception for secunty
h.thtng applies to a maximum of twentv-fve per
cent of the total luminaries used, unless the planning
ecrruTussion approves a higher percentage.
D Pedestnan walkways to mass transit facilities
shall be lighted. (Ord. 1192 § 1 (part). 1992)
o
19.45.140 Nuisance factors and hazards.
Operations shall not be conducted which emit
offensive or objectionable noise, vibration, smoke,
odors, dust or gases, air pollution, water pollution
or generates heavy truck traffic. Precautions shall be
taken in all operations against radiation, radioactivi
ty, fire and explosion hazards.
.9.45.140
u 1 'Salt LaJlc Cuoniy 1-771
A. Activities conducted on the premises shall
comply with all local, state and federal laws and
regulators and permits.
B. The noise level emanating from any use or
operation shall not exceed me limits in me Salt Lake
City-County health department health regulation
number :wer.ty-one, or its successor, regarding noise
cont'd. The noise level stall nor in any case exceed
five decibels above the ambient level of the area
measured a: tie troperty line. For the purposes of
compliance with health regulation number twenty-
one ail pr^perues located within an office research
residentai.
C A use shall he nor permitted wmch creates
orjectoharie odor ;n such quantity as to he readily
detectable at the "oundures of the site. 'Ord. 1192
I1'.45.150 c-creemn;
c "•mpieteiy screened tomi --unrounding properties by
i rr.asvr.r. wall that :s i minimum of six feet high
or stall re enclosed within a building. Any1 trash or
refuse receptacle area shail be a minimum of fifty
teet fr;m any re^identai or agricultural zone bound
ary or propeny containing a residential or agricultur-
B. All ground mounted mechanical equipment
including, hut no: limited to, heating and air condi
tioning units snail he completely screened from
surrounding properues by a masonry wall or shall
he enclosed w:;hm a 'tmildimi.
C. Toe use •::" r:of appunenances is discouraged.
1: roof appur.ena.hces including, hut not limited to,
a;r ccn ttorur. ' units and mechanical edumment are
used, they sr.c^l A- placed within an enclosure at
:ea>; as high as tie ro.if appurtenances that refects
compue i worn the requirements tor penthouses and
adopted" A- 'dte ^tite Such enclosures require plan
ning commission approvid. ar.d. shall minimize visi-
hilif. fro:: or.-ote ra.Amz areas, adiacent public
diacent residentiailv or actculmruiiv
19.45.140
zoned propeny. The pianmng commission may
require mat the enclosure have a roof when it deter
mines that a roofed enclosure is necessary to meet
the objectives of this section.
D. Ail utility connections shall be compatible
with the architectural elements of the site and not be
exposed except where necessary. Pod-mounted trans
formers and/or meter box locations shall be included
in the site plan with an appropriate screening treat
ment. Power unes and outer utility cables shail be
installed underground where possible.
E. Loading areas and docks shall be screened by
landscaping and or visual banners from adjacent
properties and public streets. (Ord. 1230 § 2, 1993;
Ord. 1192 § 1 (pan), 1992;
19.45.160 Access and parking.
A. Ton number of access points aiong public
streets shall be minimized by shanng and linking
parking -areas with adjacent propones. Reciprocal
m.gress and egres^. circulaton and parking agree
ments shall be required to facilitate the ease of
vehicular movement between adjoining properties.
On comer sites access points shall be located as far
from the comer as reasonably possible and in no
case less than sixty feet from the point of intersec-
tionof the property lines. Vehicular circulation shall
be designed to preclude tie intrusion of traffic di
rectly into residential ot agricultural areas.
3. Parking shall he located per.pherallv around
tie buildings rather than concentrated between the
building and the public streets tc allow the building
to he closer to the mass transit facilities.
C. Parking spaces for vrmpoolcarpoci vehicles
shall be provided and have a priority location near
to enc -urage this form of mass
ill not ~e located in the recurred
or the required side yard setback
en [ram
w luch. taces on
19.45.17)} Pedestrian walkways.
A. Pedestrian walkwavs. a minimum of five feet
wide, shad be provided h accommodate pedestrian
movement between activrv centers w:tur. the site.
l: C.-jiiy i-?}l
19.45.170
to adjacent uses and from buildingentrances directly
to mass transit facihues.
B. Public easements for walkways, jogging paths
and similar uses may be required. (Ord. 1192 § 1
(par), 1992)
19.45.180 Design considerations.
In order to meet the purposes of the O-R-D zone,
the planning commission shall consider the follow
ing pnor to approval of any plan:
A. The development shall provide on-site ameni
ties and appropriate buffering to adjacent properties
and uses.
B. The scale of the development shall be in
character with the surrounding land uses.
C. Sale access shall he provided within the site
and to public streets. (Ord. 1192 § 1 (paid), 1992)
19.45.190 Consistency with master plan.
Development shail he consistent with the Salt
Lake County Master Plan. (Ord. 1192 § 1 (pan),
1992)
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Chapter 19.84
CONDITIONAL USES
Sections:
19.S4.010 Purpose.
19.S4.020 Conditional use permit
required when.
19.84.030 Application requirements—Fee.
19.84.040 Public hearing.
19.84.050 Determination of commission.
19.84.060 Delegation of approval
authority.
19.84.070 Policies established.
19.84.075 Graffiti preventative materials
or design.
19.84.080 Review by planning
commission.
19.84.090 Conditions for approval.
19.84.095 Preliminary- and final approval
of conditional use applications.
19.84.100 Appeal of planning director
decision.
19.84.110 Appeal of planning commission
decision.
19.84.L20 luaspection.
19.84.130 Time limit
19.84.140 Sale of alcoholic beverages.
19.S4.150 Revocation of conditional use
permits.
19.S4.160 Hearing officer.
19.84.010 Purpose.
Tne purpose of this chapter is to allow the proper
mtegration mto the county of uses which may be
suitable only in cenam locations in the county or
zoning aistr.ct or only if such uses are designed or
laid cut on the site m a particular manner. (Trior
code § 22-31-1
19.84.020 Conditional use permit required
when.
A conditional use permit shall be requued for all
uses listed as conditional uses in the district regula
tors cr elsewhere m this title. (Ord. 127~9 § 5,
19.S4.010
1994: Ord. 947 § 2, I9S6: pnor code § 22-31-2
ipan))
19.84.030 Application requirements—Fee.
A. Application for a conditional use permit shall
oe mace by the property owner or certified agent
thereof to the planning commission.
3. Accompanying Documents. Derailed site
pians drawn to scale and other drawings necessary
to assist the piannmg commission in arriving at an
appropriate decision.
C. Fee. Tne fee for any conditional use permit
snail be as provided for m Section 3.52.040 of this
code. (Pnor code § 22-31-2(1)—(3))
19.84.040 Public hearing.
No public hearing need be held; however, a hear
ing may be held when the piannmg commission
shall deem such a hearing to 'oe necessary in the
public interest.
A. The development services division director
may delegate to the piannmgdirector the holding of
the hearing.
3. Tne development services division director
shail submit to the piannmg commission a record of
the hearing, together with a repon of findings and
recorrimendarions relative thereto, for the consider
ation of the piannmg commission.
C. Such hearing, if deemed necessary, shall be
held not more than tinny days from the date of
appiicanon. The particular time and place shall be
established by the development sendees division
director.
D. Tne. development ser.ices division director
shall publish a notice of heaping in a newspaper of
general circulation m the county not less than ten
days pnor to the date of the hearing. Failure of
property owners to receive notice of the hearing
shall m no way affect the validity of action taken.
•.Ord. 9S2 § 20, 19S6: pnor code § 22-31-2(4))
19.84.050 Determination of commission.
Toe pianuiing commission may permit a condi
tional use to be located within any district in which
the particular conditional use is permitted bv the use
696-1 iSi.; Lxkc Gdcety 7-95)
19.84.050
regulations of this tide. In authonzmg any condi
tional use the piannmg commission shall impose
such requirements and conditions as required by law
and any additional conditions as may be necessary
for the protection of adjacent properaes and the
public welfare. Such conditions of approval may
include but shall not be limited to limitations or
requirements as to street and/or trail dedication, the
height, size, locanon and design ofstructures, land
scaping, density, mgress-egress, fencing, parking or
lighting. Height density and size requirements for
strictures m each zone are maximums and may be
reduced or modified as conditions to the approval
or any conditional use application. (Ord. 1248 § 2,
1993: Ord. of 5/29/S5; pnor code § 22-31-2(5)
(pan))
19.84.060 Delegation of approval authority.
Tne planning commission may delegate to the
development ser-hces division director the authority
to approve, modify or deny all or pan of the condi
tional uses set forth m this ride. (Ord. 982 § 21,
1986: pnor code § 22-3I-2(5"i(pan))
19.84.070 Policies established.
Tne planning commission shall establish policies
regarding landscaping, fencing, lighting,
ingress-egress, height of buiidmgs, etc., to guide the
decision of the development services division direc
tor to ensure consistency m die issuance of condi
tional use permits. (Ord. 982 §22, 1986: pnor code
;( 22-3l-2(5)(paxt)i
19.84.07d Graffiti preventative materials or
design.
A. Whenever the planning commission deter
mines that there is a reasonable likelihood that graf
fiti will be placed on the surfaces of proposed im
provements it shall require, as pan of the condi
tional use approval, that the applicant appb an anti-
graffiti material, approved by the development ser
vices division, to each of die surfaces to be con
structed. Tie anti-graffiti matenal shall be used on
sunaces from ground level to a height of rune feet
Toe planning commission mav approve dense plan
ting or appropriate design measures in place of anti-
graffiti maienais.
B. Whenever die planning commission becomes
aware ofgraffiti having been placed on any surfaces
constructed as pan of development approved as a
conditional use, ;t may require that the applicant or
his/her successo- m interest apply an anti-graffiti
matenal to such surfaces where no such matenal
was previously required. (Ord. 1290 § 4, 1995)
19.84.080 Review by planning corrunission.
Tnt development services division director is
authonzed to bring any conditional use permit appli
cation before the piannmg commission if, in his
opmion, the general public interest wdl be bener
served by review of the planning commission. (Ord.
982 § 23, 1986: onor code § 22-31-2(5)(part))
19.84.090 Conditions for approval.
Tie planning commission shall not authonze a
conditional use permit unless the evidence presented
is such as to establish:
A. That the proposed use at die particular loca
tion is necessary or desirable to provide a service or
facility which will contnbute to the general
well-being of the neighborhood ard the community;
and
B. That such use will not, under the circum
stances of the particular case, be detrimental to the
health, safety or general welfare of persons residing
or working in the vicinity, or injurious to property
or improvements m the vicimtv; and
C Tna: the proposed use will comply with the
regulations and condinons specified m this tide for
such use; and
O That the proposed use will conform to the
intent or the county master plan. (Pnor code §
22-3 1-2:5 :(p;irt'i
19.84.095 Preliminary and final approval of
conditional use applications.
A. Unless otherwise designated, a decision ap
proving a conditional use application shall be a
preliminary approval of the application.
Lf Coudo "-9S) 696-2
•<
%
B Except as specified in subsection C of this
section, the development services director is autho
rized to grant final approval of conditional use ap
plications after all of the conditions and require
ments of the preliminary approval which are neces
sary for the final approval have been met. Final
approval of a conditional use application shall be in
the form of a letter to the applicant which, together
with the approved sue plan if required, shall consti
tute the conditional use permit.
C Tr.^ piannmg commission may require as a
condition of preliminary approval that a conditional
use applicator, be brought before the piannmg com
mission for consideration or imal approval. \Ord.
10"1 § 3, 1989)
19.84.100 Appeal of planning director
decision.
.Any person snail have the nght to appeal the
decision of the development services director to the
piannmg commission by filing a letter with the
piannmg commission within ten days or the devel
opment services duector's decision, stating the
reason for the appeal and requesting a hearing be
fore the planning commission at the earnest regular
19.84.095
696-3 (Sill Luce Cwarv ~-95)
meeting of die commission. (Ord. 979 § 3, 1986:
pnor code i 22-31-2(5)ipani)
19.84.110 Appeal of planning commission
decision.
A. Any person shall have the nght to appeal to
the board ot county commissioners any decision
rendered by the planning commission by tiling m
writing, and m triplicate, stating the reasons for the
appeal with die board of counry commissioners
withm ten days following the date upon which the
decision is made by the planning commission. After
receiving the appeal the count commission may
reaffirm the planning commission decision, remand
the maner to the planning commission for further
consideration or set a date for a public hearing.
B. Notification of Piannmg Commission. The
board of counry commissioners shail notify' the
piannmg commission of the date of the review, m
writing, at least seven days preceding the date set
for hearing so that the planning commission may
prepare the record for the hearing.
C. Determination by Board cf County Commis
sioners. Tne board of counry commissioners after
proper review of the decision of the planning com
mission may affirm, reverse, ater or remand for
further review andconsideration any action taken by
die planmng commission. (Ord. 1004 § 2, 1987:
prior code § 22-31-2(6))
19.84.120 Inspection.
Following the issuance of a conditional use per
mit by the planning commission the director of
buildmg inspection shall approve an application for
a building permit pursuant to Chapter 19.94 of this
Utle and shall ensure that development is undertaken
and completed in compliance with the permits
(Pnor code § 22-31-2(7))
19.84.130 Time limit.
Approval of the oondiuonal use applicationby die
planning commission or the development services
director shall expire twenty-four months after the
date of the approval decision (see Section
19.02.070) unless the applicant has obtained the
19.84.100
conditional use permit and a buildmg permit, where
required, for the use within the twenty-four-month
penod. The date of the approval decision shall be
the date of the preliminary approval decision where
the application approval process includes both a
preliminary and final approval. A twelve-month
extension can be obtained subject to paying an
extension fee equal to 1.0 times the original films
fee. (Ord. 1037 §2, 198S. Ord. 963 § 1, 1986: pricTr
code § 22-31-2(8)1
19.84.140 Sale of alcoholic beverages.
A. The piannmg commission shall authonze a
conditional use permit to sell alcoholic beverages
except Class A beer outlets and Class B beer outiets
where il :s determined by the planning commission:
1. That the use is not in the immediate proximi
ty of anv school, church, library, public playground,
or park;
2. That the proposeduse at a particular location
is necessary and desirable to provide the service or
facility which will contribute to the general
well-being of the neighborhood and the community;
and
3. That such use will not, under the circum
stances of the particular case, be detrimental to the
health, safety or general welfare of persons residing
or working in the vicinity, or injurious to property
or improvements in the vicinity; and
4. That the proposed use will comply with regu
lations and conditions specified in this tide for such
use; anc
5. That the proposed use will conform to the
intent o! the county master plan.
B. AH conditional use permits for uses dispens
ing alcoholic beverages to be consumed on the
premises are subject to an annual review, and all
applications for a conditional use permit for con
sumption of liquor or beer on the premises must be
accompanied by a payment of fees as provided in
Section 3.52.040. The fees arc considered reasonable
because of the costs of investigation and studies
necessary for die administration hereof.
C. The granting of any permit by the planning
commission to dispense alcoholic beverages is sub-
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ject to review by the counry commission. Tne denial
or any permit by the piannmg commission to dis
pense alcoholic beverages is subject to review bv
the district courts. Ail appeals of piannmg commis
sion decisions to the board of counts' commissioners
cr the district courts must be filed with the appropri
ate body witnm thirty days from the date of the
planning commission decision. (Ord. $04, 1982:
19.84.150 Revocation of conditional use
permits.
A conditioned use permit may be revoked by the
piannmg ocrnmiSiicn upon failure m compliance
with the conditions precedent to the original
approval o; the permit or for any violation of this
title cccumng on the site for which the permit was
approved. Pnor to taking action concerning revoca-
tor. c: a conditional use permit a hearing shall be
held by the planning commission. Notice of the
tearing and the grounds for consideration of revoca
tion snail oe mailed lo the permittee at least ten
davs pnor to the hearmg. (Ord. 1279 § 2. 1994)
19.84.160 Hearing officer.
Tne planning commission may appoint with the
concurrence o: the board of counry commissioners,
a .hearing officer or officers to make recommenda
tion- to the piannmg commission as to whether
cause exists for the planning commission to consider
revoking any conditional use permit. Pnor to mak
ing any recommendation to the planmng commis
sion, an evidentiary hearing shall be held by the
hearmg officer to determine whether the permittee
has failed to comply with condinons precedent to
the or.gmal approval of the permit or has otherwise
violated any provision of the zoning ordinance oc
curring on the site for which the permit was ap
proved. Tr.e hearmg officer shall notify the piannmg
commission d any violations have been corrected by
the permittee within any time period suggested by
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Chapter 19.92
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Sections:
19.92.010 Membership—Term.
19.92.020 Organization—Procedures.
19.92.030 Powers and duties.
19.92.040 Variances.
19.92.050 Appeals.
19.92.060 Special exceptions.
19.92.070 Voting.
19.92.080 Effect on present members.
19.92.010 Membership—Term.
Toe hoard of adjustment shall consist of five
members ant three alternates, all of whom shall be
appointed bv the board of county commissioners.
Terms of each of the members and the alternates
shall expire on November 1st of the last year of die
term for wmch they were appointed. On or before
November 1st of each year one member shall be
appointed for a five-year period to take the place of
the member whose term has expired, which term
shall commence November 1st Any vacancy occur
ring on the board bv reason of death, resignation,
removal or disqualification shall be filled by the
board of county commissioners for the unexpired
term of such member. In the event a tern of a
member or alternate shall expire without his having
been reappointed or a successor having been ap
pointed, the member or alternate shall cont.nue to
serve until a successor has been appointed and the
term of the successor shall terminate on the same
day as though he was appointed in a timely manner.
Toe members of the board shall he residents of the
unincorporated area of the county and at least one
and not more than two members or alternates shall
be members of the county planmng commission.
(Ord. 1221 § 1 (pan). 1993)
19.92.020 Organization—Procedures.
A. The board of adjustment shall:
1 Organize and elect a chairperson; and
2, Adopt rules governing its procedures.
19.92.010
B. Tie board of adjustment shall meet at the call
of the chairperson and at any other times that the
board ot adjustment determines.
C. Tie chairperson, or in the absence of the
chairperson, the acting chairperson, may administer
oaths and compel the attendance of witnesses.
D. 1. .All meetings of the board of adjustment
shall comply with the requirements of Chapter 4,
Title 52. Utah Code. Open and Public Meetings.
2. Toe board of adjustment shall:
a Keep minutes of its proceedings,showing the
vote of each member upon each question, or if
absent or failing to vote, indicating that fact; ar.d
b. Keep records of its examinations and other
official actions.
3. Toe board of adjustment shall file its records
in the office of the development services division.
4. All records in the office of the board of ad
justment are pubiic records.
E. Not more than two alternate members maysit
at any meeting of the board of adjustment at one
time.
F. Decisions of the board of adjustment become
effective at the meeting in which the decision is
made, unless a different time is designated in the
board's rules or at the time the decision is made.
(Ord. 12.:: 1 § 1 (part), 1993)
19.92.030 Powers and duties.
Tie board of adjustment shall;
A. Hear and decide appeals from zoning deci
sions applying the zoning ordinance as provided in
Section 19.92.050;
B. Hear and decide the special exceptions to the
terms of die zoning ordinance set forth in Section
1^.92.060;
C. Hear and decide variances from the terms of
the zoning ordinance; and
D. Determine the existence, expansion or
modification of nonconforming uses. (Ord 1221 §
1 (part), 1993)
19.92.040 Variances.
A. Any person or entity desiring a waiver or
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modification of the recuirements of tie zoning ordi
nance as applied ;o a parcel of property tiat hi'she
owns, leases, o: in which he/she holds some other
beneficial interest may apply to the board of adjust
ment for a vinar.ce from the terms of the zoning
ordinance.
3. 1. Toe board :r adjustment may gran: a van-
a. Literal enforcement of the zoning ordinance
w'-uld cau'e an unreascnable hardship for the appli
cant that is no: necessary to carry out the general
purpose T the zoning ordinance;
o. There are special circumstances attached to
the troterv that o- not generally arm'• tc other
c. Granting the variance is essential to the en
joyment •'•: i substar.tdl property right possessed by
other propery :n the same district;
d. To.e vanance will not substantially affect the
general plan and w:i not be contrary to the ouhhc
e. Tie spirt ---line zoning ordinance is observed
and suhstantal justice done.
2. a. In determining whether or not enforcement
of the zoning ordinance would cause unreasonable
hardship under subsection '"Bid), the board of ad
justment may not find an unreasonable hardship
unless the alleged hardship:
;. Is located on or associated with tine property
for which the vanancc :s sought; and
:i. Somes from circumstances peculiar to the
propers, not from conditions that are general to the
neignr-ornood.
b. in determihihg whether or not enforcement of
tie zoning ordinance would cause unreasonable
hardship unde: suosection B''fl), the board of ad-
tide h.ard-oup :.s set-imposed or economic.
5 in detenunmg whether or not there are spe
cial circumstances attached to the properv under
supsecti m C3 '. . the r-ard of adjustment may
find the: special circumstances exist only if the
a. Relate to the hardship complained of: and
h Deprive the propeny of privileges granted to
.Si.: „!*: Z:--.:- *-"
.: titer propones in the same district
C. The applicant shall hear the burden of prov
ing that all of the condinons justifying a variance
D Variances run with tie land.
E. The hoard of adjustment and any other body
may pot gran: use variances.
F In granting a variance, the board of adjust
ment may impose additional requirements on the
applicant that will:
\. Mitigate any harmful effects of the variance;
~\ r
v_ .
2. Serve the purpose of the standard or require
ment that is waived or modified .Ord. 1221 § 1
19.92.050 Appeals.
A. 1. Toe applicant o: any other person or entity
adversely affected by a zoning decision administer-
;ng or interpreting a zoning ordinance may appeal
that decision applying the zoning ordinance by
alleging that there is enor in any order, requirement,
decision or determination made by an official in the
administration or interpretation oi tie zoning ordi
nance.
2. .Any officer, department, board or bureau of
a counry affected by the grant or refusal of a build
ing permit or by any other decisions of the adminis
trative officer in the admimstration or interpretation
of tie zemng ordinance may appeal any decision to
the board of adjustment.
B. Tne person or entity making the appeal has
tie burden of proving that an enor has been made.
C. 1. Only zoning decisions applying the ordi
nance may be appealed to the board of adjustment
2. A person may not appeal, and the board of
adja.stment may not consider, any zoning ordinance
amendments or conditional use decisions.
D Appeals may not be used to waive or modify
the tents •or retirements O'i die coring ordinance.
E Am appeal to the hoard of adjustment must be
filed at the development services division of Salt
Lake County within sixty days after the order, re-
duuement decision or determination administering
or interpreting the zoning ordinance is made in
Vwntang. Tne appeal shail set fonh with specificity'
the reasons or grounds for tlie appeal.
F. Appeals shall follow the procedures set forth
in the rules of the 'hoard of adjustment. (Ord. 1221
§ 1 Ipari. 1993''
19.92.060 Special exceptioris.
The board of adjustment may approve any of the
following special exceptions toihe zoning ordinance
wnere it determines the exception is consistent with
the purposes of the zoning ordinance and will not
be detrimental to the health, safety or general wel
fare of persons residing or working in the vicinity,
cr injurious to propeny cr improvements in the
vicinity:
A. Where a zone boundary-' Ime divides a lot in
single ownership at the time of the passage of the
ordinance codified in tins title, the board mav permit
a use authorized on either portion of such lot to
extend not more than fifty feet uvo the other portion
of the lot.
B. The board may permit the building of a
dwelling upon a lot which does not have frontage
on a street
C. The board may permit die enlargement of or
addition toa nonconforming building orstructure or
a building or structure occLroied bv a noncomt'ormin^
use.
D. The board may permit the relocation on a lot
of a nonconforming building or structure or a build
ing or structure occupied by a nonconforming use;
or the board may permit the reconstruction on a lot
ofa nonconforming building or a building occupied
by a nonconforming use.
E. Where a parcel of land is at least one and
one-half times as wide and one and one-half times
a:, large in area as required for a let in the 2Jone, or
one and one-quarter times as wide and one and one-
quaner times as large in area as required for two
lots in the zone, the board may permit the division
ot this parcel into two or three lots respectively.
Any such creation of an additional lot or lot*; by the
board shall be subject to compliance with subdivi
sion requirements where applicable.
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F. 'The board may permit a temporary buildmn
for commerce or industry in a residential zone,
which buildmg is incidental to the residential devel
opment such permit to be issued for a period of not
more nan one year. (Ord. 1295 § 2, 1995; Ord.
1221 § 1 (pan), 1993)
19.92.070 Voting.
The concumng vote of at least three members of
the board shall be necessary to reverse anv order,
requirement or determination of any such adminis
trative official, or to decide in favor ofthe applicant
on any matter on which it is required to pass or to
effect any such variation or special exception to this
title. (Ord. 1441 § 2, 1999: Ord. 1221 § 1 (part),
1993)
19.92.030 Effect on present members-
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to
affect die eligibility orqualifications to serve ofany
of the present members of the board of adjustment
whose terms have not expired, nor shall anything in
this chapter be interpreted to affect the eligibility for
reappointment of anyof the presentalternates. (Ord.
1221 § 1 (part), 1993)
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Chapter 19.93
PROCEDURES FOR ANALYZING
TAKINGS CLAIMS
Sections:
19.93.010
19.93.020
19.93.030
19.93.040
Purpose.
Findings.
Taking relief procedures—
Petition and submittal
requirements.
Taking relief procedures—
Determination of takins.
19.93.010 Purpose.
The purpose of this chapter is to establish proce-
A. Obtaming and analyzing information regard
ing a c:aim that the application or enforcement of
Sar. „ixe Count- coning ordinances and/or land use
regulations to prvate propeny within the unincorpo
rated areas of the county constitutes an unconstitu
tional taking of pnvate propeny without just com
pensation, and
B. Deterrmmng whether it might be appropnate
to gtramt admmistrative relief to the claimant in the
even: :: is determined that such application or en
forcement constitutes an unconstitutional taking
''Ord. 1455 § 2 (pari). 19991
19.93.020 Findings.
The governing body makes the following find
ings.
a t.s • >-,.•»-• ti-i,»
_ ubhc mterest in lawful and
responsible land development and promote the
health, welfare, and safety of its residents, the coun
ty has enacted zoning and other land development
regu.ations applicable to properties within unincor-
porated areas of the county, including new and
revved regulations applicable to properties m the
count-'s canyons and foothills; and
B In die event an owner of pnvate property'
within tie unincorporated area of the counry claims
that the application :r enforcement of countv zoning
ordinances or other land use regulation constitutes
an unconstitutional taking of its pnvate propeny, it
is m the best interests of the county to have estab
lished procedures for obtaining relevant information
for analyzing such claim and determining whether
it might be appropriate to grant eerain relief to the
claimant, rather than conducting such analysis in a
more confrontational, expensive, and tirne^onsum-
:ng litigation context 'Ore. J45p ; z {pan), 1999)
19.93.030 Taking relief procedures—
Petition and submittal
requirements.
A. Takings Relief Petition. .Any applicant after
a final decision on its applicator, is rendered bv the
development services director, planmng commission,
board of adjustment or governing bodv. mav file a
ta.-tings relief petition with the development services
director seeking relief from the final decision on the
grounds that it constitutes an unconstitutional taking
of the applicant's pnvate propeny.
h Adfected Propeny Interest Toe takings relief
petition must provide information sufficient for the
district attorney to determme that the petitioner
possesses a protectable mterest in property under
.Ancle I. Section 22 of the Constitution of Utah or
the Firm .Amendment to the United States Constitu
tion. In the event the petition does not provide infor
mation sufficient for the district attorney to deter
mine that the petitioner possesses a protectable
interest m property under .Ancle I, Section 22 of
the Constitution of L'tah or the Fifth .Amendment to
the United States Constimtion. the petition shall be
returned to the petitioner.
C. Time for Filing Petition. No later than thirty
calendar days from the final decision by the devel
opment services director, piannmg commission,
board of adjustment, governing body, cr other ecun-
r- review authority on any site plan or other type of
zoning application ihe applicant shall file a takings
relief petition with tie development services diree-
D. Information to Be Submitted with Takings
Relief Petition.
1 The takings relief petition must be submitted
on a form prepared by the development services
